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ABSTRACT 
 
The tension between human capacities and limits plays itself out in literature from the 
ancient Greeks to the new millennium.  My collection The Nightfiller’s Handbook is a 
story-cycle that draws on the rich metaphoric literature of human relationships with the 
gods to explore how our identities, aspirations and actions are shaped in the face of our 
mortality.  This collection and accompanying exegesis consider the extent to which we 
can discover and test our capacities and limits through connections created in the 
metaphoric realms of art. 
In the story-cycle, my protagonists find themselves taking on the gods, dealing 
with death, loss, violence and the struggle between insignificance and heightened 
experience.  This concept of taking on the gods is informed by original sources in Greek 
mythology, particularly Homer’s The Iliad and The Odyssey.  As well, modern scholar 
Roberto Calasso’s The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony – a seamless retelling of and 
commentary on the four great classical story-cycles: the Cretan cycle, the Argonauts 
cycle, the Theban cycle and the Trojan cycle – influences the tone of my protagonists’ 
relationships with the gods. The motif of heroes’ journeys to the Underworld, as 
described in the works of comparative mythology by Joseph Campbell and in Margaret 
Atwood’s Negotiating with the Dead: A Writer on Writing, also informs the creation of 
my collection.   I also draw on the Bible and Goethe’s Faust, particularly Faust Part II, 
which political philosopher Marshall Berman characterises as a “tragedy of 
development” in his text that explores modern identity, All that is Solid Melts into Air: 
The Experience of Modernity. 
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Rather than a modern re-imagining of the ancient myths, my story-cycle 
considers humans’ relationships with “traditional” gods – elemental forces that surround 
us like family (living and dead) and nature.  The gods are echoes, shadows, reflections 
cast on the modern worlds of the stories’ protagonists.  “Modern” gods of progress, 
money, materialism and globalisation add their influences to the protagonists’ struggles 
to create their own places in society.   
In the story-cycle, the realm of myth is navigated by multiple, layered 
associations, particularly those invoking works of literary fiction, narratives in popular 
culture as well as myth-making “art objects”, such as artefacts in art museums and 
religious and cultural monuments.  
The structure of and techniques used in the stories in The Nightfiller’s Handbook 
draw on two main ideas about the attributes and strengths of short stories. The first is 
the view of novelist and short story writer Richard Ford about the way short stories 
explore whether characters can be “significantly known on the strength of rather slight 
exposure.”  The second approach is characterised by poet, academic and mentor Dr 
Ophelia Dimalanta as the power of short stories to work within three levels of human 
experience at once:  the personal, socio-historical and cosmic.  In The Nightfiller’s 
Handbook, both approaches lead the writer and reader towards possible life-changing 
experiences for the protagonists from – in Ford’s words – “one little manufactured 
moment of clear-sightedness.” 
The exegesis discusses the contextual and theoretical underpinnings of the story 
collection, especially its concept of taking on the gods in the mythical/traditional and 
the contemporary sense, and its use of the short story form. 
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Playing by the Rules 
 
The ref blows half-time and we’re in position, our knees stiff, backs straight because 
we’re really a little short for the counter.  This morning our mothers cut the oranges that 
our brothers are tucking into on the field, quartered so they fit over the teeth like blank 
orange smiles.  They’re not really smiling, though; their chests are still heaving from the 
first half. 
The heads of younger kids bob over the counter.  Some of the kids are so little 
we can see only their hands waving coins.  Everything’s laid on:  lollies and chips, ice 
blocks, drinks.  We’re not allowed to get the pies and sausage rolls out of the warming 
oven – one of the mothers is here for that – but we’ve already lined up the brown paper 
bags and put the sauce packets in. 
We like doing the lollies best.  It takes skill – steady hands – to manoeuvre the 
tongs between the shiny cardboard lolly boxes and the crisp white paper lolly bags 
without dropping anything.  Red frogs and green ones, cobbers that stick to your teeth 
after the chocolate melts, freckles.  I like the cocktail fruits, with the tiny picture of a 
bubbly cocktail glass on the cellophane wrapper.  Because they are already wrapped we 
can pick them up with our hands. 
The mother has told us twice that cocktail fruits are a cent each or two for a cent.  
We know this.  We have served at half-time before.  Besides, even the littlest kids know 
to ask for two for a cent. 
Drinks are in the big chest fridge.  The lid is heavy and the rubber seal is a bit of 
a struggle but we have it figured out.  When someone wants a drink, one of us opens the 
lid and balances it while the other leans in to the cold box and grabs a bottle.  Karen 
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usually does the leaning, because she’s taller.  The mother on duty takes the bottle to the 
opener screwed onto the wall and flips off the cap.  One of the mothers is particularly 
good at this, flicking her wrist up without even really looking.  We call her ‘the 
barmaid’ mostly in admiration, though we know barmaids have loud voices and wear 
too much makeup and hairspray.  We have never been in a bar but we have seen 
barmaids on the Benny Hill show. 
Today’s mother is not very good at opening the drinks.  She’s spilled a few.  She 
spends a fair bit of time between customers wiping the red formica counter and 
dragging a mop over the concrete floor.  When adults come up to the counter she bustles 
in to serve them.  Sometimes a father will ask one of us and say something like “there 
you are, sweetheart,” when he hands over the money.  We shift our feet and giggle a bit.  
They never tell us to keep the change, though. 
Our own dads come over.  Mr O'Dell smokes and he lights one now, leaning on 
the counter.  They’re talking about air-conditioning again.  Mr O'Dell works for a 
company that sells air conditioners.  He wants Dad to buy one, even though summer is 
over.  He says we won’t know ourselves once we do.  He says that almost everyone has 
them in America and no matter how hot it gets you can always dial up a cool change.  
He always says this part.  The company he works for is called Cool Change Climate 
Control.  Karen calls it the Four C's.  The first time she said it, I thought he must be 
captain of a ship, sailing those four seas right around the world.  She laughed at me 
then:  “Don't you know there's seven?” 
My Dad runs his left hand through his hair, back and forth, like he always does 
when he’s unhappy.  He doesn’t tell Mr O'Dell that we already bought an evaporative 
cooler at the beginning of the summer because it was cheaper than an air-conditioner 
and it’s portable so Mum can wheel it around the house.  It’s my job to fill the water 
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basin at the back of the unit.  When we first got it home and tried it, the humid air it 
blew wasn’t anywhere near as cool as it had felt in the shop.  When I kept asking him 
why, Dad eventually said with his pinched voice that the shop was air conditioned so of 
course the air it was blowing there felt colder. 
Mr O'Dell’s skin is an unusual colour.  Karen is a bit freckly but her father has 
reddish skin, like he’s permanently sunburned.  He never peels, though, and the colour 
stays the same summer and winter.  In fact, his skin almost glows, like a cigarette end in 
the dark.  In winter Mrs O'Dell has pale hands but her makeup hides the colour of her 
face.  In summer she likes to tan.  She wears shorts and halter tops like a teenager but 
the skin around her eyes is all wrinkly when she smiles.  Once she used a tanning lotion 
at the beginning of the summer and her skin turned orangey.  It’s still only early 
autumn, only the second round of the footy season and Mrs O'Dell is trying to preserve 
her tan.  We can see her on a floral fold-up chair down near the half-way mark, her red 
sandals kicked off, legs sticking out to catch the sun.  I’ve tried to walk in those four-
inch heels, playing dress-ups at Karen’s place.  It wasn’t easy. 
A couple of the players are coming up to the shop.  We don’t know them; 
they’re from the other team.  The studs on their footy boots clack on the concrete path.  
I shudder at the sound.  Imagine being gouged on the thigh or the back of the neck by 
footy studs while your face is held into grass and mud.  We see this all the time, with 
the boys. 
The two players get drinks and pies but it’s nearly time for the second half.  I 
wouldn’t want to be running around the pitch so soon with a stomach full of pie and 
fizzy drink.  One of them’s a front rower.  You can tell by the shoulders, already like a 
man’s, you can tell by the gouge marks on the legs, just above the socks.  Our brothers 
are backs, long-legged runners.  They’re already doing sprints up and down the side-
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line, waiting for the ref to come out.  Dad says it’s hard to know if my brother will stay 
in the backs.  It depends if he starts to bulk up around the chest, or stays lanky.  Mum 
says she doesn’t want him in the scrum.  Frank Ryan broke his neck in the scrum last 
year playing Under 17’s against St Michael’s.  He was up against that front row that 
looked like a bunch of gorillas.  Karen says Frank’s real name was Francis Xavier and I 
think that’s pretty sad – but not as tragic as Ignatius or Aloysius.  Imagine being named 
for a saint.  I wonder if Frank Ryan's a real saint now?  The patron saint of footballers. 
After the whistle blows for the second half we wipe the counter and then we’re 
free to leave.  Other girls will serve at the remaining matches this afternoon, the sisters 
of other players.  At the end, the mother will count the money, lock up the fridges and 
cabinets and take any leftover sausage rolls and pies.  Before we go, we take an ice 
block each and a fistful of cocktail fruits.  We have to pay for them. 
Outside everything is gold and green.  The pitch has been watered all summer so 
it’s lush to look at and has the tang of juicy grass freshly ground into mud.  The 
shadows of the boys make strides and lunges like giants in seven league boots, 
measuring their domain.  I try to keep what’s left of my ice block in my own shade.  We 
choose a slight hill to sit on, sprawling the way we like because the mothers aren’t 
watching us.  Most of them, like my Mum, are talking in small groups but the keen ones 
are following the game, trotting up and down the side line.  Mrs O'Dell’s fold-up chair 
is empty.  I see her eventually, balancing her way towards the toilet block.  Once I heard 
Dad tell my brother that a woman who lives across the road is built like a brick shit 
house.  I’m not allowed to laugh when Dad says that word.  I’m not allowed to say it or 
even think it.  
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The other team’s got a monster second rower who always seems to have the ball, 
barging up to the desperate defenders who cling to his thighs like whiny toddlers.  He’s 
exhausting them; it’s a good tactic.  He’s built like a brick shit house. 
We close our eyes into the sun and lean back on our elbows.  We can follow the 
game without looking, picking out familiar parents’ voices.  “Tackle ‘im, tackle ‘im, 
come on!” when the other team has the ball but “get it out Matty, get it out wide” when 
ours does or “quick hands, Greg” or “go with him, go with him.”  Somewhere behind us 
a little kid sobs like it’s the end of the world. 
 My brother scored a try in the first half.  I didn't see it.  Karen mentioned it when 
I showed up for canteen duty at half time.  I had to pretend that I did see the try, so she 
wouldn't guess that I missed it because I was back in the car, reading.  It's not that I 
mind watching the game, exactly, but watching it reminds me that we're always playing 
different games now.  It reminds me there are games I’ll never play. 
 Sometimes my brother will still do a jigsaw with me, but only if it's raining and 
even then not if the picture is a garden or house.  He'll only do the ones of maps – map 
of South America, map of the world, map of the solar system. 
 One Christmas, Mum and Dad gave him a book and lucky for him it was a big 
adventure story, because he doesn't like hanging around the house or sitting in the same 
spot for a while, which is what you have to do if you're reading.  That year they gave me 
some craft:  a Sew It Yourself, which was pieces of cardboard with patterns printed on 
them and holes punched along the lines of the patterns and a big blunt needle and some 
coloured wool.  You were supposed to poke the needle with the wool through the holes 
in the cardboard, following the lines, and when you were finished it would look like you 
had made the patterns up yourself and you could hang them on a wall.  The patterns 
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were flowers and leaves and scrolls but somehow they looked better before I worked on 
them. 
 I got my brother's old Cyclops bike that Christmas, too, with the rubber on the 
handlebars starting to crack and the frame a little bit wonky from when he stacked it 
coming down the big hill near school.  He had gravel rash all down his arm and he told 
me you have to just put up with the pain, you have to take it like a man.  For a long time 
I thought a Cyclops was just a funny name for a bike but the book my brother got that 
year set me straight... 
A roar rushes up the hill and somebody’s scored.  I open my eyes to check.  
Noise and movement and light confuse me.  What was I just thinking?  Something, 
something I needed to be thinking about but I’ve lost it.  The game moves on.  They get 
to the fifth tackle.  A winger from the other team steps high, evades, (he’s good) and I 
see my brother lunge at him.  He only gets the jersey but he’s strong.  He spins the other 
player round and round, it seems forever, and each spin brings them both closer to the 
ground.  The fathers cheer. 
The scrum forms, as it always does, with the front rowers turning their backs 
and raising their arms above shoulder height like great, graceful birds, the three of them, 
holding their arms raised and open for each other, with the two props sliding in to 
support the hooker, moving into line.  Then the second rowers and the lock link in 
behind to complete the wedge.  I catch my breath every time, right at that moment.  I 
don’t know why. 
A few yards in front of us two boys who’ve already played in an earlier game 
start slapping each other on the back.  We can hear the whacks, echoing right through 
their skinny chests.  We can see their shoulder blades shudder as their game gets more 
and more serious: who can stand the pain longest?  We’re not sure because they 
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collapse into a wrestle, smearing the backs of their jerseys with grass.  “Stop it, you 
spaz!” one of the boys cries, and now we know who’s won. 
 A Boy's First Odyssey, by Homer.  That was the book my brother got that 
Christmas.  He turned the backyard into the Ancient World and different parts of the 
yard were the places in the story that he travelled to, or odysseyed around.  He took the 
part of Odysseus, great captain, great leader, brave and clever and heroic, escaping from 
angry gods and witches and monsters and hiding in a big wooden horse until everyone 
was asleep, then jumping out and slaughtering everyone.  It was pretty exciting for my 
brother, I suppose, but confusing and hard work for me because I had to play all the 
other parts and I could never remember which part of the story came next.  Mostly I had 
to run around the yard after him and get hit with a sword or poked in the eye – not my 
real eye, but one that he drew in red texta in the middle of my forehead – by a huge 
sharpened tree trunk that was really one of Dad's tomato stakes.  Then he ran all around 
me while I had to lurch blindly, groping and shouting, “what’s your name?” and he 
always answered, “I’m Nobody” so when I called out to my Cyclops neighbours I could 
only say, “Nobody’s killing me” and my pleas for help were ignored.  My brother 
thought this part of the story was a great joke.  So a Cyclops was a giant but not-too-
smart monster with one eye and no one could tell me why it was also the name of my 
hand-me-down bike. 
 But then my brother went to high school and he was always off to cricket 
practice or footy practice or swimming training and had lots of mates from his teams.  
Mostly I see the back of him now, heading out the kitchen door, munching on bread and 
vegemite, letting the screen door slam, with Mum saying the same thing every time:  
“Don't bang that door!”  And I watch him go and in my head I sometimes hear I’m 
nobody, and it doesn’t feel like a joke at all. 
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There’s something not right.  I don’t know if Karen feels it, a restlessness, an 
idea slipping away before I’ve been able to think of it.  I sit ripping up tufts of grass, 
tying long blades into knots, seeing how many knots I can get from one blade. 
“Let’s go exploring,” Karen says and I’m grateful.  Karen’s good for me, she 
takes me out of myself, she’s always thinking up things.  She was the first one at school 
with green frost nail polish, she’s a brilliant liar and she rides her Dragstar bike like 
there’s a devil in her.  Karen has fights with her Mum and she tells me she enjoys it like 
a sport.  She even practices bored looks or sneers in her dressing table mirror so she’ll 
be ready when a fight comes on.  I know they only do shouting and slammed doors but I 
imagine Karen and Mrs O'Dell fighting like boys, with thick punches and grunts and 
headlocks.  They both look as though they’re up for it.  I can't say that to Karen though.  
She might not get the joke.  
I don’t fight with my Mum.  She’s got a lot of doctors’ appointments and Dad 
says she needs a bit of peace and quiet so no one even talks much at home now.  
Sometimes though, before midnight, I’m woken by noises:  a strange barking (a dog? a 
man?), a woman sobbing, the garage door banging, a car revving away.  I don’t know if 
these noises are from dreams or the real world.  Either way, they're scary. 
The world feels hazy now and far away as Karen and I wander towards the trees.  
The mid afternoon air hangs sticky and hot and the melted ice block trail dries down my 
arm.  I always buy a red ice block, not so much for the taste but because, if I suck it 
carefully, it turns my lips red as Mrs O'Dell’s lipstick.  The challenge is to get the 
outline of the lips perfectly red, without spreading a stain around your mouth.  I also 
like to watch the ice turn whiter and whiter as I take in the red juice.  I think: Snow 
White and Rose Red; life-blood.  I think: vampire.   
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“Is it green?  How green is it?” Karen asks, walking ahead of me, but backwards 
so I can see how her mouth looks.  I nod and laugh and add my part:  “As green as the 
grass, green as a frog, green as Nick Santangelo throwing up his guts.”  Karen screws 
up her nose and doesn’t even blush but I still reckon she’s got her eye on Nick.  (It’s not 
much of a guess; I’ve seen her English book with Nicky S scrawled over the inside 
cover and sometimes Karen S.)  Karen used to get red ice blocks but now she mostly 
gets lime or orange.  She says they make her lips go better with her clothes. 
Now it’s my turn.  “How red is it?  Have I got it red?”  I make what I hope is a 
movie star pose, complete with pout.  “As red as a rose, red as nosebleed, red as 
Amanda Mooney’s bloomers.”  I don’t want to laugh at that but I’m supposed to.  I 
hope my grimace, hand held to my mouth, passes for one.  We weren’t the ones who 
saw Amanda Mooney’s bloomers on sports day but we heard about it:  how everyone 
was sitting on the hill and she was doing stretches and Carmel saw the spots of blood, 
some of them quite red, some turned brown already.  I can’t laugh because I know this 
will happen to us one day.  It will happen to me. 
As we get further away from the pitch, the grass fades and straggles into 
yellowed clumps, exhausted by months of sun and little rain.  The whistles and 
barracking grow fainter and the day is suddenly still, like a door closed on commotion.  
We’re moving away, this is unfamiliar territory, watchful.  A stand of paper barks 
provides scraggy shade, dead leaves crunch under my sandals, dust finds its way 
between my toes.  Karen rubs her hand along a tree trunk, pulls away a fleshy strip of 
bark, examines it.  “Know what this is?” 
She’s holding it towards my face.  I see the thick creamy bark, the frayed strands 
and shreds where it’s been torn from the tree.  “See these black bits?”  She’s lifting 
layers away with her fingernail, revealing a black dust right there in the bark.  “It’s 
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gunpowder,” she pronounces and I take a closer look, collecting a few grains on my 
damp finger.  I smell it (somehow gunpowder needs to be smelled), but it doesn’t smell 
like anything.  I wonder if it’s dangerous to have it on my fingers.  Gunpowder 
explodes, it burns.  I brush the grains off on my t-shirt.  On Daniel Boone men carry 
bags of gunpowder on their belts.  How many paper barks would you need to strip to fill 
a bag?  It hardly seems worth it.  Then you’d need a gun.  I launch into my version of 
the TV theme song:  Daniel Boone was a man, was a b-i-g man.  With an eye like an 
eagle and the face of a beagle had he.  Karen has heard this before but she doesn't join 
in.  “Har, har,” she says. 
Or maybe you’d put some gunpowder in a bottle, throw in a match and toss it 
quickly at an enemy.  I’ve seen something like this on the news, young men with long 
hair and beards on a road in a foreign country tossing blazing bottles at police.  James 
Dibble on the news said it was a molotov cocktail.  That reminds me: I dig my hand into 
my jeans pocket and pull out a couple of cocktail fruits. 
Behind the paper barks a channel runs through the park with a huge concrete 
stormwater drain.  We clamber down into the almost dry channel, which is not such an 
easy task wearing cork platform sandals, and peer into the drain.  It’s dank and a 
clogged line of rubbish stretches away through the traces of water, bottles and soggy 
cardboard, waterlogged and stranded.  I don’t like walking through the drain, even 
though it’s taller than us and wide, too wide for me to touch the sides even with my 
arms stretched right out.   
What if there was a rush of stormwater, what if a gang of boys suddenly 
appeared at each end?  I try not to think about it.  I look towards the end of the drain, 
where the dim light bursts into gold again.  We’ll be through this soon. 
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Karen does a wolf-whistle, she’s good at them, then a yodel (not quite so good) 
to test the echo in the drain.  She’s my best friend, although we don’t sit together in 
class.  She sits with another best friend. 
Through the other side of the drain is a secret world of wild ryegrass and leaning 
headstones.  This is the old cemetery, going right back to the early settlers.  The lawn 
cemetery with Frank (F.X.) Ryan in it is on the other side of the town.  We’ve been 
learning about the early settlers at school.  It’s hard to believe this wasn’t always a 
suburb, with its four lane highway heading back to the city.  They had to cart everything 
here over rough tracks.  They had to make their own bread.  The headstones look worn 
down, as if they were first used for kneading dough for a hundred years before being 
propped here.  There are a lot of young children’s headstones.  I can still trace remnants 
of their carefully carved ages, even when the names higher up have all but gone.  One 
year; seven months; three years and four months.  Sometimes there’s the name of a 
woman and a child on the one headstone, the dates the same or within a few days.  
Perhaps there were no doctors. 
 It doesn't seem enough, just to get a headstone marking where you are and even 
if they cut your name deep into the stone, it doesn't last forever.  Maybe that's what 
happened to old Homer, because nobody can remember where he is buried.  Nobody 
can even say what he did, except make up stories.  Who was his family?  Where did he 
live?  Did he have kids and did they make up stories too? 
 In Religion class Mrs Morton says when you die there's light and music and you 
float up and sit on a cloud with your face turned towards God, shining forever like a 
star.  But only if you're good:  no lying, stealing, coveting or fighting and you have to 
honour your father and mother.  But Homer says everyone ends up under the ground 
and sad and ghostly too, because when Odysseus tried to hug his dead mother she 
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“fluttered through his fingers, sifting away like a shadow, dissolving like a dream.”  
Those were his very words and although they make me uneasy I can't forget them.  And 
Homer is older than the Bible. 
 I know about this because I found another Odyssey at the library, with a lot more 
words and without any pictures but still by Homer and as I read I saw there was a lot 
more to this story than the way we used to play it in the backyard, with battles and being 
tossed around on the sea and getting shipwrecked and escaping from monsters and 
witches.  For one thing, there was a lot more about Penelope.  Even though she was a bit 
annoying, spending such a lot of time crying and pacing and wringing her hands, I felt 
sorry for her because it must have been boring just stuck in the palace waiting and doing 
all that weaving, and being left alone by her son when he went off God knows where. 
Like father like son, they say. She wouldn't agree to marry a suitor and who could 
blame her, when all they did was turn up every day to be fed and entertained and they 
didn't do any work.  When I told Mum about that part she said “things don't change 
much.” 
“Wake up, Australia!” Karen says right in my face and I'm not sure how long 
ago I stopped following her, how long I've been sitting here on a little stone border 
along one of the graves.  
There are trees in the cemetery, pepper trees with branches drooping almost to 
the ground.  “Let’s climb,” Karen calls over her shoulder, already moving.  Karen kicks 
off her sneakers and goes straight up into the mass of leaves.  This is difficult.  Heights 
are scary for me and Karen knows it, because that time we went to Luna Park I was 
screaming on the rollercoaster even on the way to the crest.  But I don't really have a 
choice, she's waiting for me. I follow her slowly, carefully, halfway up the tree, where 
the branches still feel solid.  Over to the right, Karen’s dusty feet swing into view.  As 
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the thumping of my heart begins to slow, the whole world seems different, sounds move 
towards me slowly, I breathe in green light, the world opens and closes, there is space, 
there is time for every thought. 
“Stand up,” Karen urges, “you can see it all.”  I inch closer to the main trunk and 
lever myself up against it, grazing my shoulder on the scabby bark.  She’s right about 
the view but everything seems so small, especially the people.  Like that man I can see, 
coming out of the toilet block tucking in his shirt, his whole body no taller than the little 
plastic soldiers my brother used to play with.  He rubs his hand back and forward over 
his hair just the way my Dad does.  He even looks like my Dad.   And that woman 
coming out of the same door; she must have gone into the Men’s by mistake, she’s 
tottering out behind him on her red high heels. 
It’s hard to stay interested in these tiny people.  They seem even less real than 
dolls or plastic soldiers.  They’re nobody.  Now that I have reached this height, I would 
rather imagine being part of this tree, another branch extending a little more every day, 
pushing out leaves, growing without thought, massive and strong.  Maybe there’s a 
story in it – something about sisters lost in the bush and so sad because no one from 
their family comes to find them and they turn into trees, their tears falling at their bare 
feet as they sink like roots into the earth.  But then they hear their mother singing, that 
beginning bit of a new song I’m making up:  Children come down, you know those trees 
won't hide you, smooth-limbed and brown...I haven't figured out the last line of the 
verse yet, or whether their mother has some magic to turn them back into girls. 
But Karen doesn’t like sad stories or sad songs and she’s looking a bit cranky 
now, sitting on a branch again and kicking her legs hard against the tree trunk.  Maybe 
she’ll like that other story I’m making, the one about the girl kidnapped by barking 
dogmen and taken underground.  Last night I was telling it to my brother, the part where 
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she’s dangling over a bubbling cauldron on a fraying rope and figures out that if she can 
only swing her whole body forward and back a few times she might just reach that 
ledge.  I’d stopped the story there – a real cliffhanger, like on TV – but my brother 
didn’t look up.  He just said:  “The trouble is, there isn’t a hero,” and went on checking 
his footy gear, tightening the spikes on his boots.  I suppose he’d know; he’s already got 
three trophies on his book shelf.  That story needs a bit of work, I guess. 
I’m just about to try it out on Karen but she gets in first.  “Who do you reckon 
the prettiest girls are in our class?”  Karen has given me an important task.  I have to put 
my mind to it.  I’ve never really ranked girls this way before.  I have my own categories 
(who’s funny, who’s smart, who’s shy) but this is more like Miss Universe on TV, with 
the master of ceremonies telling us the measurements.  I don’t know any of our 
measurements but I say some names.  Karen’s legs have stopped swinging.  I realise my 
mistake and add her quickly and the names of all of her friends. 
“What about you?  Who do you think?”  Now it’s her turn and there are more 
names but mostly the same as the ones I’ve just said.  “You,” she adds and I hear the 
tone in her voice.  Still, a lie can be kind. 
 “That was so funny.”  Karen's voice has changed a bit and I can't imagine what's 
next, what part of the story we're in now.  “Because we thought you did it on purpose.  
'God is love' and all Mort-face wanted for the essay was some Bible quotes – and there's 
millions of them – but you had to stick in that weird stuff.” 
 Oh.  We're in this part.  I wrote it because it's what I really thought.  And I 
remember it too.  Word for embarrassing word. 
In the ancient stories women were always turning into other 
creatures.  Or being turned into them by one of the gods.  Most 
often this was done to get away from Zeus.  In fact, running 
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around after mortal women who didn’t care for him seems to 
have been a large part of how Zeus spent his time.  I know he 
was a god and all, but wouldn’t it have been better to have 
brought those women some flowers or a new chariot, and to 
wait and see if they even liked him, instead of pestering them so 
much they had to turn into a tree or a deer to escape him? 
 But Karen's still talking.  “And then we realised you didn't know, you thought 
she'd actually tell you the answer, you wanted her to answer your question about Zeus!”  
Karen's mouth is a big smile but her eyes are sharp.  Eyes like an eagle.  Yes, I wrote it 
because I wanted to know – even though he was a god – wasn't there someone or 
something that could make him see that he should just leave those women alone?  But 
Mrs Morton didn't want to talk about that and she failed my essay and I wanted to say it 
wasn't fair but all I could think was, does she think I'm stupid? because she put a red 
line through “brought” and wrote “bought” as if I don’t know the difference, as if Zeus 
would ever have to buy flowers for anyone! 
Karen’s looking at the tiny figures on the pitch, far away, moving in line, the 
ball passing back and forth.  “Last week,” the words are like a dream, “we were the ones 
who put that mud in your desk.  We waited for you to figure it out but you never did.”  
She swings down to a lower branch, then onto the ground, collecting her shoes without 
breaking stride, moving away, back towards the game. 
Karen is taking sound away with her, back across the dried grass and dead 
children, back through the drain, smaller and smaller and finally silent.  I don’t 
remember what her voice sounds like, or mine, because after the truth, nobody spoke.  
There was no sound.  There is no sound.  No wind in the trees, no whistle from the ref 
on the footy pitch, no songs or sobs or breath. 
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 Penelope was a queen but nobody seemed to like her and nobody did what she 
wanted.  She wasn't mean, though, and she wasn't stupid.  That trick of unravelling 
every night the parts of the shroud she wove during the day, the shroud she said she had 
to finish before she'd get married again, fooled the suitors for a long time – three years! 
how thick were they? – until one of her maids dobbed her in.  But she didn't have 
anyone to stick up for her, or anyone she could really trust or talk to, anyone she could 
really rely on.  She didn't have a friend.  She didn't even have a daughter.  Nobody.  And 
I remember her words now.  I realise that these words have been there all along: 
In my heart of hearts I always cringed with fear 
some fraud might come, beguile me with his talk; 
the world is full of the sort, 
cunning ones who plot their own dark ends. 
And sometimes, the one with dark ends is your own best friend. 
Above me and all around the sun shifts on the leaves.  I cannot feel my feet on 
the branch.  I’m swaying a little but there’s no rope to swing out on, not even a fraying 
one.  There are only the brittle twigs and the shimmer of leaves spreading above me, 
drawing me slowly like the rise of the rollercoaster, drawing me up towards the crest 
before the great lurch downwards – and my body no longer belongs to me, my body is 
given over to the headlong rushing, which even so sets me gently, finally, against all 
expectation right way up, back on the ground.  Every time, you have to trust that it will.  
I’m on my toes, ready to swing out, eyes closed so I can imagine the rope just 
beyond my reach.  I can hear sharp bursts of…what is it…cheering?  It would have been 
so easy, something I could do without thinking but suddenly it’s too late and I’ve 
thought about it and my feet are back on the branch and I hear the sharp, impatient 
bursts of the car horn again.  Who knows how long ago the players left the field? 
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 Maybe that Odysseus wasn't such a great hero or husband or father.  He 
complained so much about how he wanted to get back home but for a lot of the time he 
didn't seem that unhappy about being out in the big world telling a bunch of stories that 
sometimes really happened and sometimes were lies.  And he had to boast his real name 
as he was getting away from that Cyclops, so the Cyclops could get his dad Poseidon, 
Lord of the Seven Seas, to send storm after shipwrecking storm to follow Odysseus.  He 
did get home in the end but all his men were killed along the way.  They trusted him, 
they were his team, they were in his hands.  And though Penelope waited faithfully for 
such a long time, he seemed to enjoy staying in disguise when he finally arrived, 
spinning another big tale, more lies. Homer called him the man of twists and turns. 
 I like to think that Penelope did know who he was when he turned up, that she 
saw through his disguise and was playing her own game.  But I don't know the answer 
for sure.  I'm not even sure if it's the right question. 
Opening the car door I see my brother’s neck and knees streaked with dirt.  The 
air reeks of his hot jersey, sweat, my mother’s face powder.  She has her gold compact 
open and from the back seat I can see her eyes reflected in its little oval mirror.  She 
looks unspeakably bored, whether with the game, my father’s reports of Mr O'Dell or 
waiting for me, I cannot say. 
 
Cahill Taking on the Gods 18 
Shooting Stars 
 
Laura stands before the gilt framed mirror in her hotel room preparing for another long 
day of sightseeing.  Despite the July heat already glittering against her window, she 
wears a long sleeved shirt buttoned just below her neck to comply with the mosque’s 
requirements for respectable dress.  
 She likes this hotel:  small, family-run, with its bright pink and white façade and 
rooftop terrace, its rooms with cool tiled floors, soft pink walls and muted Turkish rugs.  
It is not the hotel she selected from the guidebook while she was still in Europe.  The 
Hotel Atlas had first attracted her from the list in the book.  The name reminded her of 
nights lying on still warm grass, imagining the Titan’s back bent beneath the celestial 
vault – and anyway, the tariff was certainly cheap – but the Atlas turned out to have 
lumpy beds, ripped lino and a smell of grime.  Luckily this old district of Istanbul, that 
lovely, flowing word Sultanahmet, was full of small hotels and she only had to carry her 
backpack to the corner of the street, where the Hotel Sofya stood as if it were waiting 
just for her. 
 Laura picks up her earrings from the dressing table and fastens them, checking 
in the mirror that they are hanging straight.  She doesn’t have pierced ears; these are 
clip-ons but lightweight as dandelions.  As she turns her head they seem to give off 
light, the not-quite symmetrical mother of pearl moons fixed in strands of antique silver.  
They are her most precious possessions. 
 Never take anything on your journey so valuable or dear that its loss would 
devastate you. 
 This advice was not in her guidebook but was pronounced mournfully by Macon 
Leary in The Accidental Tourist.  Laura watched the film 37 days after her sister died, a 
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time when Laura did nothing but sit in front of the television and count days.  Did 
Macon give this advice at the beginning of the story, when he was trying to keep his life 
in its rigid orbit or at the end, after the cheerful Muriel had streaked across his path, 
bringing inspired chaos and hope into his world?  Laura could not remember.  Either 
way, it was probably a little foolish of her to bring these earrings to the other side of the 
world but she could not be parted from them. 
 She sees her sister Josie now, bent over her long, laminated work bench in the 
vine-covered shed at home, crafting her delicate offerings.  “Oh, but I wanted to 
surprise you for your birthday!” Josie cried, hunching over the earrings to hide them but 
then she let Laura sit beside her to watch her finish them, knowing she would enjoy 
seeing how the work was done.  That was last year, when Laura turned 18.  21 days 
after that birthday Josie was diagnosed and 245 days after that she was dead.  Pancreatic 
cancer.  Ridiculous in someone in her mid-twenties, unheard of.  Josie fought hard 
against those cellular explosions, but she was overcome. 
 Laura stares into the mirror recalling only Josie’s concentration on the silver 
strands, working slivers of pearly light down towards the moon-like discs.  She hears 
the gentle pinging of the shed’s tin roof expanding, the dull tapping of Josie’s tiny 
hammer, the whispered rasp of the file.  They still seem close, these sounds that always 
surrounded Josie, and Laura too, but they are far away.  How many days since Josie 
lived?  441. 
 “Well, your shooting stars are in Istanbul today,” she says to the mirror. 
 Shooting star.  That had always been Josie’s little joke, her nickname for Laura.  
Josie had announced at the dinner table as a six year old that she and her soon to be born 
sister were going to be astrophysicists and fly to the stars. 
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 After all, Josie was a child of the space age.  That famous day, her first grade 
class and the whole school had crowded into the sixth grade classroom, everyone 
hushed around the school’s only television set, to watch a blurry, ghost-grey Neil 
Armstrong bobbing down a ladder onto the obscure moon surface.  Josie could not see 
the earth or any stars in the wobbly, shadowy picture on the television screen but she 
knew that those mysterious points of light were out there, just beyond her view.  She 
wanted to know what stars were made of, what precious secrets awaited on other 
worlds.  It was a family anecdote that when Josie got home from school that afternoon 
she ran around the backyard waving her arms and yelling:  “There’s a man in the 
moon!”  Josie did an astronaut walk, then stood on her pregnant mother’s feet and they 
danced a clumsy but fond moon waltz together, with the ball of energy that would be 
Laura, incandescent but still remote, growing between them. 
 On summer evenings, Josie and Laura would sometimes lie on the back lawn, 
just out of reach of the arc of the sprinkler, taking in the starry sky.  On one of these 
nights, Josie told Laura about the day of the astronaut and the man in the moon, happy 
to make fun of her own ignorance.  “I thought they were so close, the moon, the stars.  I 
thought that I could reach the stars in days.”  “How many days would it take?” Laura 
asked.  Josie stretched her arms, her fingers towards the sky.  “Oh, millions, billions of 
days....”  Then she rolled over towards Laura and began to tickle her little sister's ear 
with a clover leaf.  But sometimes Josie would be serious about the stars.  If they saw a 
shooting star, Josie would recite the encyclopaedia entry from memory, explaining that 
their bright scatterings were fragments of comet tails (or meteoroids, a serious and 
much less attractive word that sounded to Laura like a disease).  Chunks of ice and dust 
or metallic rock whizzing into the atmosphere, flaming up and disintegrating.  Laura 
liked her nickname but neither girl accepted the idea of annihilation.  Josie was sure 
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Laura’s shooting star would never burn out; she would streak across the whole universe, 
a light pulse speeding on forever. 
 When she was 13 and discovered poetry, Josie still loved to stretch out on the 
quiet summer lawn; only now she would quote at the stars, while ants crawled under the 
collar of her shirt and the coarse buffalo grass prickled the soles of her feet: 
The upper air burst into life! 
And a hundred fire-flags sheen, 
  To and fro they were hurried about! 
And to and fro, and in and out, 
The wan stars danced between. 
 Laura played the role of the fire-flags.  She rushed around the rose bushes and 
tomato plants, her neck straining forward, arms splayed back like the wings of a rocket 
or the action of a sprinter almost at the line.  She knew this would make her sister throw 
back her head with delight, it would let Laura see Josie’s eyes sparkle, no longer 
obviously blue in the evening light but still the brightest stars in Laura’s sky. 
 This was what Josie had wanted for both of them: unending bright motion, a 
kind of blazing through life fuelled by amazement and joy, impervious to the chilled 
silence of loneliness.  It was strange then, that Josie had chosen a craft so meticulous 
and contemplative.  Josie had ditched the astrophysics idea when the world of her 
imagination collided with calculus at school.  Yet she never relinquished the symbols of 
that bright realm.  Star maps turned fanciful.  Elliptical orbits became sketches of wire 
thread, stringing crystal points of light. 
 Meanwhile, Laura continued to revolve around her sister, sometimes feeling a 
little fuzzy around the edges, a little dim compared to Josie but always hoping to find 
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some purpose of her own, something to bring the lustre she saw in Josie to her own 
face. 
 
In the hotel room, Laura brushes one of the earrings with the back of her hand.  What an 
eye Josie had, what imagination and such skilled hands.  Because the earrings do look 
like shooting stars; they almost vibrate, they almost burst.  Laura grabs a scarf for the 
mosque, a bottle of water and her city map before immersing herself in the heat and 
glare of the city. 
 She has embraced this part of Istanbul, with its history layered like sediment 
before her, its street cafes for leisurely tea drinking in the dusk and the blue and white 
flowered tiles of the Sultans’ tombs and mosques.  Even the carpet touts do not disturb 
her purpose, with their interminable, fake-friendly calls of “where you from?” to try to 
get Laura's attention.  Their wares, even though churned out for the tourist trade, are 
still beautiful, in colours of heirloom jewels:  ruby, topaz, amethyst, pearl. 
 Laura wanders along the remains of the Hippodrome where chariots once raced 
in honour of the Emperor.  She ponders the remains of the Delphic python column, 
tribute for an ancient victory beyond all hope.  She stretches her hands towards the pink 
granite obelisk, already 1,500 years old when it was looted from Egypt two thousand 
years before her birth, yet smooth and shining still.  She crosses the cobbled main 
square beyond the rose garden and fountain and gasps at the genius of space and light as 
she enters the Aya Sofya.  Inside this great Byzantine church, later converted to 
Ottoman mosque and now a museum, Laura feels centuries pass beneath her feet as she 
ascends to its gallery, the marble stones of the ramp worn smooth.  She can only marvel 
at the long, grave mosaic of the angel holding the earth in one hand.  How did the 
mosaic-maker know so long ago that the earth was a swirling ball of white and blue? 
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 Her favourite place in the city is the underground palace, Yerebetan Sarayi, the 
cistern of a thousand and one columns with its vast mirror of water, too dim for 
reflection.  It’s more than a retreat from the blazing sunlight, for here she has discovered 
the two Medusa heads.  She has read that some people are unnerved by these 
disembodied images, perhaps due to their placement:  one on its side, one upside down.  
But Laura recognizes them.  With little differences around the chins and mouths, subtle 
alterations in their gazes, they are sisters, though not twins. 
 She wants beauty, she wants every beautiful thing this city has to offer, all of it, 
to cram into the space behind her eyes, to push out the pictures of Josie, thin, so thin, 
almost hovering in the hospital bed in those last days.  She has done a hundred 
monuments and museums all over Europe.  In London, she has pressed her face up 
against glass cases of fine Indian embroidery, wondering at the tiny stitches.  She has 
traced with her fingertips the flowing shades of mosaic floors in the Louvre, admiring 
but at a loss to understand how materials so unyielding could seem to spill right across 
the room, in textures and contours of animals, flowers, faces, almost alive.  She has seen 
a jewelled crown in Vienna 1,200 years old, its large sapphires, rubies and emeralds dull 
and rough cut because there were no tools for fine gem work so long ago.   
 For jewels, the Treasury of Topkapi Sarayi, positioned high above the 
confluence of the Bosphorus and the Sea of Marmara, was without peer.  This is where 
Laura is heading, as if, through her eyes, to preserve for Josie’s sake what her sister 
should have been allowed to see, the artistry that should have inspired Josie to work 
metal and crystal into precious life. 
 How Josie would have loved to see Laura’s photos of such jewels worked in the 
service of the sultans’ empire.  Encrusted pen boxes, candlesticks, bowls, mirrors, 
turban pins, belts, maces, helmets, sword hilts, daggers.  Objects of myth and memory, 
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power and desire.  How would Josie have regarded the scarcity of women’s adornment 
among them?  Ah, but her eyes would have appraised the elegant designs and placement 
of the jewels, her hands would have imagined making the ingenious settings!  She 
would have felt between her shoulder blades a sympathetic ache of muscles, 
concentrated in the work. 
 Laura sees an exquisite hand mirror made for the great sultan, with a design of 
blossoms and leaves carved in ivory and threaded with gold wire.  An inscription 
sweeps around the edge, an invocation that she reads on the museum card, “to keep the 
beholder’s beautiful face perpetually radiant, to preserve the mirror as long as the world 
revolves.” 
 Josie once repaired an old hand mirror in silver and turquoise.  Luckily, the 
reflective surface had not been damaged at all, for this would have been beyond her skill 
to restore.  She hunted down several gemstones to replace those that had been dislodged 
and lost over the years.  The mirror was heavy in the hand.  Josie had shown Laura, 
laughing, why such a mirror was no good for vanity – it was too heavy to be held for 
very long. 
 Josie was not one for vanity herself.  She never wore makeup and hardly looked 
in a mirror except to judge the balance of a piece she was working on.  Yet she loved 
the thought of her designs giving pleasure, displayed around an elegant throat or wrist.  
Josie never made jewellery for herself.  She usually wore only two rings:  a single pearl 
in a simple gold setting from her grandmother and a garnet from an old boyfriend. 
 But the disease was already working on Josie, methodical as her own work.  As 
the weight started to fall away from her, Josie was able to adjust the bands on these 
rings, making a cut in the metal, slowly filing away, almost atom by atom, creating a 
perfect join again.  Eventually though, all her craftsmanship was not enough.  She could 
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create enduring beauty but she could not deny that her own body diminished a little 
more each day.  One afternoon, working on the rings, her anger finally burst out.  Josie 
threw her metal file at the wall.  Laura has these rings now, in little velvet boxes at 
home.  Too small now to fit her own fingers. 
 Laura shakes this image away as she leaves the Treasury and crosses the 
courtyard.  She seeks to settles herself with a glass of tea in the shaded terrace café 
beside the palace walls.  A man, his wife and three boys sit around a large table with 
coffee and cake.  They must be tourists from one of those countries where women are 
made into black apparitions.  The wife wears a full black chador.  Even her eyes cannot 
be seen, because an insert of netting covers her face.  It must be stifling.  Laura doesn’t 
want to stare but is fascinated as the woman lifts the veil a little away from her chin, 
shoveling a forkful of cake underneath towards her mouth.  As the family leaves the 
café, a wind gust flicks the hem of the chador into the air.  Underneath, just for a 
moment, Laura sees a wild flash of garish geometric patterns, a secret work, something 
like the palace itself:  the colour and richness and energy not on display in the external 
architecture but unsuspected, reserved for rooms intended to be hidden. 
 Laura needs more, even more than she has seen today.  She wants to “press on” 
as Josie would sometimes say after Laura had brought her a snack in the workshop and 
Josie had paused to flex her fingers and wrists, stretching her neck from side to side.  So 
she walks down from the palace, past narrow houses of stone and wood, towards the 
great and gracious mosque of Istanbul. 
 It should be approached, she has read, from the northern gate so that the 
worshipper can appreciate each dome surmounting another dome and semi-dome, now 
coming into view as she climbs the steps towards the courtyard.  Laura wants this, 
wants to see it the way it was intended by its architect and she holds the image heedless 
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of the human traffic.  She only just remembers the scarf and ties it on quickly as she 
reaches the threshold. 
 A young man suddenly stands beside her in the courtyard, smiling and nodding.  
He introduces himself and offers to show her around the mosque. 
 “I am a student of English,” he explains.  “I think:  you are a visitor and perhaps 
I can practice my English with you?” 
 Conversation is not exactly what Laura desires.  She anticipated contemplating 
the prayer hall’s splendid tiled walls, tracing the patterns from the natural world, almost 
seeing the brush strokes of the craftsmen, already dead for four centuries.  But travelling 
is lonely work so she smiles and merely wonders what he will make of her own accent, 
broader than his. 
 He is looking at her shirt, sea-green, that makes her eyes seem more vivid than 
their usual greenish grey.  He is looking at her scarf.  If he could see the earrings 
underneath, he would surely admire them, he would not have seen anything like them, 
even in this city of jewels.  But he does not know about the earrings, luminous against 
her long black hair and tanned skin.   He only says:  “It is good you have dressed with 
respect.” 
 As they move around the large, plain courtyard that leads to the mosque he 
points out the subdued stone features.  In turn, she gives him the rehearsed history of 
Laura – not the version that saw her escaping overseas after she began to fear she might 
just stare at a wall for the rest of her days. 
 This is the version of her as universal traveller, taking in the earthly wonders 
before she begins to study next year to be an astrophysicist.  He seems to have no 
interest in the stars though, merely providing a kind of walking guidebook commentary 
as they travel past the arched courtyard walls.  
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 Laura has already read what he is telling her.  The sultan’s palace craftsmen, 
working in metal or ivory, gems or ceramic, mother-of-pearl and rare wood, were the 
Ehl-i-hiref, the Community of the Talented.  Yet she cannot avoid the thought that so 
much of their gifted labour has disappeared:  gold and silver melted down to fund 
military campaigns, jewels prised from their settings and slipped away, other treasures 
damaged and discarded or lost in accident or misadventure.  Even the sultan for whom 
this mosque was built was dead at 26.  Almost the same age as Josie.  Talent, devotion 
and energy bound to dissipate and at best only a few objects and memorials remain, the 
fading imprints of those who devised or used them. 
 Laura realises she is beginning to find all this skill and devotion to works of 
beauty and grandeur slightly suspect.  She can feel herself slipping, her concentration 
sputtering like a small, exposed flame.  The heat in the courtyard seems to push against 
her in waves, with the weight of millions, billions of days. 
 Yet once inside the mosque her words and thoughts are stilled.  Light and colour 
surround her.  These impermeable tiles crafted in the service of mystery, belief, glory, 
the ineffable, dissolve above her head into a white and blue mist, like the earth seen 
from space, a rare jewel to be admired but not possessed. 
 Outside again, she is calm and ready for the next destination on her tour of the 
city.  She turns to offer formal thanks to her companion and to compliment him on his 
English.  His smile has just a trace of smirk as he leans towards her. 
 “And now we will go to my uncle’s carpet shop,” he says, “where you can buy 
carpets as fine as those you have seen here in the mosque but for an excellent price.” 
 “Oh.”  Laura takes a step back in disappointment but, after all, he has been so 
nice to her and probably every second person in Istanbul has an uncle with a carpet 
shop.  “Well, that’s good of you to offer, but I’m really not interested in buying a carpet.  
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No, it’s not the price, really.  Of course they’re beautiful but I’ve so many other things 
to see…” 
 His face, suddenly too old for a student, is right before her, almost touching the 
fold of scarf along her brow. 
 “Fuck you!” he screams and she retreats from the contempt, the brittle glaze of 
cordiality now crazed and ugly. 
 Laura backs away from this dangerous creature as if confronted by a snake 
behind the vegetable patch back home.   Exposed in the public square before the 
mosque she seeks refuge beyond the Hippodrome, hurrying towards the alleys of the 
Grand Bazaar, staring at the pitted footpath and struggling to control her thoughts. 
 Why are there always traps?  Why does everything get misshapen and twisted?  
Why can’t Josie be here?  Not Josie with those rings loose on her fingers, the skin gone 
yellow as her liver began to fail.  The real Josie, vital and almost luminous, her head 
stretched back in concentration, tracing star patterns in the night sky. 
 Laura stands at the arched gateway to the Bazaar, flushed and a little breathless 
and realises she has forgotten to remove her scarf.  She drags it from her damp hair.  
Why can’t Josie be here?  No, not right here, not in this marketplace clogged with 
human traffic ready to grasp at her, wanting her attention, her money, her energy.  
Somewhere quiet, where time slips by, unnoticed. 
 She needs to be somewhere cool and soothing, away from the battering light.  
She turns back towards the one place in this city of strangers she knows can help her:  
the underground palace with its cool silence where the sisters dwell. 
 But when she has almost arrived at the steps leading down to the reservoir a chill 
hits her, deeper than any pool.  There is no weight at all on her right ear.  What a vain 
gesture, reaching for her earlobe as if for a limb that is no longer where it should be.  
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She is dizzy for a moment and is seized by fright.  It cannot be.  It cannot.  Her hands 
brush all down her shirt and skirt, searching for a pocket that doesn’t exist, where her 
little star might have caught itself on its way down.  She lifts each foot slowly, hoping 
that the earring has fallen to earth right beside her instep and rests there waiting for her 
to retrieve it intact. 
 But it’s gone. She knows. It’s lost out there in the expanse of the city, 
disintegrated under a boot, or kicked into a drain or seized by a carpet seller’s child to 
be locked away in a box at the back of the shop.  Her shooting star, her light, born on 
the western fringe of Sydney, borne like love across the outer rim of the civilised world, 
pulverised in the heat of an Istanbul afternoon street. 
 She wants to weep.  She wants to sit right here in the stone gutter and never get 
up again.  Clutching her head, she remembers the scarf and pulls it from her bag, 
scrabbling at the material, searching every crease.  And that must be it!  When she 
pulled off the scarf.  It’s not a short distance back to the Bazaar but she has to try, for 
Josie’s sake. 
 She is stupid, stupid for risking so much, for losing the great gift Josie had given 
her at the peak of her talents.  She has nothing of her own worth giving; her very 
existence is worth nothing.  For she sees now the true nature of the shooting star, and 
she does not believe she will achieve even this brief flaming.  She has no idea of her 
trajectory or whether anyone will prize it or even remark her passage.  This version of 
herself as astrophysicist is pathetic, completely untrue.  She has no idea what she will be 
doing next year or even next week.  She knows that once she returns to the normal 
world, leaving these images, these artefacts of hope, she will drift back into the dim 
numbness of her empty universe.  
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 It’s not enough that Laura was able to wheel Josie out into the yard on those 
nights before her final return to the hospital.  It’s not enough that she felt Josie’s deep 
sigh as she stretched her bare toes down from the footrests to brush the dewy lawn, her 
fingers clasping Laura’s to trace together for the last time constellations familiar as 
home. 
 And back, even further back.  Josie sitting in the workshop, dust motes circling 
in the sunbeam above the bench, rubbing patiently at an open circle of gold, warming it, 
preparing it for the stone that will sit at its center.  Josie, leaning against her sister’s 
shoulder, confiding:  “There’s still a bit of physics, you know.  See, the physics of the 
warmed metal pushes the ends close to each other, closing on the sides of the gem, 
holding it fast.  A little trick of the elements and universal laws.”  But by then, secretly, 
the universal laws had turned against Josie.  The sound of Josie's voice was still so close 
but her body was already moving away. 
 Laura’s eyes ache from staring at the ugly concrete footpath and she is jarred by 
the strangers she collides with as she hurries back towards the Bazaar.  Every particle in 
the city presses down on her, she is falling into the dead weight of herself, but she 
forces herself to move through the heat, the noise, the memory to a destination she 
believes cannot exist.  Yet there...there! sparkling in a puddle where a bucket of water 
had been thrown from the door of a shop, not pulverised, no longer lost, she locates her 
star.  
 An old man sitting on a wooden stool outside a small carpet shop near the 
entrance to the Bazaar watches her discovery, as anxiety and anger dissolve into a cry of 
delight.  She realises he is looking at her and suddenly understands what he has seen in 
her small drama.  Her eyes shine with tears.  He claps his hands and grins at her good 
fortune, that little miracle, that act of grace. 
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The King Upstairs 
 
I thought there would be signs everywhere as I drove into Memphis.  I imagined 
colourful billboards portraying scenes from his movies, the Las Vegas one or maybe the 
Hawaiian one, with that eternally young I-got-everything-I-said-I-would grin.  Flashing 
neon in the shape of a guitar or his famous swivel-hipped pose would not have been out 
of place either.  I expected at least his name on a road sign on the interstate, with an 
arrow that points to the sky but means “keep going straight ahead”. 
 After all, it’s not as if they would be trying to keep the location a secret.  They 
want people to come here, all sorts of people.  The pilgrims, impersonators, nostalgia-
buffs, tour groups, the curious, the kitsch-obsessed, the fun-pokers.  Anyone who’s 
willing, for any reason, to pay the entrance fee and then fork out some more at the 
authorised merchandise shop.  Well, they probably don’t want people like me but they 
can’t pick my type just by looking. 
 Anyway, he’s been gone a good few years now; another reason I thought they’d 
make the effort with some fancy signs to guide us in through the city, a little 
showmanship in advance.  But if there are such signs, they have chosen not to put them 
on this particular road.  Perhaps most visitors arrive from another direction.   
 The numbered veins on the map propped on the passenger seat lead me through 
an industrial precinct beside the airport.  I wonder why he did not settle in a part of town 
overlooking the Mississippi, that river of power, money and myth? 
 They have, at least, given him a boulevard.  I eventually see a sign but not the 
house because the driveway leads me off into an outdoor carpark, less than a quarter 
full.  Older model sedans, a few campervans and pick-up trucks, no motorbikes, no tour 
buses.  It’s summertime-southern hot.  There’s no shade in the carpark but a covered 
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walkway leads to some nondescript single-storey buildings.  This charmless 
arrangement surely can’t be the estate.   
 In fact, it’s the authorised merchandise shop or perhaps I should call it a 
“merchandising experience,” for it houses a jumble of souvenir counters, 50’s style 
diners, cadillacs (life-size for looking, miniature for buying) and ticket booths.  It seems 
that all this confusion is just the feint, the sideshow, the showman’s warm-up act.  To 
get to the house itself, the man himself, a straight line will not do. 
 So it’s into the minibus waiting next to the ticket booth.  I shuffle down the aisle 
among a small group of the middle-aged.  For a moment I think:  they’re going to put 
blindfolds on us, drive us around in circles.  They don’t want us to find our way back.  
Then I remember that only the young and trusting suffer that fate.  No one on this bus is 
young and some are counting the change from the ticket booth with big lack-of-trust 
frowns.  And indeed, the driver doesn’t lead us around in deceptive circles.  We are 
transported only across the road.  This is America, so why walk when you can drive?  
The minibus slows to let us appreciate the tall music stave gates at the entrance to the 
estate, then grinds along the tree-lined curving drive to the four-columned double-storey 
portico.  A touch of Greek Revival for the man who once looked and performed like a 
god.  From this aspect, the house is as grace-filled as its name, warm stone, well-
proportioned but somehow a little private, a little shy, with no sweeping gallery to stage 
a performance of any kind. 
 We haul ourselves out of the minibus.  Then it’s on with the headsets for the 
recorded guided tour.  Not an impersonator-guide to be seen. 
 I’m not an impersonator myself, not even an aspiring one.  I’d have to say I’m 
not even a particular fan, although I will admit he had a good voice and a presence and 
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his rags-to-riches-to-heartbreak story is as compelling as anything you’d read in a 
magazine. 
 Here in the hallway, the anteroom, facing the stairway, we’re instructed on what 
to expect.  I withdraw from the words, hear only the measured reverence in the 
recording of a woman’s voice, her tone promising that something of the essence of this 
man will be laid out for us.  I know only a few things about this place, the things 
everyone knows: he bought the house at the extraordinary age of 22 (fulfilling a 
boyhood promise to his mama that she would never again live in a two-room shotgun 
shack); he planned and chose the flamboyant décor himself; he died upstairs.  I also 
know what nobody else knows:  that when I leave there will be one less object of his 
here, something will be moved from his place to mine. 
 I am in his space but my time, time to watch and choose what I need.  I’d rather 
not have a commentary; I like to be able to concentrate on the sensations that the 
colours and textures and placement of the objects bring to me.  But I’m part of a group 
and I have to look the same, act the same.  It’s not like Rowan Oak, down the road a 
way back in Mississippi where I had the house pretty much to myself and could take my 
time, with no intrusions. 
 Here are the challenges I set myself: I don’t scope any of these places out 
beforehand and I don’t case them on a “dry run” tour.  I go in, the adrenalin’s up, of 
course and I’m hyper-observant but I know I look like anyone else.  I make eye contact 
with the guide, if there is one.  I cruise around the edges of the group and eventually I’ll 
spot it, whatever it is and make it mine.  If there are security cameras I take notice of 
them but I’m not obsessed with avoiding them.  I know I’ll be filmed but what image 
will they capture?  A nondescript person, age even gender hard to determine, cropped 
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hair under a peaked cap (no logo), jeans, running shoes, a grey t-shirt, an oversized 
checked shirt on top.  Visitors don’t dress up in these places.  I could be anyone. 
 At Rowan Oak I took William Faulkner’s riding crop.  I needed the brown calf 
riding boots.  I imagined him striding around his domain or galloping around town on 
one of his horses, stopping every now and then for a slug from his hip flask.  There 
would have been a hip flask.  But how could I have concealed the boots?  I never wear 
the big, baggy coat favoured by shoplifters.  Cramming as much as possible into hidden 
pockets and pouches is not the point. 
 Of course, I’m dissatisfied at first if the object I acquire is not my original 
choice.  I’ll have dreams about the one I had really desired but I never go back for a 
second try.  It’s character-building to feel thwarted a little.  (It was only later, back in 
the motel room on the highway, that I realised I should have ditched my shoes and 
stepped into the riding boots right there in Faulkner's house and just walked out in 
them.) 
 The recorded tour leads us to Gladys’ bedroom.  Presumably, both his parents 
slept here but there’s no evidence of Vern.  Looking closer, maybe there’s not much 
evidence of Gladys either.  Would she have chosen the padded purple bedstead and the 
bedspread of the same deep colour, or just acquiesced in her son’s choice?  Maybe the 
modest, soothing landscape hanging over the bed was her taste.  It could be a 
representation of Peace in the Valley, her favourite hymn.  The air in this room – not an 
especially large room – smells only of absence.  No trace of the lotions and powders and 
sprays she must have prepared herself with.  And where would she have kept her 
clothes?    I wonder what Gladys did in this house?  Did she keep house?  There must 
have been an army of housekeepers.  With all the lavish comforts, would she have been 
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at home here?  As if reading my mind, the commentary confides that Gladys died after 
living here only a short time.  Died where, though?  In this room?  Upstairs? 
 As the group begins to move away I look again at the spotless ivory furniture, 
the phone on the wall, the ashtray, the crocheted cushions resting on the purple 
bedspread.  An object imbued with the use of the mother from her own shrine would 
surely be worth my attention but I’m disappointed.  Nothing in this room is what I need. 
 I’m not a thief.  Some might think:  “Oh, souvenir hunter” but no, that’s not it 
either.  It’s not about mementos.  It’s not about remembrance.  If I wanted souvenirs, 
there are plenty across the road at the authorised merchandise experience. 
 We are moved on through the antechamber again to the living room (but no real 
living is done here now), past a long white sofa, long enough to accommodate the 
lounging body of any greater or lesser god.  We crowd into one end of the kitchen, a 
kitchen big enough for a restaurant but there is no commercial imperative here.  It’s 
more like a 1970s sitcom kitchen, if you were feeding a family of thirty every day. 
 What should it be?  The sunray clock?  That plastic pineapple from the kitchen 
fruit bowl?  One of those strange little monkey sculptures in the TV room?  The family 
photograph with his casual smile dressed up in his soldier’s kit, his father self-satisfied, 
his mother all panicky eyes and less than a year to live?  I can’t concentrate on what I’m 
seeing, the commentary is like interference.  Surrounded by objects, desirable to varying 
degrees, it’s like I’m missing something. 
 Because all the time I’m asking myself, “what’s upstairs?”  The official line, as 
explained smoothly by the recorded voice (Priscilla?  Lisa-Marie?) is that upstairs was 
the King’s private space and it would be disrespectful to let people see it.  
Disrespectful?  When back across the road you can buy an Elvis shower curtain from 
the authorised merchandise shop?  The only thing they’re not pushing at you is a Day of 
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the Dead Elvis.  (I saw one in a shop of disorganised chic in Manhattan.  The white 
jumpsuit matched the colour of the skull.  I really needed that Day of the Dead Elvis – I 
still do – but I couldn’t get at it in its display case behind the suspicious shop assistant.) 
 And now here I am, stuck, imitating the other members of the group, moving 
dutifully from public room to room, as directed by the voice that draws attention to 
what it wants us to see, when all I need now is to get myself upstairs. 
 Because you have to wonder.  It’s a large space up there, a doubled space, 
something more than a reflection of what I’m seeing down here.  It could be taken up 
just with bedrooms and bathrooms and dressing rooms, like any ordinary house owned 
by the rich.  But there must be other possibilities. 
 Maybe Elvis collected Elvis memorabilia and that’s what they don’t want to 
show you.  Upstairs is stuffed with Elvis ashtrays, Elvis dolls, Elvis drink coasters, 
clocks and at least one shower curtain.  Maybe even a Day of the Dead.  
 Or there’s something unusual:  a bathroom, sure, but an immense one, with a tub 
like a small lake and, remarkably, a line of toilets along one wall.  One for every day of 
the week.  Or one for the man and a few for his friends.  He was sociable here, in his 
perfect home.  But no, that can’t be right.  A communal bathroom – that’s a detail that 
would have been mentioned in the flurry of newspaper reports.  He died in the 
bathroom, alone, falling to the shag pile floor, beside the toilet, slumped, already 
cooling when he was found.   
 Imagine a piece of that carpet as mine.   
 Maybe it’s an empty, dusty space up there, a void.  The blank behind the eyes 
after the movie ends, the silence when the voice stops its tunes, the dead air not even 
carrying a trace of the words or a sound of pill-induced sleep.  If there once was a room 
for the pills and the potions, what would that room look like now?  
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 He liked guns.  Did he have a gun room upstairs?  I can’t recall if he ever played 
rock and roll cowboy or rock and roll undercover cop.  Nobody shot him, at least not 
with bullets; only those pills and potions breached his defences, finally in a slow-motion 
shoot-out, or shoot up.   
 He liked aeroplanes too.  My ticket will let me see them, back near the carpark 
across the road but I already know I won’t make something from the aeroplanes mine.  I 
won’t be the one who says: “flew too close to the sun”. 
 No. But these speculations are doing me no good. Those treacherous 
commentary voices are happy to point out the entrance but bar the way.  Admire the 
energy, the voice, the style, they say.  Deplore the excess, the extremes, the waste, if 
you must.  They’re saying:  here is the best of his world that we’re prepared to show 
you, here, downstairs.  Take it in, revere, commune, remember, come back, tell your 
friends. 
 We have stopped time for you, they say, so you can think, not “Elvis has left the 
building” but Elvis has just sauntered into the kitchen for some meat loaf and will be 
back any minute.  These rooms, the objects in them should be enough for you, because 
they have absorbed his time, his gaze, his voice.  But words are not my friends and time 
is not my friend and here, for the first time, I find not one object that I need.  Whatever I 
need must be upstairs then, waiting in that space, but it’s obvious they’re working hard 
to stop me getting there. 
 Now the commentary is taking me further away, with promises of trophy rooms, 
the swimming pool.  But wait, wait!  I turn to push back against the group but they’re 
like crowd control, a human barrier.  I’m pressed out of the main house and along to 
Vernon’s office, a room that looks vaguely army-surplus or back of the garage.  No 
timewasters warns a sign on a desk that could have come from any war movie set.  No 
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timewasters, a message from Vernon to hangers-on, a challenge (and not a subtle, 
Southern-polite one) from a man who might have been regarded by some as a 
timewaster himself.  And if I can’t find a way upstairs, does that make me a timewaster 
too?  
 Because there’s more to be done.  After this one, tomorrow in fact, I’ve 
scheduled the Lorraine Motel in downtown Memphis.  A different King.  Maybe that’s 
why I’m thinking of bullets.  I’ve heard his first-floor room has been kept just as it was 
that day, food trays still waiting to be cleared, cups of cold coffee.  I’ll be able to stand 
where he was hit, to touch the metal balcony rail against which he probably fell.  
Although it wasn’t his home, it’s a waypoint that became the final stop so I’ve told 
myself there will be something for me at the Lorraine, something I need to be mine. 
 It’s not about reversing time.  It’s not as if I could go back and push the 
Reverend Doctor out of the bullet’s way, any more than here, today, at the estate I could 
go back and stop the little pills, intercept the tiny bullets that day after day diminished 
the King of Rock and Roll. 
 My distraction is getting worse.  Why think about tomorrow, when I haven’t got 
what I need today?  Perhaps the memorial garden, his gravestone, his mother’s, his 
grandmother’s will let me find what I need.  Yet, suddenly realising it’s his own voice 
on the commentary now, it’s like a trail of white pebbles back to the upstairs world.  
(No one uses breadcrumbs anymore.  Everyone knows they get pecked up by starving 
winter birds before the steps can be retraced.) 
 I want the whole of the upstairs and I want it timelessly mine. 
 But we’re out.  We’re done.  We’re returning the headsets, cords unsnarled.  If 
there is really nothing for me here, how could I possibly succeed at the Lorraine 
tomorrow? 
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 So (against all my rules!) I will have to come back.  I’ll find a place to hide.  
(Impossible!)  I’ll wait till everything’s quiet and slowly begin that walk upstairs and 
before I can control myself I’ll call:  Mr Presley, are you up there? 
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Edenholme Gardens 
 
Reward yourself the ad recommends.  Quite a lot of ads begin with these words – ads 
for coffee, coffee-makers, cosmetic surgery, cars, holidays – and as Coral rarely has use 
for such things, she tends to screen out this kind of coaxing.  But now she is looking for 
a new home and the words stand out in the real estate section of the better quality 
Saturday newspaper, positioned above two photographs.  One shows an elegant couple 
with sunlight on their smooth silver hair and the other is an equally sunlit headland and 
curve of ocean.  Small white writing, printed over the blue bay in the lower left hand 
corner of this second picture advises:  Actual view from property. 
A home is not a reward, Coral decides quite quickly, but what is it then, exactly?  
A place to gather and harbour possessions and memories, perhaps.  A place where 
cherished habits can dwell and be practised without the judgements or impositions of 
others.  A refuge – but wouldn’t that make her a refugee?  Maybe home is just the place 
where the body waits, out of harm’s way, while the mind runs off – a brain on phantom 
legs – to find…adventure…or distraction…or something. 
Yet even as Coral tries to settle on an explanation, knowing her own mind is 
running off a bit, her eyes keep returning to those two words.  Reward and yourself, a 
clichéd combination in a coffee ad, are somehow attractive now, more attractive perhaps 
than the pictures of the bay and the shiny silver-haired residents.  She cuts the ad out. 
 Anyway, what’s the alternative?  Any ads with the blunt description retirement 
village are obviously to be avoided.  And what about the one in the local paper, headed 
No Surprises? 
We’re truly disturbed by the terrorism and the horror of the world 
at large, but we try not to dwell on this because – at our stage of 
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life – there’s not a whole lot we can do about it, except hope and 
pray that this madness will pass. 
 This ad, with its picture of two old dears in cramped sorority over a tea table, 
proceeds to make its pitch with every possible synonym for security:  measured, 
peaceful, predictable, reassuring.  Coral sucks air through her teeth at the combination 
of the words in the ad – the horror and helplessness, the hoping and praying and the 
promise of a retreat to safety.  The sound she makes is almost a hiss. 
 She cuts the No Surprises ad out, but not to arrange a viewing.  She sticks it 
under the frangipani magnet on the fridge door and reads the ad with a mock confiding 
tone in her head many times over the next few weeks, until the words become a kind of 
sing-song rhyme.  Mad-ness…hope and pray…stage of life…world at large.  But she is 
not afraid.  She is not overwhelmed.  These are all words to be put away in the bible 
now. 
 She sells the old suburban house with its termite damage, crumbling damp 
course and overgrown backyard to an owner-builder keen to subdivide, and she moves 
half a city away, right to the edge of the landmass, to Edenholme Gardens. 
 So Coral has rewarded herself but rewarded for what?  How does anyone qualify 
for a reward?  Good fortune, good planning or good works, nightly prayers or years of 
salting money away in tax havens.  Any of these factors could have earned the reward 
of a berth in the good ship Edenholme Gardens but Coral cannot decide which 
particular attributes or actions have brought her here.  Not the use of tax havens, of 
course, not, say, taking control of an incapacitated relative’s assets, though she imagines 
some of the residents would have such an unsavoury history.  And is a reward always 
earned?  Sometimes it must be withheld or missed; sometimes it can be claimed, though 
undeserved.  And who or what decides to confer a reward?  The ad for Edenholme 
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Gardens said reward yourself.  Is that the most valuable kind of reward and if you take 
it for yourself does that make you more deserving than someone who misses out? 
 Coral shakes her head.  There’s no point shuffling through these words, holding 
them up to scrutiny, placing one beside the other to compare alternatives.  “I’m turning 
into a damned dictionary,” she grumbles, then wonders which of the twenty boxes 
remaining to be unpacked contains the tea. 
 Coral does not use tea bags (full of tea dust and floor scrapings, the little packet 
turning into an ugly stain, sagging against the cup).  Also, once she worked in an office 
that still employed a tea lady, steering her trolley up and down the rows of ugly veneer 
desks.  This was before fabric-clad cubicles in open plan team formations.  This was 
before the proliferation of little coffee shops.  So the tea lady did the job she had been 
hired to do and, behind her back but not necessarily unheard, the heartless clerks 
referred to her as the tea bag.   
 Where did she finally go, the Bearer of Tea?  (Coral’s own private term).  Not to 
serve in one of the little coffee shops, staffed only by girls with no hips wearing almost 
no skirts.  Was it the Bearer’s fate to sit at home with her swollen veins, while the 
grandkids hurtled down the concrete driveway on their scooters?  Did the rattle of the 
scooters remind her, painfully, of her previous thrice-daily useful but unappreciated 
trolley run?  Was there a nasty scene on her last day – did they have to prise her fingers 
from the metal trolley handle?  Or did they insist, magnanimous to the end, that she take 
the dented and stained aluminium teapot as a keepsake? 
 Coral cups her hands for a moment around the hot belly of her own fine china 
teapot, before slipping the tea cosy over its spout.  Hand knitted in New Zealand.  First 
quality brown wool.  She thinks her customary two thoughts in the moment before she 
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pours: a pity the cosy covers the cherry blossom design on the pot but after all, it is 
economical; it keeps the tea warm enough for a second cup. 
 The teapot and cosy and her shell-pink cup and saucer had not been consigned to 
a packing box for the removalists to manhandle.  Coral had held them, like kittens, in a 
hat box on her lap during the taxi ride to her new home.  The only mistake she had 
made, in a moment of distraction, she supposes, was to pack away the tea canister, the 
tin with “all the colours in the world”.   This is what Mother had named it all those 
years ago when she had brushed aside the tissue paper that Coral's sister Margaret had 
taped clumsily around the gift.  All those colours, worn away now from making 
countless pots of tea, faded but still recognisable in the form of nineteen different 
butterflies.  Though why anyone would put butterflies on a tea canister, Coral, the 
eventual inheritor of this object, has never understood. 
 Coral grapples for a moment with the unfamiliar catch on the sliding door, 
heaves the door aside and manoeuvres her Gardens of England tea table out onto the 
narrow concrete balcony, next to her old wicker chair.  She is surprised there is not even 
a suggestion of sea breeze this afternoon.  All she can smell is the strange, slightly 
bitter, slightly mouldering odours of the scrub on the other side of the highway.  
Cicadas and traffic noise compete for attention, drowning out any whispers from the 
bay.  
 Her apartment does not have the actual view from property, which the ad for 
Edenholme Gardens had used to entice her.  That view, the spread of the wide bay, that 
Coral knew to be a moving mass like breath indrawn and expelled, is visible only from 
the apartments at the front of the complex, the ones that were too expensive.  If she 
leans a little to the right at the corner of the balcony she can see beyond the concrete 
wall of another apartment to a curve of bright blue sky, a wedge of scrubby headland 
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and a sliver, a shimmery sliver of the bay.  The effect is cramped, compressed, not the 
serene expanse of nature promised by the ad.  Come to think of it, Coral hasn’t seen the 
other promised view either, the well-preserved couple crowned by their perfect hair, 
gazing together confidently into a calm middle distance. 
 Her apartment seems less spacious too, of course, than she remembered on the 
walk through, now that the furniture and boxes are in situ.  No one says “units” 
anymore or “block of flats”.  (This is a curiously contradictory term in any case, 
suggesting a solid, imposing structure somehow collapsed, but neatly, into an 
insubstantial crawlspace more fit for a family of bugs.)  Flats, too, mean painted 
backdrops, make believe rooms and landscapes on a stage.  She retreats quickly from 
that idea.  Flats will have to go in the bible.  Apartment sounds right, though, more 
expensive and international than units, but retaining the important concept of separate 
spaces.  Not that she wants to remain hidden from the neighbours, but a solid, private 
home is always desirable. 
 
Has she rewarded herself?  What really led her to make this choice?  The fact is, though 
she would scarcely admit this to herself (she is reluctantly admitting it to herself now), 
she saw Edenholme Gardens in a dream.  Or at least, she saw the approach to the 
apartment complex, the highway sweeping down to hold apart the wild headland from 
the built-on world.  There Coral hovered, right over that asphalt border, suspended at 
the barrier between human order and the tangled scrub leading down to the sand and the 
bay.   
 So when the real estate agent drove her down to Edenholme Gardens, (she 
would never have agreed to attend an “open house” viewing, which would have exposed 
her to the shoving of other house-hunters and even their children), Coral felt that 
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somehow this place was waiting just for her presence to become a real home.  It is only 
for a moment, wedged into the corner of the balcony, hearing the hiss of air displaced 
by cars cruising down the hill, that she wonders whether her dream influenced her 
feelings about Edenholme Gardens.  She is subjected to dreams, like anyone, but does 
not accept that she is subject to them.  They are not messages from the dead or the 
subconscious or some deity. 
 Facts are more important than dreams.  An ocean view is highly prized.  Is it 
true that seventy-nine per cent of people think an ocean view is the best view to have?  
She has read that in the newspaper.  Imagine this mass of people clustered just around 
the shores, jostling for a view of the ocean.  She sees for a moment the great island 
continent tilting one way and then another as millions of people rush to position 
themselves right on the edges.  What about people in landlocked countries?  Perhaps 
they would settle for a lake. 
 Coral reminds herself that she has not settled for anything.  This is where she 
has chosen to be.  She has left behind the decrepitude of the family home and she will 
be comfortable here once she has settled in, once the sea breeze finds her, bringing its 
sparkling, briny air.  For now, though, the afternoon wears on.  Shadows stretch from 
the apartment block across the highway into the scrub.  The unseen cicadas continue to 
proclaim their tenure.  The heat leans into her and she does not struggle against its 
weight.  
 Now, almost at mid-summer, it takes a long time for the light to fade.  Well 
before sunset, Coral has succumbed to the insistent heat and the song of traffic and 
cicadas.  Without meaning to, she has relinquished herself.  She has been vanquished 
again by the world of sleep.  
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In her dream the ground feels hard and rough as asphalt but is a deep dark 
crystalline blue, embedded with flecks of silver that seem to dart around her.  She is low 
to the ground, no, below ground level, standing in a trench, her eyes just at the rim, her 
fingers spread along the mineral edge.  She is wearing those painful, girlish sandals with 
thin, biting straps, in baby blue, baby pink, white and coral, radiating out across her feet 
like starfish.  She tries to kick them off but they feel clamped on, cutting across her 
instep.  Panic rises through her legs, stomach, chest.  She will survive if she remembers 
not to breathe.  When she wakes to the two o’clock dark, her body twisted away from 
the bay, her cheek pressed against the back of the chair, she knows this is not a dream of 
dry land. 
Coral escapes from the chair, mortified to think she might have shouted into the 
silence as she woke.  The windows in the other apartments are dark but that does not 
mean she has not been observed. 
Coral has to steady herself.  She makes three separate trips to bring the cup, 
saucer and tea table inside.  Her fingers tingle from the memory of pressing on the rim 
of the crystalline trench.  I am weary.  That’s all it is, enervated from the heat and the 
effort.  Have I taken my blood pressure pills? 
In the bathroom, the harsh fluorescent light startles her.  The right side of the 
face staring back at her carries strange disfiguring marks, a serried imprint, as if a 
swarm of tiny creatures had begun to feast on her.  I’ve been wickered, she realises as 
she touches the indentations on her cheek.   
In the bedroom, boxes are stacked at the far side of the bed.  Coral does not 
know where the clean sheets are.  Packed away still!  She makes up the bed with the 
floral sheets that she used last night at the old house.  Always have a bed of roses, 
Margaret used to say.  They bring sweet dreams.  For Coral, dreams are only the mind’s 
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garbage.  Having a dream is like putting the garbage out.  Poring over dreams, looking 
for meaning (something Margaret did avidly in her adolescence) is like rooting around 
in the garbage bin:  messy, smelly, ugly and unproductive. 
The next morning Coral is back in the tangible world, which waits for her to 
impose order.  As she begins her morning rituals in the bathroom, she notices there are 
two mirrors:  the customary one directly over the sink that showed her wicker scars last 
night and, next to it, screwed into the wall, one of those magnifying shaving mirrors 
with a metal concertina arm.  She does not shave, of course, or pluck or bleach.  The 
mirror is left over from the previous incumbent, presumably a man.  She looks at her 
magnified image and it shocks her to be, as it were, face to face with her post-employee 
demeanour, with its ever-deepening furrows that one day, she suspects, will join and 
open to an actual crevasse. 
Damn.  Another word to be put away.  Not crevasse, even though it brings a 
troubling image of falling away through ice.  She would never let herself get into that 
position, never even set foot on an ice field.  No, it’s the other one.  Too close to mean, 
demean, demented.  Countenance is better. 
She surveys her countenance and decides to dispense with lipstick.  It would 
only emphasise the fault lines around and through her lips.  She uses a moisturising 
stick, though, that tastes almost of nothing.  It is all about moisture now.  Creating a 
barrier between her cells and the atmosphere.  Survive if she doesn’t breathe. 
She may as well do it now.  Adding a couple at a time to the bible seems to have 
the best results, although the list of words is growing, inevitably.  She is confident that 
with time, with this practice, she can efface them all.  She finds the page she wants.  
Flats she writes.  Demeanour.   She runs through the whole list, concentrating. 
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The bible was the first object Coral set out when she arrived yesterday.  It rests 
on a stand she bought especially.  It has given her some comfort in recent times.  She 
brought the bible back from her motel room at Coral Beach, but not as a simple 
memento.  It was more of a talisman really, an anti-memento, if anything.   
 
At Coral Beach, the beach with her own name, where she went once, in defiance, for 
what people absurdly call a holiday, it seemed there was just her and lots of young 
backpackers.  She didn’t want to mingle with them.  She thought she would buy some 
books for leisurely reading but when she went to the general store, the books were right 
down the back.  The tacky coral souvenirs cluttered up the front, as if barring her way.  
She turned away and walked back to her motel room.  There she found a bible and the 
local telephone directory.  The bible looked more promising. 
Settling on the plastic balcony chair, with a view of the motel carpark, she began 
at Genesis.  The stately progression of the six days from void to all of creation and the 
reward of resting on the seventh day.  Coral remembered some of this, vaguely.  There 
was church for a little while when she was a child, until Margaret came along and 
Mother was always too busy or too tired.  Coral didn’t miss it, anyway. 
…and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name thereof.  
The animals came to him and he named them.  They came to him meekly and in 
naming, he had dominion over them.  She wondered why Eve didn’t get to do any of the 
naming?  If it had been her instead of Eve, she would have had no need of Adam.  Coral 
would have named everything herself.  And the most important name, the most 
powerful name would be the one she would have chosen for herself. 
Then there was the part about God forbidding the fruit:  God said ‘you shall not 
eat, neither shall you touch it, lest you die.’  Then the serpent came along and tempted 
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Eve:   Ye shall not surely die.  For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then 
your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.  But the 
serpent was telling the truth, wasn’t it?  The eyes of the first woman and man were 
opened, they did know good and evil.  Wasn’t it God who told the lie?  And it wasn’t 
much of a home, that garden, if he planted an attractive tree right in the middle but 
expected them to shun it. 
Coral became impatient at this point.  Wasn’t the bible supposed to have all the 
wisdom, all the information?  She flicked through the strangely-named chapters until 
she got to the one headed “John”.  John was Father’s name.  In the beginning was the 
Word.  Coral approved of this sentiment.  This seemed like a better start.  And the Word 
was with God and the Word was God.  That’s when Coral finally understood.  That 
words are powerful as God, if you know how to wield them and if you know which 
ones to put away.  The scales fell from her eyes. 
 
But she is still left with the word Coral.  Her own, unavoidable fact.  The naming was 
meant, probably, as an act of earnest sweetness by Mother.  It was nothing more to her 
than a name, like Mother and Father and Ginger the cat until her eighth birthday, when 
she received a coral present.  The first of many.  Later, it turned up transformed into 
various articles of jewellery but this first offering was a bleached, branching coral glued 
onto a purple base painted with yellow starfish.  Brittle, she thought.  Sharp, apparently 
strong but possibly fragile.  She didn’t understand what it should be used for and it 
looked ugly, particularly where the glue had oozed between the coral and the base 
before drying.  She didn’t know what coral was, didn’t know she had been given a 
present of skeletons.  People gave her books about coral too.  She didn’t read them but 
placed them on the lowest shelf of the small bookcase in the lounge room. 
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There was a different kind of present, one for the whole family, Father said.  It 
was always easy to know what to get him, some metal and wood implement he could 
wield in the yard to attack the dandelion or bougainvillea or maybe a toxic spray for the 
caterpillars.  The present for the whole family was not something useful for the home or 
garden.  It was a baby, that Mother named Margaret.  Like everything else, a baby was 
not a suitable gift for ten year old Coral and it already had something Coral did not:  a 
normal name. 
She once knew a woman named Coralie, blonde and what used to be called 
petite and the combination of those two soft vowels at the end seemed to make all the 
difference.  The name had a sweet charm.  No one thought it contained the reproof of 
the word lie, no one thought to spell it “Corally.”  Whereas her own name, she figured 
out by the time Margaret appeared, was synonymous with something dead, brittle 
skeletons. 
You could cut your hand on coral.  It was dried out and could be easily chipped 
if dropped on the floor.  She knew this by experience.  On her fifteenth birthday she let 
go that first bleached present, released it from head height before anyone else was 
awake, onto the concrete path in the backyard that led to the Hills hoist.  An act of 
shattering.   
She was given more coral anyway, at her birthday breakfast.  Mother insisted 
proudly that little Margaret picked it out herself.  A wooden photo frame, with the 
letters L.O.V.E. picked out in bits of coral below the space for the photo.  That space 
was blank.  Coral thought the letters might be some kind of code:  Loony Or Very 
Empty; Live On Violent Energy.  It took her a while to recognise the word. 
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Is there a word, she wonders, for what she is doing now?  She picks up the blouse she 
wore yesterday from where she left it hanging on the back of a chair.  A bit of colour, a 
flower print in lilac and grey on a white background.  She scrutinises the front of the 
blouse, then leans towards a sleeve, sniffing the underarm seam.  It will do for another 
day, another day she can avoid the shared laundry at Edenholme Gardens that looks 
clean enough but smells of dirty socks and – strange combination – both of dust and 
damp. 
Perhaps her bathroom is big enough to put in a clothes dryer.  She does not want 
to use the washing lines that she can see from her bedroom window, stretched between 
metal posts near the fence at the back of the complex.  The space is not large enough for 
a couple of Hills hoists.  Here we have gone backwards, perhaps, Coral reflects.  There 
used to be a Hills hoist in every backyard, enough lines for three loads of washing.  
Designed with some comfort in mind, the handle turned to lower the lines so even a 
short woman could reach them and then could raise them again, as if the sheets and 
towels and clothes were an offering to the wind and sun.  But there is no sense of 
offering here as she notices, appalled, that someone has done a single load of washing 
combining underwear and tea towels and has hung them, brazen, together on the line. 
Coral’s own tea towels are hand washed in a blue bucket, part of her colour-
coded separation system for laundry.  Except for that tea towel she has never used at all.  
The one she received in the post from Margaret, from some hippie place up north.  At 
first it was exciting to receive a soft present, one that could clearly not be coral.  Even 
so, once unwrapped it was typical of Margaret.  Not a pretty floral tea towel, not fine 
Irish linen but a coarse cloth with a joke print: a 1950s wasp-waisted woman, 
contentedly pegging a girl’s dress on a Hills hoist in her backyard, with a view of Ayers 
Rock in the distance and a caption that read:  As old as the hills.  Yes, yes, she got the 
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message, you have to call it Uluru now…no more terra nullius etcetera but the worst 
thing was the short note from Margaret suggesting that it was art and that Coral should 
mount it in a frame and hang it in the kitchen.  So not only a wisecrack present but a 
useless one! 
The time for useless presents is over.  There will be no coral in her Edenholme 
apartment, no more dried out bits of ornamental debris.  She decides to make a little 
tour of the gardens in the apartment complex before the day becomes too hot.  Gardens, 
yes, but restrained – for looking and brushing with outstretched fingers – not for getting 
down on your arthritic knees, getting your fingers soiled.  She relishes the prospect of 
living in a garden so different from the untamed one at the old house, a garden that has 
been planned from the beginning and is shaped into appropriate forms.  A garden whose 
plants are suited to the conditions, waxy, resistant to the salt air.  A garden with no 
untidy shadows when evening comes. 
She returns to her front door, satisfied that the gardens at Edenholme are as she 
remembered but almost trips on a black coil spilling onto the path from under a box 
hedge.  What a place to leave a garden hose!  Surely they don’t expect her to do the 
watering herself?  As she extricates herself and enters the apartment it occurs to her that 
the garden is not a garden of earthly delight.  Coral has heard or read that expression.  
She has not made it up on the spot.  She does not have a framed print of such a garden 
but somehow she knows what it looks like:  fountains, nightingales and finches in the 
willows, a white pavilion over a low table, set with grapes and peaches 
and…pomegranet?  That doesn’t seem right.  She has never eaten a pomegranate (she 
has tried the spelling again on the magnetic floral-bordered notepad on the fridge).  She 
would not recognise a nightingale.  Yet she has conjured this scene from somewhere.  
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The lovers turn to each other across the table but they and the garden remain flattened 
into two dimensions.  Artists hadn’t figured out perspective yet. 
Double damn. This image is from one of Margaret’s postcards, isn’t it?  
Showing off her ease with foreign cultures.  Here I am in wonderful India!  Sensual, 
confronting, astonishing!  Unwelcome, unbidden souvenir.  Margaret didn’t even get a 
stomach bug. 
 
Coral has put Mother’s compact of face powder in the dressing table drawer, a different 
kind of souvenir.  Whenever she opens it, she can smell and feel Mother’s skin, hear 
Mother’s voice.  How soft she was, in those days! 
 Coral needs a prompt to the senses like this.  Otherwise the old woman just 
drifts away on an invisible current.  So here is Mother again, resting on her wicker chair 
on the dusty back verandah of the old house.  Mother would say:  “I might be a bit the 
worse for wear but I can still enjoy my garden.”  Most often, her eyes remained closed.  
From time to time, Coral would have to creep up behind the chair.  The slight rise and 
fall of Mother’s floral housedress showed that the lungs and heart were still doing their 
work. 
Coral had no difficulty in helping Mother draw up the will.  Her Last Will and 
Testament.  Where there’s a Will, there’s a way.  At that time, Coral was working in a 
legal office and read plenty of examples, so she knew what words to use.  There weren’t 
many valuable items: the house, the furniture, a pension account.  It was easy, too, to 
have the will witnessed.  Coral asked two elderly neighbours to oblige.  She had 
rehearsed the words. 
“Just watch her sign her name, then you sign as witness.  You don’t need to read 
what’s in the will.  It’s what she wants but you know she’s very private about such 
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things.  So don’t mention you want to see what’s in it.  She’d be offended by that.  
You’re the witness.  It’s just your signature she needs.” 
Leave it to me.  That’s one of Coral’s favourite expressions because it has the 
clever double meaning.  These words will never end up written away in the bible.  
“There’s no point leaving the house to both of us.  That would just create a burden, for 
her and for me.  You know how impractical Margaret is.  She’s always off travelling 
somewhere, she doesn’t stay in regular contact and she’s hopelessly disorganised.  I’ll 
look after the house, have title to it, but of course it will be for Margaret too.  Leave it to 
me.” 
As a means of finally taking control, getting back at Mother for every 
imposition, it was fitting to start with the name.  This was when she began to suspect the 
real power of words, of words that name.  Now that Coral was on the title and not 
Margaret, life would surely improve.  She had decided, finally, she would embrace her 
name.  That’s why she took the holiday to Coral Beach:  to show she was stronger than 
the word. 
 
Coral looks at her watch and the word seems wrong.  Watch.  She has no idea why this 
word names the small timepiece at her wrist. “Watch the watch.” She remembers 
Margaret’s childish attempts to hypnotise the neighbourhood kids, even old Ginger the 
cat.  Timepiece makes a bit more sense.  A piece of time.  Make peace with time.  That’s 
hardly possible.  The girl will be here soon.  Julie, the child, Margaret's child, the niece. 
When Julie arrives, Coral will put her to work.  There are still so many boxes 
and so many of the labels on them are not as self-explanatory as she thought when she 
affixed them.  Still, maybe it will be more of an adventure this way.  All her precious 
objects hidden away, to be rediscovered, brought to light again, savoured.  The girl 
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should feel privileged to be invited to take part.  It will be an example for her, to realise 
just how much a person can achieve, how much can be accumulated with serious will 
and effort. 
If the girl gives me something made of coral, she thinks, I will scream right in 
her face.  No, no, not something so reckless…it needs to be a more enduring lesson….If 
she gives me something of coral, I’ll cut her out of my will.  
Four insistent presses on the buzzer announce the visitor.  We’ll see if she is 
worth taking in hand, whether Margaret’s lack of discipline can be countered.  Coral 
has valuable advice to give, after all.  Facts about the world.  Advice about the 
important qualities.  Respect, obedience, self-denial – these qualities are their own 
rewards.  And the qualities inherited from the girl’s father?  Well, God alone knows 
who the father is. 
Coral opens the door without checking the peephole.  At first, she fears she has 
been hunted out by a couple of local children going door-to-door to beg for money for 
girl guides or save-the-whale or some other dubious cause.  As she prepares to give a 
suitable dismissal one of the girls actually touches Coral’s arm and leans up to kiss her 
cheek.  Coral feels it like a wound.  She wonders how to retaliate when the girl pushes 
past her into the apartment, leading in the other girl by the hand. 
“Hi Auntie C!  How’s your new flat?  How are you going to fit all your stuff in 
it?  This is my friend Jenny.  I'm staying with her family while Mum's away.” 
The first girl, Julie – for this is who she must be; Coral has not seen her in a long 
time – drops a large straw beach bag next to the hall table and begins to walk through 
the apartment, her eyes taking in everything, even the ceiling.  Little intruder, just like 
Margaret always was, never stopped chattering but I outwitted them, told them Mother 
had finally admitted to me – and tearfully – that she found their visits too exhausting, 
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too noisy, too confusing.  Ah, the lovely words, you just have to find the right ones and 
they work a treat. 
But why has she brought this other girl here?  Is she so intimidated that she 
needs reinforcement just to visit me?  Then again, “many hands make light work”, 
“Arbeit macht Frei” as the sayings go, so she has probably brought this other one along 
to help with the unpacking.  The intention is all very well but it is ultimately a 
thoughtless act.  As if it is appropriate for some stranger, a child, to go through my 
boxes. 
“It’s so different from your old place!  It had the most amazing garden, Jenny.  
Mum took me there when I was little and I felt I could lose myself in it for hours.  
Auntie C., have you met any of your neighbours in the other flats yet?” 
Coral wonders whether to bother to tell the girl that flats is the wrong word 
entirely but she is distracted by her niece rummaging around in the beach bag.  “Oh, I 
almost forgot!  I got a house-warming present for you.”  Julie offers a small blue box.  It 
is right there, between them.  It cannot be ignored.  Coral feels dread and triumph, both.  
Can it really be both?  It seems time is slowing, as if everything is converging.  Coral 
removes the lid, sees then touches the tissue paper.  A slip of paper falls next to her foot 
but she is intent on the hidden object.  She feels something part smooth and part rough, 
brings it out and does not understand what she sees.  Coral must have confessed her 
confusion aloud, for Julie is suddenly very close, eager to explain.  Coral can feel the 
girl's warm hand on her own, can see the top of Julie's head bending over the object (the 
part in her hair is quite crooked).  “Don’t you get it?” Julie laughs.  “An hourglass set in 
coral.  Isn’t it unusual?  I’ve got one just like it.  Mum and I use it as a timer for games 
like scrabble.” 
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The bleached skeleton branch has been sheared at each end to make a flat 
surface.  The grains in the hourglass pouring from one end to the other are, perversely, 
the colour of blood.  As if the blood in her veins had turned to sand.  This is intolerable. 
But Coral will not be defeated by old tactics such as these.  In fact, she has 
already won, though Margaret does not know it yet.  It's amazing what people will 
believe, if you use the right words.  They think – Margaret and this Julie (if the girl 
thinks of anything but herself) – that Mother is in a nursing home now, comfortable but 
quite deaf, not recognising anyone but Coral, and the old house is rented out, paying for 
Mother's care.  One day, those two are in for a big surprise! 
The girl has floated off into the kitchen and returns now with two glasses of 
water.  The second girl, her face as bland as her name, has edged towards the front door.  
Coral will not show them.  She will make her face as empty as these girls’ brains must 
be.  “Anyway, it’s great you’re so near the beach.  We just dropped by on our way down 
there, we’re going to check out what’s left of the old reef.  It was built up millions of 
years ago, then died off when the sea temperature changed.” 
The reef – here?  The dead coral reef? 
Julie picks up the beach bag, opens the door, leans down to pick up something 
from the path that looks like the shed skin of an enormous black snake.  Coral watches 
them from the threshold of the front door as they hoist their sundresses over the heads 
and climb into their new skins, bare feet hopping on the hot path, leaning into each 
other.  My friend Jenny the girl had said.  Don’t go, Coral thinks, I haven’t given you my 
most important words. 
But here it is, after all.  Wetsuit.  One of those words on the list, put away but 
somehow out again.  Once a word is named, can it really be effaced?  A snake sheds a 
skin but is still the same snake. 
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On her holiday at Coral Beach she planned to take a glass-bottomed boat tour every 
day, so she could sit in comfort, almost like watching television.  But the boat’s engine 
was playing up; they were waiting for a part from the city.  It might be a long wait.  
That meant having to take a snorkelling trip. 
Wetsuit hire was part of the package.  What a strange feel the material had in her 
fingers.  The other passengers were already busy on the deck getting into these skins.  
They certainly looked sleek as seals, ready for the water.  But Coral struggled to get into 
hers.  She was sure she looked ungainly hauling it over her legs, digging her fingers into 
the spongy stuff, having to waggle her bottom to help draw the material to her waist, 
plunging her arms into the rubbery sleeves.  Finding herself trapped, she could not even 
reach around to the zipper down her back.  She did not know the trick of grabbing the 
tag hanging off the zipper, pulling it up that way. 
Someone was suddenly behind her, warm breath on the back of her neck, the 
reek of coconut oil.  A stranger, placing a hand at the small of Coral’s back, the other 
hand running the zip up Coral’s spine.  “There you go,” her assailant smiled, as Coral 
turned to stare her down.  But the young woman was already moving to the back of the 
boat, balancing on one leg like a dark waterbird, drawing the flippers onto her tanned 
feet.  
Fish out of water, these people would think of Coral, someone who has landed 
in a strange environment and does not know how to fit in.  Why have these words ended 
up with a meaning so far removed from reality?  A real fish out of water means gasping 
death, flopping desperation, ugly, breathing the wrong element, the opposite of what is 
needed to survive. 
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In the wetsuit, Coral felt exposed, not clothed.  But she could not just stand 
there, on the open deck, while they all jumped in.  The flippers cut across her instep as 
she manoeuvred to the ledge at the rear of the boat. 
 
It is here.  A rush of water and light surround her.  She is not drawn down by gravity, 
nor is she flying above the waves.  She is buoyed, buoyant.  This can be mastered after 
all. 
Coral is suspended at the surface, part in water, part in air.  She is moving at the 
threshold, she is the boundary itself.  The water is at eye level.  She watches the sea 
breathe all around her.  Her own breath seems to fill her head rather than her lungs.  She 
thinks of the word suspiring, if it is a word.  Has she made a new word?  But she has to 
concentrate on the elemental:  getting the air down, making small movements with her 
hands and fins, peering down as if through liquid dust at the multiform coral and the 
silvery fish. 
On the boat the instructor had said:  “For a closer look, fill your lungs, then kick 
down.”  She does want a closer look.  Lungs, then lunge.  The quiet, slow work of the 
coral, time made tangible, a drowned garden but not dead.  And coral as a refuge for the 
fish.  Something she did not expect.  The fish hanging nose to current, making minimal 
effort, nibbling around the coral outcrop. 
Everything suspended:  the fish, her breath but suddenly, right in front of her, a 
sea snake is darting out.  The creature seems to be everywhere at once as Coral tries to 
kick away, forgetting there is only water to breathe, taking a gulp of the wrong element, 
thrashing and kicking.  Despite herself, beyond her own will she arrives at the surface, 
the boundary again and air, air, more air. 
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Coral reaches the rear of the boat, finally, grabbing a rung of the ladder, flippers 
flailing.  The young woman of the coconut oil is there again.  She gives Coral a rueful 
smile.  “Sometimes it’s harder than it looks.  I’m Evelyn.”  Coral must take the offered 
hand.  She feels the strength of the young woman’s grasp, clears more salt water out of 
her throat.  She needs to name herself now, but she cannot seem to find her name.  
Finally, as her silence begins to last too long, something comes to her:  “Margaret,” she 
says. 
 But I am safe here now in my…what word is it?  She has another try.  Here in 
my…compartment…though that sounds…not…quite…right.  Coral notices the slip of 
paper on the floor in the hall.  It takes some effort to reach down for it.  Something that 
fell out of the girl’s gift box, she realises.  “Coral,” she reads, “represents life essence, 
wisdom.  It produces peaceful sleep by driving away disturbing dreams.  Coral creates 
protection around water.  Placing coral in a child’s room will ensure future health and 
protection.”  The final, mortifying joke. 
She is on the balcony now, or is she back on the boat deck?  In the precious 
sliver of her view, she can see the two sleek black figures down at the edge of the 
highway, about to plunge into the scrub that surrounds the bay.  She wants to call after 
them:  don’t let the sun burn you, cross the road only when you can’t see or even hear 
the traffic, watch out for snakes in the bush!  Don’t swim if you’ve got your period, the 
sharks can smell the blood.  But the effort is becoming too great, her mind is clogged 
with all the wrong words.  Mad-ness…hope and pray…stage of life…world at large.  
The right side of her face feels numb and there’s another strange sensation, the word for 
it is something peculiar, what is it?  Her legs are weak.  She is swooning, that’s what it 
is, falling away.  She is beyond taking or bestowing any reward or punishment or name.  
Suddenly – and this is quite unexpected – Coral has no words at all. 
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E Pluribus Unum 
 
5 November 2008 
 
 
Dear Mr President-elect 
 
 I am writing to congratulate you on your historic win. 
 I am not in the habit of writing to politicians, even in my own country.  I do take 
a strong interest in politics around the world though, and have watched these prolonged 
(and what must have been exhausting) contests for party nomination and President with 
great attention. 
 Last night, the night before the election, I dreamt that you had won and I was at 
a great celebratory banquet for you at the White House.  It was a fair day, filled with the 
scent and colour of roses, with rich banquet tables set out on the White House lawn.  I 
know the season is not right in America at this time; it is autumn there, (you would call 
it fall), just past Halloween but remember that in Australia it is late spring, so perhaps 
my dream incorporates the season in my country, not yours. 
 So, in the dream, excitement and optimism rippled through the large crowd that 
wandered and mingled freely on the White House lawn.  This was not just a crowd of 
the elite.  Many ordinary people were there, some dressed a little shabbily for the 
occasion with faded shirts on their backs and dirty, worn-down trainers on their feet but 
no doubt it was a good thing that even the poor were permitted to celebrate in this way.  
Many people at the banquet were drinking champagne but all I wanted was water.  I 
found a tap (I think in America you say “faucet”).  I asked the person next to me, who 
turned out to be Senator and former First Lady Hillary Clinton, if the water in 
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Washington was safe to drink.  If anyone would know what’s safe and unsafe in 
Washington, it would be her.  Such is the way that dreams unfold, with great and trivial 
events side by side! 
 Even while I was enjoying the dream I knew it was a dream.  At one point, in a 
cream and gilt reception room of the White House, I saw outgoing President George W. 
Bush and his wife, outgoing First Lady Laura Bush (though why they would have been 
celebrating with you is anyone’s guess).  I went up to them, in fact “bailed them up” as 
we say in Australia (is this expression used in America too?) in a corner of the room so 
they couldn’t get away easily.  Of course, this could never happen in real life.  I could 
never get within a mile of the outgoing President without being tasered or shot in the 
back of the head by secret service staff.   
 Funny, the spell checker in my computer does not recognise the word “taser” 
even though I understand that these weapons are in common use in the United States.  
One of my guilty pleasures is watching that American reality TV series – I think it is 
called Cops – where local police are followed by a documentary team on their daily or 
nightly patrols.  Much of the footage involves crazy and dangerous car chases in the 
wrong lanes on freeways, that end in car accidents or attempts by the pursued to jump 
out of the vehicle (usually a pick-up truck, often stolen) and evade police on foot. 
 This is where the taser comes in handy but once, on this or some other TV show, 
I saw a policeman taser a woman he had pulled over on the side of the freeway, merely 
because she wouldn’t get out of her car as ordered.  I can understand that her refusal 
would have been annoying for the policeman, but the camera was rolling and I could 
hear clearly her screams of distress as she was subjected to this weapon, and I really 
wondered if tasering was necessary in this case.  Since then, I have had a fear that if I 
were ever tasered I would have a heart attack, or perhaps fall and hit my head on the 
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footpath (sidewalk to you) from the violence of the jolt and die.  Police in Australia are 
starting to use tasers now so I would not have to come to America for this experience. 
 Anyway, back at the dream banquet, I had George and Laura Bush bailed up and 
I railed at him about his disastrous job as President, his ignorance and dissembling, his 
willingness to be led by the morally bankrupt undead, like the outgoing Vice-President.  
Please excuse the vehemence of my language here but perhaps you have thought the 
same things about the man and his administration.  Vice-President has a nice irony, 
don’t you think?  President of Vice.  (I know that’s not what it means.  It’s from the 
Latin.  I have some classical education, self-taught.)  Mr Cheney, often seen on TV 
looming, round-shouldered behind Mr Bush, reminds me of a caricature of an 
undertaker, or maybe that Dracula character on Sesame Street.  (We get lots of 
American TV shows here in Australia.)  Of course, the Sesame Street character is not in 
the least threatening.  He sings a lot and teaches children to count.  I have never 
experienced a sense of foreboding when I see that Dracula on TV – only when I see Mr 
Cheney.  I wonder if he bothers to keep count of the bodies. 
 I wonder if you will come and visit Australia?  Probably not in your first year as 
President.  It is more likely that our Prime Minister will visit you.  He’ll be as excited as 
a schoolboy in a lolly shop – or should I say “kid in a candy store?”  Don’t worry; this 
is not the Prime Minister of Australia who said something like “terrorists would rejoice” 
if you became the Democratic nominee.  He was our nation’s shame.  We threw him out 
at the last election.  He now dwells in “the dustbin of history”.  (I didn’t make this term 
up; it is in common usage among thinking people in my country.) 
 Like you, I do not come from a background of privilege.  Conventional wisdom 
has it that privilege, connections and great wealth (garnered by inheritance or perhaps 
shady dealings) are required to secure the Presidency.  Need I mention the family Bush?  
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And old Joe Kennedy, father of JFK and Bobby, was rumoured to have prospered 
through bootlegging and sharp dealings on the stock market.  I do not want to indulge in 
gossip.  I mention this only in contrast to your tactics.  You found ways to harvest small 
donations from a great many people.  You inspired a huge number of volunteers.  This 
is surely laudable.  Yet, even so, $600 million (US) allowed you to wield unheard of 
media purchasing power.  There is something obscene about this amount, right? 
 I did not like the way Senator and former Presidential candidate McCain kept 
saying “my friends” in his speeches.  It did not ring true to me.  It reminded me of Frank 
Baum's Great and Powerful Oz, one of a line of American snake oil salesman.  I wonder 
why Senator McCain’s advisers urged him to use this expression so often?  Or perhaps 
they didn’t want him to and this is just an example of the maverick nature he ascribes to 
himself.  In my own experience, friendship is not established just by naming it. 
 You can see from the television footage that Senator McCain was not friends 
with his running mate, either.  My mother always said:  “If you can’t say something 
nice about a woman, say nothing at all.”  So I will say nothing about the Governor.  I 
will pass over her. 
 If I can give you a piece of advice:  Do not be tempted to swear by American 
exceptionalism.  Some things are better in America than other countries but some are 
not.  For example, voting is not compulsory in your country.  For Americans, voting is a 
right but not a responsibility.  Some states in the union have laws that prevent people 
convicted of a crime from voting ever again.  We both know why.  Many of the “perps” 
on Cops are African American.  Even though the camera blurs their faces when they are 
caught, their arms are often bare so it’s easy to tell. 
 Please don’t say in your speeches that America is the greatest country on earth.  
Grandeur and beauty, invention and regeneration can be found in America but you do 
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not have a monopoly on these qualities.  Remember, too, there are thoughts and words 
and deeds in America worthy of a place in one of the circles of Dante’s Inferno.  For 
example, America has a nasty history of shooting its Presidents or Presidential 
candidates.  I hesitate to mention this, of course.   
 Our coat of arms has a kangaroo and emu.  These are not predatory animals.  
Also, the emu is a flightless bird, not like your American eagle that clutches arrows and 
an olive branch on the Great Seal of the United States.  The way its talons grasp the 
branch…it looks to me like the eagle wants to bash someone over the head with it.  
Death from above.  This symbolism is worth thinking about.   
Think about this too:  The motto of the United States is In God We Trust.  It’s 
also on your currency.  This makes me nervous.  Human history is littered with gods, 
vengeful, aloof, vain, inexplicable, bestowing wealth and other ambiguous gifts, serving 
as excuses for human wars, promising mercy but failing to intervene in human 
suffering.  The original motto for your country was E Pluribus Unum.  My Latin is 
shaky but Google will tell you it means “out of many, one”.  This phrasing is awkward, 
though.  How about “one from many” or “unity from diversity”?  How about “one of 
many” – too subversive? 
 Please don’t think for a moment that I criticise your country from a position of 
moral superiority. Australia’s history, including its history of race relations, has 
shameful episodes. You will not know about my country’s history.  I can send you some 
books about it if you like. 
Do you take the Presidency in the worst environment since Lincoln, who faced a 
Civil War?  Perhaps it is even worse than that, certainly worse than the Labours of 
Heracles – I have some classical education, as I mentioned above.  Heracles only had to 
kill monsters and steal a few things. 
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 Sorry – I had to stop typing for a moment because my dear little black and white 
cat Sylvester jumped up on the keyboard.  I do give him the run of the house, I’m afraid.  
When he intervenes in something, if, for example, he tries to get in the shower with me 
or to jump on the hose when I’m watering the garden or to sit on the computer 
keyboard, I say he’s helping.  Do you have a cat?  If not, perhaps you should get one, or 
even two.   
 They will remain affectionate even when everyone turns against you, as long as 
you feed them regularly.  They will not fawn on you, like a dog.  You will have no 
shortage of fawners, as well as haters.   
 Sorry again – I just had to get him off the mouse.  Not a real mouse, of course, 
the computer mouse.  The other good thing about having a cat is the soothing, tactile 
nature of the relationship.  To have a cat purring in your lap is a joy of life.  They say 
you will stand behind a wall of bullet proof glass when you appear in a Chicago park to 
claim victory tonight.  What a life it will be for you now, you and your family.  You 
have probably been wearing a Kevlar vest under your shirt at all the rallies you have 
attended.  As momentum began to build for you, I found myself, when watching footage 
of you at these rallies, thinking:  but his head is unprotected.  What if someone aims at 
his head?  This is not ghoulishness on my part.  It’s the real world, isn’t it?  There will 
be no open motorcade in Dallas for you.  You will be the family in the glass bubble 
now. 
 You will also be Chicago’s favourite son, though you were not born there.  That 
reminds me of another adopted Chicagoan, the late Mr Saul Bellow.  I assume you have 
read him.  Some say The Adventures of Augie March is the Great American Novel, a 
picaresque journey by a young man who “certainly looked like an ideal recruit” but who 
is searching for “a worthwhile fate”.  I prefer Bellow’s Herzog, though, a week in the 
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life of a scholarly but immoderate man who, his personal relationships in disarray, his 
moral compass somewhat awry, writes letters to the living and the dead. 
 I cannot accept that the astonishing portrayal of Moses Herzog’s ex-wife is an 
endorsement of misogyny by the author.  Did you know there is no equivalent term in 
the English language for hatred towards men?  There is misanthropy but that is not the 
same.  I call the Governor moose-shootin’ Barbie.  Ah well.  Despite my mother’s 
guidance, I have said it after all.  (Her guidance did not apply to speaking about men.) 
 I saw a documentary on TV last week that traced the portrayal of American 
Presidents in film and television, starting with Henry Fonda in The Young Mr Lincoln 
right up to Mary McDonnell as President Laura Roslin in the post-9/11 TV series 
Battlestar Galactica.  Have you seen this series?  (Remember, this is not the 1970s 
cheesy version with Lorne Greene.)  It’s grim as grim but does a pretty interesting job 
of exploring the terrible ambiguities of our age:  the perils of moral superiority but the 
need to act.  Of course, she gets an upgrade, not America’s President but the whole of 
humanity’s.  Still, let’s not get too excited for her.  By the time she takes the oath of 
office there are only 40,000-odd humans left. 
 The outgoing President (Dubya, to some) was included in the documentary – not 
portrayed by an actor but in the flesh, with his Mission Accomplished banner on the 
aircraft carrier’s tower and his packed lunch on display in his flying suit.  (You know 
what I’m talking about.)  Curiously, the documentary did not mention Ronald Reagan at 
all; the man who most combined Hollywood and political fictions.  (I did leave the 
lounge room for a couple of minutes to make a cup of tea, but I’m pretty sure he didn’t 
feature.)  Nevertheless, the documentary’s question was an important one.  What are the 
effects in the real world of portraying the President as national hero, even global hero, 
the only man on earth whose grasp exceeds even his reach? 
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 I read somewhere that you took law at Harvard.  I’m glad it wasn’t economics.  
What a profession economics is!  Economists get paid to turn up after some catastrophic 
event in the economy and tell us why what has just happened had to happen.  They are 
worse than an oracle.  They get paid to say things like:  “…and now it’s affecting the 
real economy.”  That suggests there would have to be a false economy somewhere.  I 
have heard of false economising but when can an economy not be real?  Perhaps if we 
combined the profession of economics with quantum astrophysics we would get a dark 
matter economy, invisible but still there. 
 I am the same age as you and this means, in part, that we were both children of 
the space age.  I read a lot of science fiction as a child and longed, of course, to venture 
beyond this planet.  Many of these science fiction books had astrophysicists as part of 
the crew of spaceships so I decided to become an astrophysicist, to increase my chance 
of being picked for such a crew.  It didn’t matter to me that many of the characters in 
these books died alone and horribly in the deep, dark silence of space.  It didn’t matter 
that I would have had to move to America because Australia had – and still has – no 
space program as such.  Who knows, we might have met under American stars if I had 
succeeded.  But I couldn’t manage to pass Year 12 maths. 
 Your skin looks smooth on TV but you will age, I imagine, faster than I will, as 
if one of us hurtles away at near light speed while the other stays earthbound, in earth 
time.  Or does the one on earth age faster?  I can never remember how that works. 
 The Presidency will immortalise you but it is no fountain of youth.  It is not even 
a river like the Styx, in which Thetis all but immersed her son Achilles.  (That didn’t 
work out so well for Achilles, in the end, although his name at least, and the basics of 
his exploits are immortal – so far.  Being played by Brad Pitt in a leather mini-skirt 
helps to keep Achilles alive for us, of course.) 
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 I knew you had won when CNN announced the result in Ohio.  I have not been 
to Ohio but it has a place in my mind because it is the home of Ms Toni Morrison, a 
Nobel laureate like Mr Bellow.  You have probably read her work Beloved.  The fate of 
the slaves who get across the Ohio River.  Of all the literature I have read, every time I 
read this book it has a peculiar effect on me.  I walk around with the sound and the 
rhythms of my own voice driven from my head.  It is as if I have been possessed by the 
women created in this work – and, given the subject matter, I wonder if this was Ms 
Morrison’s express intention?  In another of her books, she has written, in my view, the 
best opening line in American fiction:  They shoot the white girl first.  This is better, I 
think, even than Mr Melville’s famous enticing line.  
 I know you will not read this letter, because you have numerous other duties and 
people all over the world will be writing to you for various reasons.  As a public servant 
I have had to read many letters to government ministers and write answers on their 
behalf.  I can tell from those who write again that some of them think I have discussed 
their individual letters with the relevant minister and that the minister has told me how 
to respond to them.  This belief is a little sad, don’t you think – or is it a little charming?   
 So I know you won’t read this but I hope that the departmental employee who 
does read this letter might mention it to one of your staff and that, at some point, this 
staff member will let you know of my existence and the sentiments I am passing on to 
you. 
As for the wars, what can I advise?  Remember when it was enough that the year 
“2001” signified only that grand space odyssey of imagination?  And when the clock 
ticked round to this portentous year in the real world, the world looked more or less ok?  
For the Soviet system had melted into air.  Hundreds of millions of people in the 
second-world and third-world were eager, and increasingly able, to acquire 
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refrigerators, cars, air conditioners.  The countries of Europe – at least, what used to be 
Western Europe – had all these things already and were ready to upgrade.  America had 
everything imaginable.  Capitalism had won.  World trade had renewed currency.  So 
we stopped having nightmares about nuclear attack.  You might remember that “Syd-
en-y” had just held the best Olympic Games ever.  
But then…the other 2001 arrives.  Four planes take off in the eastern USA on a 
bright September morning.  They become the first true mass media symbols of the 
twenty-first century.  Like all symbols, they offer reality and unreality at the same time.  
Four passenger planes become weapons in a way we have not seen before, arrows of 
flame igniting hatred, fear, dread, as the World Trade towers turn to dust, pulverising-
melting people into air.  And the President of the USA – that Dubya – tells us he is on a 
crusade.  Apparently, he does not know the bloody and religious associations of that 
word. 
And now, you’re about to inherit these wars.  I can’t help thinking about the 
armies on either side of the gates of Troy, grim mirror images in a ten-year siege.  Only 
now, there are TV cameras behind the gates.  The most gruesome thing is not imagining 
a well-struck spear through a hero’s neck but seeing, in real time, the limp and bloody 
body of a child, being rushed by his father, or maybe just a bystander, to a hospital that 
is already overflowing, overwhelmed by the ranks of the dying and the dead. 
We stare until we look away.  I just don’t know what you should do.  
I’m supposed to be at work today. I’m supposed to be attending to an alarmingly 
high stack of letters, making up answers to people I’ll never meet and who are less real 
to me than the heroes of many a narrative.  But I only have a week to go.  I am to be 
“downsized”, an ugly but apt word.  In the office on my last day, there will be a break at 
3:00 pm for cake to celebrate my diminishment.  I won’t really see the well-wishing 
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faces of my colleagues.  I’ll be thinking of the ghost of Achilles in the House of the 
Dead, drinking blood from a trench.  (It’s in The Odyssey.  Book Eleven.  You can look 
it up.)  
I am the same age as you but have lived my life so far in obscurity.  The reason I 
am here on earth is obscure to me.  Literature provides some consolation.  Lying in bed 
this morning, watching the glow of car headlights move across the ceiling, then 
watching the dawn come and the sunlight brightening the room, I thought I would just 
take up a book today, go into a different world.  Then I remembered Mr Bellow, or one 
of his characters, to be precise, quoting Mr William James: “to know everything that 
happened in one city on a single day would crush the toughest mind.”  Then I 
remembered my White House dream. 
 In my dream, I did not swear at outgoing President George W. Bush, although I 
have done so in real life in the past when his image appeared on the TV news.  I used 
what, for me, are the worst words of all.  I brought my face close to his.  I saw him press 
the back of his head against the fine White House joinery.  I said:  “Shame on you, 
shame on you,” for this is a man who feels loved by God, with a God-given destiny.  
This is a man who used words like “regime change” to unleash war, like “extraordinary 
rendition” to describe kidnapping, like “water boarding” to endorse torture.  This is a 
man who feels no shame.  I brought down a curse of shame on him. 
 So I hope someone tells you about my letter, if for no other reason than to let 
you know that it sure felt good – even cathartic – to chastise outgoing President George 
W. Bush in my dream. 
 Sweet dreams, Mr President-elect, from your friend 
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M  Rose 
208 Prospect St 
Newtown  NSW  2042 
Australia 
 
P.S.  I will write again soon. I have valuable things to tell you. 
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Dragonfly 
 
The holidays are ending.  Monica, who has a tendency to regard any commonplace 
event as a major experience, thinks:  It’s the beginning of the end of this time.  Soon, the 
days will revert to their customary rhythm.  This is how she names the prosaic reality of 
back to school, back to work.  At times like this, Monica can feel – she can almost see – 
time beginning to change course, beginning to swirl and eddy around her.  She soon 
imagines the whole year slipping away from her in all directions, escaping from her 
grasp like water falling through her fingers onto unproductive land. 
The ants continue their invasion (“big time,” as her son Jamie would say).  Tiny 
black ones scurry in from a crack in the kitchen windowsill, spreading out at random, 
looking for water and food.  More ants, larger, still black, have forged a trail from 
outside the front door, across the slightly grubby hall carpet, halfway up the kitchen 
door to the plastic rubbish bag that Monica leaves hanging on the door knob.  Another 
lot of ants, brown ones and larger still, have colonised the bathroom sink.  She cannot 
trace where the brown ants get in.  Maybe they travel up through the plumbing, a 
raiding party using tunnels to breach the suburban stronghold from beneath. 
Monica is prosecuting a silent war against these ant tribes – but not very 
successfully, because she needs to protect other creatures around the house and yard.  
Ant sand!  It seemed a simple enough solution, standing in the supermarket aisle, where 
she only had to choose between the expensive container and the cheaper one.  (She took 
the more expensive.)  But when she got home, ready to go into action, she noticed the 
label warned of possible harm to pets and fish and bees. 
The poor old bees have enough to cope with already.  Monica recently saw a TV 
nature show – or was it an episode of The Simpsons? – warning that bee populations are 
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collapsing in America and maybe that means they will here too.  If the bees disappear, 
goodbye agriculture.  This thought conjures the whole global warming problem, the 
watery catastrophe if the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets melt.  But she retreats 
from the big, threatening seascapes.  She will do her bit soon:  remember to take her 
own carry bags to the supermarket, make the kids take the bus to school instead of 
driving them herself, take less time in the shower.  Besides, she is protecting the local 
fauna as well as she can. 
What a fine surprise it was to find a blue tongue living between the side fence 
and the old tree stump in the yard.  One morning, on the way to the clothesline with a 
bundle of washing in her arms, she was startled by a loud rustling in the dry leaves 
around the base of the lemon tree.  She glimpsed something.  She thought it was a 
snake.  But it had legs, small crooked ones.  They seemed all wrong for such a large 
lizard but were, in fact, perfect for propelling it back to safety.  As she bent to retrieve 
the bras and socks she had dropped from the laundry bundle in her fright, Monica 
smiled, shook her head. Such a scaredy-cat.  But what if Arnie hunted it! 
What a dilemma, what a conflict of allegiance:  Arnie, the kids’ cat, (Monica’s 
cat really; she was the only one who fed it and who received its affection), champion 
hunter of common skinks, tireless tormenter of the garden hose, valiant defender against 
the occasional mouse, versus the native blue tongue, proud, ancient survivor of 
suburban invasion and excellent killer of slugs.  Arnie would certainly go for the great 
lizard and even if it were really too big to subdue, once Arnie punctured the lizard’s 
skin with a claw or tooth, infection would probably set in and...end of story. 
She need not have worried.  Although the blue tongue did attract Arnie’s 
attention, it outsmarted the cat every time, racing on those improbable little legs for an 
inaccessible spot in the rockery or behind the jumble of empty garden pots.  The lizard 
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then simply remained still until the cat got bored or distracted by birdsong or the need to 
scratch a flea bite.  The result was always the same:  blue tongue – one; Arnie – nil. 
Monica checks the cat biscuits scattered on a piece of paper towel on the kitchen 
floor, the remnants of Arnie’s latest meal.  She has to be especially vigilant against the 
ants here, so she gathers up the biscuits and drops them back in their bag.  If it weren’t 
such a step over the line, she would encourage the blue tongue in to clean up these 
scraps.  Once she surprised the lizard in the kitchen, using its tongue like a delicate 
instrument to pluck each leftover biscuit from the floor.  Smarter than Arnie (maybe 
smarter than Monica), the lizard kept an eye on her and continued its precise eating, 
finally sauntering out the back door.  Do blue tongues eat ants?  She should look it up 
on the net. 
The ant invasion is a consequence of the drought, she supposes.  Like the crack 
in the lounge room wall, caused by movement in the foundations as the clay soil dries 
out.  This reminds Monica to question her husband again so she can buy the right kind 
of filler to repair the cracked wall.  She finds him, as she thought she would, sprawled 
on the sofa in front of the television.  The tennis is on but he is not watching.  He is 
oblivious.  His gentle snores provide a counterpoint to the thwack of the tennis ball.  
She decides to sit for a moment to check the score. 
Monica hasn’t played a tennis match since she smashed her right elbow when 
she was fourteen.  This wasn’t a sporting injury, just a case of unsteadiness as she made 
her way home from a drinking session on the oval at the boys’ school.  Those were her 
tearaway days.  As she stumbled through the front door, cradling her damaged arm and 
turning her face away (partly in pain and partly to hide any alcohol smell), she told her 
parents she had fallen on the footpath in her first pair of slippery-soled, grown up high-
heeled shoes.  Monica recovered the use of her arm with physio but never regained 
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sufficient power to wield a serious racquet again.  It played havoc with her ten-pin 
bowling action too.  This became a mid-range humiliation in her teenage social life, 
because the bowling alley and the tennis court were where the girls and boys sized up 
each other – and Monica’s crook-angled, weakened bowling action sent the ball into the 
gutter more often than not, just as her attempts to return a tennis serve became 
ineffective jabs, drained of power.  Pretty soon, she realised she was no longer a player. 
So Monica hasn’t followed the tennis for many years and does not expect to 
recognise the contenders performing their competitive choreography on the TV today.  
She just wants to sit for a minute, thinking of nothing in particular.  It’s strange, though, 
how quickly she is drawn into the play, with an impulse to take the side of one 
competitor or the other, as if by directing her own concentration and will at the 
television screen, she will provide the boost needed for her chosen would-be champion 
to get over the line.  Or over the net, to be precise. 
Monica decides to go for the one who doesn’t grunt at the effort of every shot.  
(She could never abide grunters in her own tennis playing and watching days.)  And the 
neck and hemlines of the player’s tennis dress have a quite attractive gold and green 
pattern, like the markings of some exotic creature.  And oh!  She’s that girl from years 
ago, the one who they used to say was a prodigy but who always looked so grim, almost 
overburdened with the strain of competition. 
Monica recalls a little more of this public history.  The girl had that overbearing 
tennis-father, didn’t she; his slightly comic, slightly tragic, mostly boorish antics 
brought right into the lounge rooms of the viewing public.  What were his effects on his 
young competitor daughter?  Did he chastise her at every opportunity, blame her for 
every missed shot, make increasingly outrageous demands of perfection?  There would 
have been a time when he encouraged her, surely, when he showed her he was proud of 
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her.  Or was it more like a nightmare of anxiety for her from the beginning, one lesson, 
practice session, match after another, never being able to rest?  Because every win 
carries the promise of a future loss.   
Or even worse: maybe the girl is completely driven by ambition; she’s 
developed a real killer instinct.  Overweening, hubris, strange warning words from an 
earlier age.  She could end up like Tantalus...was it Tantalus? One of those humans who 
tried to outsmart the gods. 
Monica remembers those sorts of stories from Jamie’s old book of fables, myths 
and legends.  (“Gross,” Jamie said when he read that Tantalus cooked up his own son to 
serve at a banquet for the gods.)  But now Monica wonders what message those stories 
were trying to tell us.  Keep trying or give up?  Go until you stop?  All triumphs are 
fleeting?  Don’t test the power of the gods because they really know how to get you 
back for it?     
Monica’s player has taken the first set.  She looks impassive but this match, this 
tournament must mean something to her.  Is it her reason for living, her joy or curse, 
does she think of it as work or play or a gift?  From here it certainly doesn’t look like 
play but maybe the girl’s sombre face is just a sign of her determination to marshal her 
energies and block out distractions, to reach a culmination in this concentrated time and 
narrowed space. 
Meanwhile, the images on the TV screen and the sounds it emits have changed.  
Ads, ads, ads:  for 4WDs and air conditioners, mobile phones, barbecues, anti-wrinkle 
cream, too.  There must be an entire “music for car ads” industry:  piano, violin for the 
expensive silver cars (smooth, elegant sounds of grandeur); upbeat pop for cars for 
young working women; jangly, raucous guitar for the second-hand car dealers.  Some 
ads must be forbidden during these elite sport programs:  the ones of children with big 
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brown eyes, barefoot, rag-clad, picking over rubbish heaps, hauling dirty water.  These 
images don’t go with the sporting life, the tennis-playing life, the middle-class western-
civilised life.  If the world changed and 4WD and air conditioning ads were banished as 
obscene, think of all that empty screen time.  Some other ads would fill the spaces 
eventually, though.  Sandbag ads, grey-water filter ads, fire sprinkler system ads.  She 
wonders what music such ads would use?  Maybe a funeral march. 
On cue, the TV weather man appears and lets Monica know that tomorrow is 
likely to be a stinker.  He doesn’t say “stinker” but that’s what he means.  Even this 
afternoon it has become uncomfortably warm in the house, drowsily warm.  It’s 
tempting to nod off – but not yet, not yet – so she makes herself get up, being careful 
not to wake her husband.  Let him rest, let him slumber on, he’ll soon be chained to his 
office desk again. 
 
Without intent, Monica drifts from the lounge room to the hall, from the kitchen into the 
back yard.  She wanders over to the fence.  The neighbours’ pool is just over the other 
side. What a waste of all that cool water, unused for nearly a month.  The pool man was 
in there the day before yesterday, with an underwater vacuum-thingy, restoring the 
water to pristine chlorine in time for the return of the owners.  Last summer, they asked 
Monica to feed and walk their dog while they were on holidays but they never invited 
Monica and her family to use the pool.  This year, they put the dog in a kennel. 
She grabs a fence post and hoists herself onto the lower rail, balancing on her 
toes like a lazy ballerina.  Leaning her arms on the top of the fence palings, she wonders 
if she could find a way to climb over the fence without hurting herself and without 
anyone observing her.  She could slip into the water then, slowly, calmly and just rest 
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there, wanting nothing, thinking nothing, feeling nothing but the touch of the water's 
skin. 
Without sound, there is a tiny dip, an imprint in the water towards the middle of 
the pool, and the air above it seems to shimmer.  It’s too quick for her to identify; the 
insect has zipped off almost before it landed.  It must have been lured by what seemed 
to be pure water and then recoiled from the chlorine taint.  From the way it moved, its 
zigzagging path, it was probably a dragonfly. 
You don’t see many these days:  dragonflies, butterflies.  Monica realises she 
hasn’t seen a monarch butterfly (so common when she was young) in many years.  The 
preying mantis, too, seems to have disappeared – or is it “praying”, with its forelegs in 
apparent supplication?  Both, perhaps.  Preying and praying, not to mention swaying in 
a predator’s dance.  The short, abrupt, violent and alien insect life.  Maybe the cat 
biscuits help to fill the food gap for lizards, if it’s true the insect populations are 
shrinking.  Except for the ants.  There are still plenty of them. 
A strange jumblesound of crashing, crunching, stuttering and squealing emerges 
from the window of Jamie’s room.  This is what death sounds like when packaged into 
explosive simulation and directed through tinny little speakers.  She’s not sure if there is 
actual music.  The percussion she can hear could just be sub-machine gun fire.  Monica 
knows she should be getting Jamie to practice his sight-reading so he’ll be well- 
prepared for the school band auditions at the beginning of first term.  It’s like any 
foreign language – the earlier you start, the more you retain.  At ten, at Jamie’s age, she 
found sight-reading a lacklustre chore and now she remembers virtually nothing of it.  
She can no longer translate the lines and marks into song.  Their meanderings across the 
page are as meaningless now as the random wanderings of the scout ants.  Maybe she 
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can coax Jamie from his animated, button-pushing death-dealing with the promise of an 
iceblock. 
It’s her own fault, perhaps.  She was the one who bought him the video game for 
Christmas.  Depredation.  Some marketing department had named it.  You’d think the 
word means “get rid of predators” but it’s almost the opposite.  If eet bleeds ve can kill 
eet.  That’s Schwarzenegger, of course, pre-Governator, between Terminators 1 and 2.  
Hunted down for sport by the alien in Predator, then fighting back in true hero style.  A 
single alien against the mightiest of humans?  No contest; it was over in less than two 
hours of screen time. 
Arnie, the cat, was named after him by Monica in a moment of weakness or 
idiocy; Arnie the villain, the hero (take your pick), man of action, always on the hunt.  
Even though Arnie the cat is a hunter too, the name, ultimately, is not suited to the furry 
little creature inhabiting a world played out in cat-time.  All those long stretches of 
drowsiness and inertia, punctuated by short and intense moments of activity:  eating, 
grooming, clawing tree trunks, stalking, pouncing on small lizards but leaping 
fruitlessly at birds. 
You see Arnie on the news now and then (Schwarzenegger, not the cat), framed 
before some Californian calamity:  wildfire or budget blowout.  He obviously dyes his 
hair now and his face looks coarse and heavy like plaster.  He is probably all too 
conscious of the depredations of real time, which can be compared forever to the 
youthful power he once exuded.  He’s 63 – it’s hard to believe – but in his 1980s films 
he’ll always be in his prime.  One day, someone will make him into a statue. 
As she moves away from the fence back toward the house, she notices a female 
red back sitting in the untidy web it has made in one corner of the insect screen outside 
the kitchen window.  Though Monica knows red backs aren’t aggressive to humans, she 
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had better kill it before it lays its ball of spiderlings.  And yes, there’s its mate, much 
smaller, inconspicuous without the female’s rounded body and just a tiny stripe of red 
on its narrow back, as if laid on with a miniature brush.  The female eats the male, 
doesn’t she, when the work is done?  No doubt Jamie would get around to finding the 
web and trying to provoke the spider by poking it with a leaf or twig.  It’s a strange 
development of evolution, that its poison is powerful enough to harm, maybe even kill a 
human child.  It doesn’t need that potency just to overpower its insect prey but it is 
precisely this potency that makes humans its enemy.  The male is too small to bother 
anyone; it’s the female, with its shiny black pea body and its bravura red marking that 
you have to eliminate.  The bold red stripe that’s a stay-away warning to other insects 
and to birds marks it as a target for any human mother.  She wonders what would be the 
safest and least cruel way to kill it:  bug spray, the sole of a shoe, half a brick?  She 
can’t decide. 
 
In the kitchen again, opening the freezer for Jamie’s ice block, Monica finds another ant 
trail right along the edge of the freezer door.  Some of the little scouts have been 
squashed.  Why on earth do they besiege this site, continually launching themselves at 
the door seal?  Can they smell the ice?  Isn’t there some other place, some place outside 
for them to conquer?  She’s beginning to lose her temper with them.  But now she sees 
there is yet another trail, they are climbing the side of the kettle, they are heading for the 
water inside.  She could turn the kettle on, create a kind of volcanic effect, be ruthless, 
sacrifice the ants in steam.  For a moment she imagines having the power to obliterate 
the ants, to banish them from the surface of the earth.  So what if they have a 
constructive purpose, the little undertakers, to spirit away all sorts of garden corpses, to 
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get rid of the evidence quickly?  Without ants, the dead would break down anyway, 
eventually, returning their useful chemicals to the soil.  
But this is disturbing, it’s taking too much energy and she still has to decide 
about the iceblock.  Raspberry or lemonade flavoured?  Jamie likes the more intense 
taste of the raspberry but the lemonade one won’t stain so much when he drips some of 
it, inevitably, onto his t-shirt.  She hesitates, feeling the cold draught from the freezer.  
Refrigeration was a mighty human advance; it slows decay.  But more and more 
refrigerators mean more and more factories to produce them and more and more 
electricity to run them, and that leads to more power stations, more carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere and…her mind is racing but not towards any destination she desires.  
It’s a dizzying rush towards an unstable ice cliff, it’s perilous, it’s too hard to 
contemplate.  Anyway, she still needs to choose the iceblock.  She’ll come back to it. 
In the lounge room again, she is surprised to see her player is five-six down in 
the second set.  After winning the first, shouldn’t she have an adrenalin surge to blast 
right through her opponent?  What has happened?  Has she suffered an injury, is she 
battling a stomach bug?  Sitting down again on the edge of the sofa, Monica hears that 
the commentators are in the middle of analysing not the tennis shots but the mental and 
emotional state of the players.  It’s a bit much.  What will they do next?  Hook the 
players up to brain monitors in between sets, make them take personality tests?  The 
players know already that one must win and one must lose.  This is the precondition of 
the game:  it’s a contest every time and there will be no draw.  They’ll play to the point 
of exhaustion, if they must. 
Although television flattens the players into two dimensions, it brings their 
physical presence close to the audience, so close that, right now, Monica can see a drop 
of sweat quivering on the opponent’s nose.  Peak physicality is what these matches 
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promise and heroic bursts of energy from highly disciplined muscles and will, striving 
to deliver a perfectly placed swift, unplayable shot to the opponent, so much so that the 
watcher (from the comfort of her own lounge room sofa) feels something of the 
adrenalin and the effort too.  Incoming!  Take no prisoners!  But the commentators are 
still going on about the girl’s “father problem”, sighing over the unhappy, unsuccessful 
years that came after her early promise, speculating about the possibility of success now 
that she has – they seem to know her every secret – broken with him.  They want to fix 
a magnifying glass on this girl, looking for the moment when either the discipline 
breaks or her will triumphs, in any case looking for the moment when the emotions 
escape, revealing a human being after all.  
When Monica began playing tennis in primary school, before the matches 
became displays to attract boys, the most important thing was to have brilliant white 
tennis shoes.  Even now, she can recall the smell of the whitener as she applied it to the 
canvas shoes and the feel of the material as it dried, a little stiff.  The actual matches are 
lost to her.  She tries, but cannot conjure up one single set she played.  She remembers 
neither the name nor face of one single girl she played against.  She never kept track of 
how many matches she won before her accident took her out of the game.  Monica just 
wasn’t that competitive or maybe the structure of the matches is to blame:  the sameness 
of them all.  She can recall the jarring of the once-smashed elbow taking the force of the 
ball as it hit her racquet.  She can recall, further back, the first shock of pain of the 
smashed elbow itself.  She can always recall that. 
The opposing player has taken the second set.  Monica’s player is talking to 
herself.  Just as well the court microphones aren’t picking it up.  She looks agitated.  
Monica can tell this is not a kind conversation she is having.  But who is she berating:  
her opponent or herself?  Maybe she has broken with her father but has she already 
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learned his lessons so well?  Does she already know, with her eyes closed, how to aim 
her shots of self-contempt? 
Monica doesn’t like to think of the players as either automatons without passion 
or self-flagellators, potential nervous wrecks.  The girl – no, she’s a woman now but 
still looks like a teenager – walks to the side of the court, rubs her face with a logoed 
towel and reaches for the sponsor’s brand of sports water.  Monica realises she is thirsty 
too.  In the kitchen again, taking advantage of the break between sets, restless, 
uncomfortable with the courtside drama, she can hear a blowfly.  She can’t locate it's 
manic buzz.  It’s a trapped sound, she realises, frantic not with life but with impending 
death, like poor David somebody in that movie, (she can find him through Google), a 
noble experiment gone wrong, a man’s head, now miniature, on the body of a fly, 
snared in a spider’s web.  That tiny Help me! Help me! in a frenzied pitch as the spider 
approaches along the web, a sound vibrating now from Monica’s memory, echoed by 
this unlocatable blowfly in her own kitchen. 
That late-night TV horror movie; it scared the shit out of her when she was ten.  
If humans were reduced to insect-scale, the species probably wouldn’t survive.  They’d 
be well down the food chain and there would be no inventions, no art, no civilisations, 
no music.  No one to film those late-night TV creature features and no way to screen 
them.  Maybe no love.   
 
Monica’s daughter Susie has gone to a new horror movie with school friends.  This 
probably means she is meeting boys.  It’s funny that Susie doesn’t seem to realise that 
everything she is doing has been done before – even by her own mother.  Well, not 
everything.  Some of the drugs are different now and teenagers apparently want to dress 
as product advertisements.  Whereas in Monica’s day they tended to wear statement t-
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shirts.  You can’t hug a child with nuclear arms.  That was one, and in the same vein:  
Ronnie Raygun, with a picture of the craggy B-grade actor-President, his finger on the 
button.  Then there were the feminist takes on those comic book images, those tearful 
women of pop art:  Oh my God!  I left the baby on the bus!  Or Monica’s favourite at 
that time:  If they can put one man on the moon, why not all of them?  Now it’s just 
names of designers of expensive clothes.  Wear the name on the t-shirt (made in China) 
if you can’t afford the clothes they actually designed (possibly also made in China).  
Monica remembers a mother-daughter meltdown a couple of years ago with Susie in a 
department store:  “$300 for a pair of jeans?  They should pay you to wear this stuff.” 
None of this is special.  None of this breaks new ground.  Mothers must have 
used the same words with daughters for millennia.  Mothers, in their millions, must 
have said in my day… (but how long is such a day? And why is today no longer 
Monica’s day?)  Though, come to think of it (how does she come to think of anything 
anymore but through associations), Susie doesn’t wear the names of designers much 
these days.  She has acquired, Monica is not sure where (maybe from the internet), t-
shirt statements of a different sort.  One says:  I live alone, which is troubling and not 
true, of course.  Another says:  Do not disturb on the front and Please make up my room 
now on the back.  Monica would like to think this is an ironic comment on the role of 
women in the hospitality industry.  A third one advises:  Do the world a favour…kill 
yourself.  She is not sure whether this last message has a global warming theme.  Susie 
just rolls her eyes whenever Monica tries to point out the layers of meaning.  All of 
these t-shirts are a little faded, as if both the words and the fabric are well-worn but 
Monica suspects their second-hand look is a sleight of hand.  Their abraded, world-
weary appearance is just another form of street credibility. 
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But there’s another difference between Susie now and Monica in her own day, 
which Monica actually envies.  Susie moves through her life plugged in to her own 
customised soundtrack, supplied by the technological miracles of miniaturisation and 
digital downloading.  It’s a long way from the staticky transistor radio by the bed in 
Monica’s room when she was Susie’s age, where someone unseen and unknown chose 
all the music. 
Monica once carried a little musical secret, from the moment of Susie’s birth.  
She’d had a feeling the baby would be a daughter and when the delivery room nurse had 
confirmed “it’s a girl”, Monica could bestow the names:  Susie for all public purposes, 
Siouxsie in Monica’s head, giving her daughter, from the beginning, a little parallel self.  
Parallel Susie, parallel Monica too.  It gave Monica a link to the singer she most 
admired at that time, the one whose video clips showed her prowling the stage she had 
conquered, sometimes purring at the microphone, sometimes snarling.  Monica had 
wanted to be a singer too but when Susie/Siouxsie came along it was too late to reinvent 
herself; instead of being a singer Monica had become a drummer’s girlfriend and, 
during a night blurred by boozing and pharmaceuticals, she had forgotten to take the 
one pill that really mattered.  She hasn’t told Susie this story of her accidental creation.  
She has only enthused about the importance of contraception (“the great invention of 
the modern age”).  The irony is that Monica’s gift of the secret, special name conferred 
no special blessings on the girl: Susie’s tone deaf.  She sings away to the music on her 
iPod but can’t hold a recognisable tune.  The girl remains oblivious to this failing and 
Monica, over time, has had to give up thinking of her daughter as a potential post-punk 
goddess. 
It was hard to accept, at first, that Susie was going to settle into Susie-ness, no 
matter what Monica wanted for the girl, no matter how strongly she felt the need to 
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impart her own wisdom, no matter how much she engaged in her own subterranean 
struggle between encouragement, inertia and envy.  Monica has caught herself envying 
even Arnie now (the cat, not the Governator).  See how he sleeps on the lounge room 
carpet – yes, Monica envies him that.  She envies him although a cat’s life span, even 
when well cared for, is too short by human scale, maybe fifteen years. It would be like 
dying as a teenager, but in cat years, of course, he’d be an old man.  The rhythm of his 
belly, rising, falling, is not her rhythm, she can’t breathe that fast for very long.  His 
breathing is part of his fast-flowing life.  Why does he spend so much time sleeping, 
then?  Sleep conquers time, soothes its depredations, at least for a little while.  In 
another world, in another version of evolution, she might have been the pet, with food 
and fresh water laid on and a garden to explore in exchange for nothing more than signs 
of affection.  Lying on her back in front of the TV, if there were TVs in this changed 
world, hands (paws) raised a little, purring deeply:  Monica could do that.  And sleep, 
lots of sleep. 
There’s a news break on TV.  That bushfire helicopter with the strange name – 
Elvis, isn’t it? – is gearing up for a forecast week of extreme heat.  It ascends, thanks to 
motor and rotor.  Nothing in nature flies this way.  The tiniest insect launches without 
ceremony but humans’ desire for flight has, so far, only been translated into metal 
shapes pumped with hazardous fuel, like giant robot birds or bugs.  Which is the greater 
marvel:  the little creatures that emerge, for millions of generations, ready to fly or the 
inventions imagined by Leonardo and centuries later constructed, tested, refined, 
perfected?  Everyone’s flying now, it’s commonplace.  But even so, after all those 
centuries of imagination, development, civilisations, empire, scientific advances and 
technological wonders, still humanity looks at the birds, the insects with some awe – or 
maybe envy.  All human skill cannot make a perfect imitation. 
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The red back spiderlings, once they hatch, don’t hang around their birthplace.  
They have to spread out from each other, to find separate places.  It’s innate; if they 
stayed together there wouldn’t be enough food.  So they’re made for a hazardous but 
elegant first journey, not for creeping across the earth but for launching into space.  The 
breeze lifts them, cradles them in the upper air and they billow out on their own tiny 
threads.  It would be interesting to know what percentage survives that first flight.  It’s 
possible most don’t live on, any more than if they had stayed close to their mother’s 
web, competing with each other for limited food, but at least they get that experience of 
being, for a while, creatures lighter than air. 
When Monica was young, the air seemed full of insect flight.  She loved the 
Christmas beetles best of all.  She had been a great rescuer of Christmas beetles, 
mindful not to damage the little hooks on the end of their legs that snagged on carpet, 
curtains, clothes as they sought the evening household lights.  But there were no 
Christmas beetles this season.  Ladybirds, she hasn’t seen any of them, either.  They eat 
the aphids off the roses.  So it’s bad luck for the roses now that the ladybirds haven’t 
turned up. 
It’s the middle of the third set.  Monica is taken by a great desire for her player 
to win.  Oh gods of tennis Monica intones, help her.  It can’t hurt, though up to now 
Monica has only ever invoked the gods of supermarket car parking.  Monica slows 
down her breathing as if to send her player more time to make her moves.  Time is not 
measured in seconds on the court, it’s point by point.  The advantage swings from one 
player to another.  The pressure is on.  At this elite level, a player has to commit to the 
return of serve almost before she even sees the ball.  So if she hits it well is it mostly 
chance or practice, is it instinct or has she studied her opponent’s moves?  Can she 
divine the other player’s intent, does she rely on muscle-memory, does she say a little 
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prayer?  Australia loves a fighter, one of the commentators observes.  Here comes the 
cliché wagon.  Australia loves a fighter, but only one who wins.      
Every movement, grimace, effort, breath plays out in the rectangle of the court, 
shrunk to the rectangle of the TV screen.  Intensity, tension, that great striving, that will 
to win come off the screen in waves.  The TV camera sweeps the spectators, fixes on 
her coach.  Look how he hunches forward, look at the strain in his face, his clenched 
fists.  And Monica is drawn right in now, absorbing the intensity, willing her player all 
her own strength and a discipline she has never had, imitating her player’s expression, 
though completely unaware.  And there, there…the ball streaks over the net, the 
opponent lunges…in vain.  The crowd is rejoicing, good has triumphed (or is it in the 
genes?), practice makes perfect, all the world is fine. 
Look at her now, almost breathless.  Do her legs feel as weak as Monica’s?  A 
microphone and camera are right before her face, she gets some words out, thanks the 
crowd.  Surely they’re not going to mention the father again!   And what influence did 
her mother have?  Monica can’t remember the mother being mentioned at all.  She has 
that coach, though.  A substitute, perhaps, for mother and father, both.  She’s leaving 
the court, tossing her sweatbands and towels towards eager spectators in the stands.  It’s 
part of the mystique: people probably bid for these victory tokens on Ebay – but how 
could you be sure you’re getting authentic hero sweat? 
 
She needs to calm down, to rest from the exertion of the match.  Ads again.  Some fool 
leaping around, waving his hands, shouting about a mobile phone deal.  You can’t read 
the small print on the TV screen that tells you how much it really costs.  Monica’s 
husband gives a little groan, a snort, but stays asleep.  She needs to buy him a birthday 
present.  He’ll be 45 next week.  This is astonishing but everyone says: “50 is the new 
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35; 45 is the new 30!”  Monica closes her eyes, thinks:  Let the TV show me an ad for 
something I can get for my husband.  Power tools?   No, he’s not interested in home 
improvement at all.  A coffee machine?  But it’s $1,500 and he’d never clean it.  Hair 
replacement therapy?  But he might end up looking like Shane Warne, with cockatoo 
hair.  Come on TV.  You’re not helping, she thinks.  Suddenly there’s the answer on the 
screen, right there:  a satellite navigator for the car.  It’s an appropriate price for this 
serious, mid-life birthday (but 45 is the new 30!) and there’s no built-in obsolescence 
because he can get upgrades for it later. 
Monica contemplates the sleeping man, once drummer-with-attitude 
extraordinaire; now their hefty mortgage ties him to his job at the bank.  We have got 
into too much easy debt, she thinks, “we” meaning the western world.  We have 
wallowed in it but now, to escape, we have to spend some more.  Something seems 
wrong with this argument but what is it?  Perhaps it’s just that the “we” that used to 
mean corporations and people now means governments and people.  It seems the 
corporations make mountains of money in the greedy times and get bailed out when 
they’re up to their necks in debt.  They win both ways.  Monica has never understood 
economics.  There’s pressure on her husband to build those loan quotas up, even now 
when banks across the world are wavering, swaying on their foundations, melting 
wealth.  All that is solid melts into air.  That’s Marx (Karl, not Groucho). 
Monica did Marxism I and Feminism I but did not progress to II or III.  At the 
time, she told herself she might need some less radical-looking subjects on her CV; she 
didn’t realise it then but her courage was just beginning to fail.  That image, though, the 
melting into air, dissolution cast in words, has stayed with her all along.  And a new 
image forms now:  her husband, not fit, not young, not an ancient king but fated, 
nonetheless, to take the superhuman stance, to push his desk up the hill, to watch it 
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tumble back down, to do these things over and over in a colossal struggle, colossal but 
not victorious. 
All that is solid melts into air, 
All that is holy is profaned, 
and men at last… 
and men at last…it has always been harder to remember the last part of it.  
 
The late afternoon is melting into dusk.  Monica flicks the kitchen light switch, 
resurrects in a moment the artificial indoor sun.  Another human miracle:  fiat lux.  But 
now some scientists are saying the whole global grid could go down from the effects of 
a certain type of solar wind, a plasma storm that would envelop the earth invisibly.  
Imagine the plunge into chaos:  everything run by electricity in a state of collapse, the 
ugly mass of humanity seething over the land, panicking, angry, bereft, the strong 
taking what they can, the weak being overrun.  She will have to stop this, stop the way 
the bad news gets past her defences.  She should concentrate, perhaps, on all the good. 
On the paper towel on the kitchen floor there’s something new:  not cat biscuits 
or even an outpost of ants but something she could never have expected.  It seems at 
first not real, a toy, a facsimile, an extraordinary piece of jewellery, but it’s not any of 
these things, not human-made. 
My God, so beautiful!  A dragonfly, the largest she has even seen, of prehistoric 
size – its body as long as her hand, its wings broad as a hand span – and it rests 
perfectly still on the paper, its translucent wings not even vibrating.  Doing nothing, it 
makes a grand display: the segments of its long body in alternating colours, cream, 
brown and, improbably, a gentle blue, like an early morning summer sky, like the blue 
of a baby’s shawl.  It presents itself to her as a gift but if she moves will the creature 
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take off?  She doesn’t want to startle it into fleeing.  In panic, it might fly into a window 
pane, sensing the outdoors but confused by the sudden hard surface between it and the 
light and the breeze. 
Verweile doch, du bist so schőn.   
Funny how things come back.  That’s something from German tutorials, from 
Faust, from before the last ice age, when Monica still had plans to travel the world, 
become a journalist maybe.  She took German and Indonesian, telling her parents that 
she would be a language teacher, so they wouldn’t fret about her taking off to God-
knows-where.  But that was a long time ago.  Here, in the kitchen, holding herself still 
as she watches the dragonfly on the scrap of paper towel, she is struck by the truth of 
her reaction to the insect – and that the words formed in her mind in the foreign 
language she has not used in years, the words arriving straight from 20 years ago.  It’s 
only now that she thinks to supply the translation in her head.  Don’t go, you are so fair; 
but that’s not quite right.  Not “don’t go,” as if it were an order but something a little 
more seductive:  But linger awhile….   
And the dragonfly does linger.  As Monica bends down for a closer examination, 
she is amazed at how perfect it is.  Then she sees the damage, apparently minor but, in 
dragonfly-reality, possibly devastating.  Its front right leg is too short and the dragonfly 
waves it pathetically.  The rest of its limb lies close by.  Is the dragonfly horrified by the 
sight of part of itself detached?  Can a dragonfly be horrified?   
Distressed by its wounding, Monica still knows she would never have been able 
to observe it so closely if it were still whole.  It wouldn’t even be in the house.  She 
can’t resist slipping her palm carefully under the paper towel, raising the dragonfly to 
eye level.  She is still captured by its colours, its elegant form, its wings almost glowing 
under the kitchen light.  Surely it is just resting here, to recover a little from its 
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surprising mid-flight halt and its journey as a prisoner into the kitchen, unmarked by 
Arnie’s jaws except for that damaged leg.  But no, look at the wing and all its separate 
panes, if that is what they’re called.  At the edge of the wing one pane has the smallest 
tear, the tiniest imperfection.  That’s probably all it takes to trap it on the ground. 
She could call Jamie, call her husband – Susie is not home yet – and show them, 
give an impromptu biology lesson to her son or a lesson on beauty and fragility.  But 
Jamie would likely treat it as a toy, throw it into the air, so the dragonfly must remain 
for her alone.  This gift to her from little Arnie in return for his biscuits, a scratch 
behind the ear and a kind word, this painful, tragic gift. 
She cannot leave the dragonfly here.  The idea that this paragon will be found by 
scout ants, then set upon by a raiding party, swarmed over, dismantled while still alive 
and brought low…this is unbearable.  Can’t she intervene, can’t she save just this one 
small life, even if only for a day?  It suffers, it must, if not from waves of pain then at 
least from being denied its natural state in its natural home.  Maybe it is paralysed in 
terror of the sight of her looming above it, a monster in its eyes.  There’s that 
expression:  put it out of its misery but she knows she cannot.  All she can do is take a 
little share of the misery for herself. 
How long has she been standing in the kitchen now?  If she cannot crush the 
insect’s life, where can she put it, out of harm’s way?  Maybe the freezer.  It would be 
like falling asleep in the snow, a gentle death but even as she comes up with this 
solution she cannot convince herself.  She can only feel a sickening chill:  what if this is 
the last individual of its kind?  In the end she takes it outside, balanced still on the paper 
and her palm, places it with all respect under the lemon tree where no ant can be seen.  
Let it die, at least, in the home it knows, surrounded by the evening air.  It has entered 
her memory now, may it rest gently there. 
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Monica is in the kitchen early the next morning; it’s Australia Day.  As usual she checks 
for ants in the rubbish bag hanging on the door knob.  She makes a pot of tea.  On these 
hot summer days she has only one cup, soon after dawn.  She likes to breathe in the 
steam rising from her tea cup as she takes that first sip.  The others are still asleep.  She 
doesn’t know when they will appear, particularly Susie, who came in very late last 
night.  Soon Monica will go up to the petrol station.  She needs a new gas bottle for the 
barbecue.  It’s traditional on Australia Day:  sleep in, lounge around, barbecue some 
meat, then separate to do whatever each one wants.  Maybe Susie will go to the beach, 
maybe Jamie will continue his computer game.  Her husband will check the Australia 
Day honours list in the newspaper supplement.  He likes to see what musicians and 
sporting stars have made it in each year.  There aren’t many musicians, usually.  There 
are never any drummers. 
She hears the whack of the newspaper hitting the front door.  She goes outside to 
fetch it.  The ants are out early – just a few scouts – but this doesn’t fool her.  She 
knows what is under the surface, ready to surge up from what must be huge nests in the 
foundations.  Hundreds of them, about to stream from cracked concrete, to boil up over 
the ground.  In fact, there must be thousands here, just on this one suburban block of 
land.  So in the whole street, the whole suburb and the city…she feels like a camera on 
a crane, pulling up, pulling back from the scene in the yard to reveal more of the 
landscape from a great height, while beneath it all the ants are waiting to strike. 
Now she’s standing on the ground again but looking up.  If, to some alien 
observer above her, she were as tiny as an ant, would her movements through her world 
seem like inexplicable wanderings?  Maybe it would look like predetermined patterns of 
movement, as if she were performing some kind of ritual.  Tennis players would look 
like that too, from above. 
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She unrolls the newspaper.  Her player is looking right at her, shouting her 
moment of victory.  She’s made the front page; well done!  Behind her left shoulder it 
looks like a full moon is rising.  That can’t be right, though, because the match was in 
the afternoon.  It’s only some sponsor’s logo, out of focus so you can’t tell whose it is.  
Monica smiles at this; she likes the idea of her player crowned by the moon. 
Monica goes back inside.  If she had a dog, not a cat – maybe a poodle – she 
could train it to bring the newspaper in.  Though the blue tongue would be in serious 
trouble with a dog in the yard.  Oh yes, the blue tongue – the lemon tree!  She 
remembers, hurries through the house, out the back door and sees immediately that the 
dragonfly is not there.  She does not bend to scrutinise the foliage around the base of the 
tree.  She does not brush the dead leaves away to see if the little undertakers are 
finishing their work.  The piece of paper towel is under the nearby lavender bush.  It 
must have blown there in the evening breeze once the dragonfly departed. 
This was the best place to leave it, she tells herself.  She would like to think the 
blue tongue has accepted this greatest of dragonflies as an offering, denying the ants this 
one prize.  No, she would like to think the dragonfly just rested here for a while, 
gathering up its energies, restoring itself.  Maybe her fellow-feeling for the insect 
played a little part, gave it some extra courage to attempt a flight again, just as her own 
will, her whispered urgings in front of the TV might have helped her tennis player to 
win.  Maybe the dragonfly is hovering above her right now, regarding her upturned face 
with little interest, feeling the power and the song in its wings as it holds itself free from 
the earth, revelling in its element, radiant, radiant air. 
Yet all elation fades.  She wanders back inside, restless again, time on her hands.  
Has the crack in the lounge room wall widened since yesterday?  She flicks the TV 
remote and once again it’s fiat lux.  It’s okay.  Everybody does it.  It’s not a waste of 
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time to sit here with the TV for company.  They say watching TV makes you mildly 
depressed – but TV gives you a little of everything.  If the world is so grim, and Monica 
often thinks it is, is it wrong to skim from one thing to another?  Or should she, even 
now, turn to one deep passion, dedicate herself to one fine thing?  Partake of a little of 
everything or immerse herself in one great intensity?  But what deep passion, what 
intensity?  Maybe she could find a coach.   Maybe she should be one.  The world 
doesn’t seem to offer a single answer.  Sometimes it’s a little of everything, sometimes 
a cacophony, sometimes an overwhelming tragic maelstrom and other times just 
ordinary.  The problem is…the problem is…could she find consolation in the ordinary, 
should ordinary life be enough after all?  Should the imperfect being fear the lure of 
perfection or strive – beyond even the point of obsession – to achieve it?  And what of 
natural selection:  survival of the most fit, survival of the most competitive, or is it 
survival of the all-rounder, the most adaptable? 
Monica’s eyes are drawn to the screen again.  It’s a highlights package from 
yesterday’s match.  Genius, the commentators are saying now.  Her ability to do this 
thing – to slam and chase a ball around – is genius, just as every setback, every injury 
would be a tragedy.  These players, as children, weren’t the all-rounders, the tearaways 
or the class clowns.  So young, but they were already on their way to the rarefied 
altitudes, consecrating their lives to a constant strong-willed striving, body and mind 
harnessed to attain the same goal.  They do this so the rest of us don’t have to and it’s a 
form of worship, almost. 
But why chase a ball around?  And brilliant, genius, heroic, superhuman, 
tragic.  Debased words in sport, really, cast around carelessly as dust.  Isn’t language 
the brilliant thing, imagination, isn’t love?  Not lunging around an invisible cage, caught 
on court, making the same range of moves over and over, even if, for the winner, it’s a 
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million dollars for two weeks’ work.  Is there anything truly brilliant, even anything 
spontaneous in what they do?  Even if you can say the great players push to the limits of 
endurance, they are bound by rules and tethered, ultimately.  Their field of battle is such 
a limited space. 
But Monica is distracted by a familiar jaunty jingle:  synthesiser, drums.  It’s the 
satellite navigator ad again, the one she will buy for her husband.  He’ll be the hero 
known as Navman.  But a thought, a little voice of protest has crept into her mind here 
too.   At 45, in his own city, does he really need this gadgetry?  Isn’t he a good enough 
navigator as he is?  Can’t he keep using a street directory and his memory to find his 
way around?  If even the ants, even the spiderlings can...   
All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned, and men 
at last are forced to face with sober senses the real conditions of 
their lives and their relations with their fellow men. 
And women, women too.  Yet she knows that we do everything we can, not to 
face the real conditions – with sober senses or otherwise.  That’s the precondition of the 
human game.  She knows it’s all wrong now, always the wrong choices, always the 
unsuspected consequences.  Time will not help us to learn.  We have learned the wrong 
things, made competitive what should have been universal, acted always on the killer 
instinct, profaned everything we have touched.  All that ceaseless activity: striving, 
straining, destroying, changing, creating, as if it were all the same, as if our lands could 
never drown, never be blown away as dust.  Building on bones, on skeletons.  Unnatural 
selection, because we were the ones who, after all, adapted the world to us. 
But there she is, the little champion, in replay, at the centre of her light-filled 
shrine, arm pumping the air, making her exultant victory cry.  It’s her day now, 
however long it will last, and this girl already knows it’s not eternal.  It’s not this girl 
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who risks the fate of Tantalus.  She was the one consumed for a while, she is the one 
restored, while Tantalus (her tennis-father must take this part) has already been thrown 
into the lake from which he can never drink to quench his tormenting thirst.  He can see 
her anytime by turning on the TV, but now she will always be beyond his reach.  The 
player turns towards the camera now, looks into Monica and passes her that shout of 
joy, that adrenalin rush – and the promise of both better and worse to come.  It is 
Monica, not the player, who sinks to her knees.   
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Three Sisters 
 
It is strange where I am living now.  When I say where, I do not mean on the outside. 
 The outside is difficult but I cannot call it strange.  How else could it be but this 
constant, restless moving?  So many people are living together in dusty concrete walk-
ups.  They follow the city’s hard gray lines.  They travel all around the city to work, to 
eat, to see the people they love or want to love.  And not far away from where I am 
now, so many of the poorest poor are crammed together inside cardboard, tin and plastic 
walls.  Mostly – but not always – they are pushed away from the highways.  They are 
kept at bay, particularly from the malls and from the private compounds, of course.  At 
bay:  a term from the Language.  It must mean at baying distance like wild dogs.  In a 
compound maybe you can hear them but they cannot come close enough to bite you.  
Inside a mall you cannot even hear them anymore. 
 There was a time when I did not think about inside and outside as severed from 
each other.  In the weaving house, inside and outside dwelled together, with the loom at 
the center of the house with no walls, and the thread going over and under, inside and 
out.  And my two sisters and I were bound together, joined by our singing and our 
linked arms as we danced our weaving games.  And the words we all said on the outside 
were the same as the words we thought on the inside. 
 “Out of sight, out of mind,” Sister Ambrose always said, sighing and shaking 
her head at us.  She had a lot of sayings, some from the Bible and some not.  They were 
always part of her instruction so I suppose she thought that out of sight, out of mind was 
a poor way to live.  In confession Father Lucas said we were always in God’s sight.  
That must mean we are always in His mind.  What a large mind He must have to hold 
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all of us there, when we are so far from each other.  Home and Manila and Singapore 
and the Persian Gulf and the whole world. 
 Ilocos. Home. I miss its familiar bird calls, the scents of wet leaves and earth, 
the sounds of the women’s hands moving in the looms. I miss the colors, the soothing 
greens of the forest, the red and blue of the dyed threads.  I know that all of these 
sounds and sights and scents still exist back there, in my northern province but on the 
inside they are losing shape and strength.  Like threads, they are being unpicked from 
around my heart and drawn away from me by someone I cannot see.  At any moment 
my paths home could be cut off. 
 There is a garden where I live now, threading green vines around its high walls.  
I can see this green all day.  I can breathe it and listen to it growing all night.  But it is 
not enough. 
 It is mid-morning and I can hear Ma’am Morris pecking away, pecking away.  
She swears sometimes in the Language.  No one has taught her the local words.  
Swearing usually means Ma’am’s printer has jammed the paper that is supposed to flow 
so smoothly from her head through her hands into the outside.  It is not my job to 
untangle the paper.  She does not trust me with such work.  She has to do this herself. 
 So now I am what I swore on my sisters’ heads not to become.  A maid.  Made 
in the Philippines, like what the tags say on the blankets and the baskets in the trading 
shop in Intramuros.  Slippery words, the Language has.  Some of the nuns sang the 
Language into us and some of them scared it in.  With Sister John, the Language was a 
bright path, whether it led through the Bible or a poem.  With Sister Ignatius, her angry 
silence was the thing we feared.  With Sister Ambrose, the Language was a weapon.  
“Luz,” Sister Ambrose intoned my name – but she made it sound like loose or lose in 
the Language.  So this is what I heard:  “Lose, I do not want to see you skipping ahead 
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in your reader.  If you think you are already so smart, you will not need the reader at all 
and I can send it to a child who needs it, in Manila.”  All I was trying to do was to 
follow the bright path until I could learn enough to make a path myself.  I could not 
explain this to Sister Ambrose. 
Now that I am in Manila, it is sometimes best to laugh at the Language but it is 
also sometimes best to be wary.  The hardest words are the ones I call the double-words.  
They sound almost the same or they look a bit the same but they are as different from 
each other as life and death.  Like made and maid.  Like womb and tomb. 
So now I am a housemade.  See, I really have learned some of the tricks of the 
Language.  But it is not the house that makes me.   I make the house, isn’t that right? 
 I’m doing the dusting.  Here, even behind the garden wall, behind the garden 
itself, the dust of Manila filters through.  Dust floats in on the air and settles 
everywhere.  Ma’am Morris has brought with her many objects that attract the dust.  
Like the photographs.  Most of them are in pine frames, painted dark brown or blackest 
black on the front and sides.  The dark colours make the dust obvious.  But Ma’am does 
not have to care.  She is not the one who has to do the dusting.  Some of the frames have 
a line of gold running around the edges.  It is not real gold.  Ma’am Morris must have a 
lot of money but not enough for real gold.  Real gold means a bigger house in one of the 
best compounds. 
 At first I thought the best compounds must be the ones with the most guards at 
the gates.  But now I see, from the outside, the way to tell the best compounds is how 
much space they have for trees and vines outside and inside their garden walls.  In 
Manila, green is the color of real wealth. 
 And dust is the color of poverty.  That is why I must dust every day.  Remember 
man that thou art dust and unto dust thou shalt return, as Father Lucas pressed the mark 
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of penitent ash on our foreheads.  We girls thought that only the men would return to 
dust, because man – the male word – was the word that Father Lucas used and this was 
the word of God.  But soon enough we all learned in the Language that man sometimes 
meant all of us, the girls and women too. 
  Most of the furniture and the objects that I dust here do not hold my attention.  
The rosewood dining table with carved spiral legs, the tops of the glossy white kitchen 
cupboards, even the mirrors.  These things are in all the houses around here.  But I take 
my time dusting the photograph frames.  I look hard at the photographs, taken from 
villages all over Asia.  They are both beautiful and disturbing.  What words in any 
language can describe them? 
 Ma’am is always in the photographs, always in the center of the group.  Who has 
taken these pictures?  Her driver?  Her maid?  Someone who sees more than Ma’am 
does, because the look on her face in these photographs is always the same.  The look 
on her face says mine. 
This is the same look Ma’am had when she came into the trading shop that day.  
She saw me trying to get a fair price for the pieces I brought with me from the province.  
Fair is another slippery word in the Language.  It can mean “with justice” and that was 
what I wanted.  A price with justice in it.  But fair can also mean “beautiful” or “light-
skinned” or “fiesta” or – in my sister Gloria’s school reports from the nuns – “only 
average.” 
 Maybe that is part of the strangeness for me.  It is difficult to know my worth 
now.  Perhaps I am only of average worth here.  I have only four possessions of worth 
with me now:  the dictionary, my father’s letters, a cellphone and the very last of my 
grandmother’s weavings. Only the weaving is really part of home.  Now that I am 
losing the threads on the inside, I'm afraid my last possession from home will not be 
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enough.  Possession is maybe not even the right word for what I have left.  What I have 
left (with me) and what I have left (behind).  Maybe this last piece and I possess each 
other.  It seems I cannot untangle myself from the Language. 
 Sister John threaded the Language into us as we girls sat in the school room in 
the afternoons, hemming the altar cloths.  We thought that the nuns wove these linen 
pieces.   But the nuns did not understand the looms, did not know how to prepare the 
thread.  They did not know – even in the Language – the words for the weaving work. 
So someone must have given them the cloth. 
 Back home, the sounds of the women’s hands moving in the looms were the first 
sounds. Sounds that ran under and over the music of my family’s voices, even over the 
echoing ring of the Church bell.  Three taps – tak, tak, tak – to tighten the weave on the 
loom.  The hands move and the weaving grows. 
 Over and under, over and under was the game we played.  We joined our hands 
to make a circle, then Gloria’s strong right hand let go of Fely’s small left hand and we 
became one long strand of the weave.  Gloria leading us, running over and under, arms 
held high, arms held low all around the weaving house.  It was like being in the loom, 
making our own pattern on it.  How we giggled when we got all snarled up together.  
How we threw our heads back, laughing towards the sky.  Three faces, three voices, not 
the same but in harmony.  Inside and outside joined. 
 I am afraid that I am forgetting the faces of my family.  Even if I still remember 
my grandmother’s hands and the shape of her body in the loom.  The color of my 
mother’s skin in shadow.  But all these pictures in my head are memories steeped in 
sorrow.  And I have no photographs to show the faces of my family before the sorrows 
came. 
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Every morning, early, I go to get bread for Ma’am Morris.  She will eat rice later in the 
day but for breakfast it must be bread and it must be a special crusty loaf from the 
French bread shop at the mall.  French is a language I do not know, but the girls in the 
shop are not French so we understand each other. 
To get to the mall from the compound, I have to walk out to the gray highway 
and then catch a jeepney.  Ma’am says jeepneys provide Manila’s dusty streets with 
“local color.”  She says the emblems and pictures spray painted on their sides (the 
Virgin, the sun, a fiery-eyed eagle) are “so decorative.”  But they are more than 
decoration.  I can tell, not only by Ma’am’s words but by how she looks in all those 
photographs, that she does not see.  Protection, hope, joy, strength are in these colors.  
Some of these symbols are as real as prayers. 
With the other people in the jeepneys and cars, I am still and moving at the same 
time.  It is like being in a dream.  No one seems to notice the wonder of this.  
The first time I came to the mall I was brought by Ma’am.  She was surprised 
that I did not know the way.  “It’s one of the biggest malls in Manila,” she said, 
sweeping her arms out like Father Lucas in the pulpit.  “It’s got everything.  And thank 
God for the air conditioning.” 
 Yes, the mall conditions the air.  Somehow it keeps out the dust and it keeps out 
the dusty people too.  But the poor need the dust-free cool air as much as anyone with 
money to spend.  Now, when I come to the mall without Ma’am, I have to make sure I 
have no dust on me.  I clean my shoes.  I wear my best city clothes.  Ma’am thinks the 
guards at the entrances are there only to check people for guns.  She does not see that 
they also keep out the dust. 
 The French bread shop on the ground level of the mall, right inside the north 
entrance, has a blue-white-red awning.  The awning is there not to give real shade but so 
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people can pretend that being inside the mall is the same as being outside. That on the 
outside, Manila is a clean and shady place.  So the mall is like the Language.  
Everything double, everything inside-out. 
Every color is here in the mall except the gray of the streets outside.  From the 
French bread shop, a shining white avenue stretches away towards a fountain, tiled in 
pale green.  The sparkling water in the fountain moistens the air with just the faintest 
taint of bleach.  The fountain is surrounded by plastic greenery.  It is like a real garden, 
only more perfect.  All the leaves look healthy, glossy, almost glowing.  All the inside 
avenues in the mall have clean, glass-fronted shops.  Wooden benches sit in the middle, 
next to tubs with more plastic green leaves.  It really is like a Manila turned inside-out.  
Outside, people sleep on the benches.  They live with the heat and the traffic fumes.  
The real leaves outside are dusty.  They turn brown under the glaring sun.  But 
sometimes, someone makes an offering of a little water to the hearts of the thirsty 
plants.  To their pale green throats. 
Today I ride the moving walkway down to the lowest level where the 
supermarket is.    On this level, not all the shops are behind glass.  Some are just tables 
set up next to the plastic plants, displaying cellphone covers or jewelery or music and 
movie disks.  I enter the supermarket to buy packages of milk and breakfast cereal.  
Ma’am complains about the milk in Asia: she wants it “fresh, like at home” but, like 
me, she is not home and sometimes even all her money cannot buy exactly what she 
wants.  Maybe she should keep a goat. 
 Rita is the cook in Ma’am's house.  She refuses to buy any food for the 
household at the mall.  This is why it is a job for me.  Ma’am cannot really dismiss Rita.  
Rita is part of the package.  She came with the house when Ma’am rented it.  Rita says 
the local market is best.  “Why travel all that way,” she says “to a place where you 
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cannot be sure that everything is fresh?  Because they have air conditioning they can get 
away with holding onto the food too long, especially the fish.” 
 Long-life milk is what I buy in the supermarket.  We girls thought it tasted 
strange but the nuns always had it in their tea.  The name sounds like a good luck wish.  
If you drink it, you will have a long life.  Mama did not drink it.  Every time I buy a 
package of milk for Ma’am I try not to think of Mama, but I cannot help it.  This thread 
has not been severed yet. 
 Why am I living in a compound?  And why, when I took in the Language so 
well, well enough, some said, to enter the novitiate or be assistant to a teacher, am I 
only a maid in this house that Ma’am Morris has rented?  The answer is in the threads.  
You have to follow them back to the shop in Intramuros, then out of the city, north, 
back to my home.  Although what I left behind cannot really be traced back like this, 
untangled and restored. 
 Intramuros.  The old city inside the old walls of Manila is still called by the old 
Spanish name.  Some of the old city was saved from the bombs and the fires of the war 
or rebuilt.  This is not a war that I lived through.  My own Mama was not born then.  
And our family was not in Manila but in the province, Ilocos, in the north.  Now the 
Japanese are back.  They are here with the other tourists, from Taiwan, Singapore, 
Australia, America.  They come to Intramuros before they go south to the world-class 
beaches of Boracay or Palawan. 
The tourists come to Intramuros to buy.  In the malls they can buy whatever they 
can buy in their own cities, only cheaper.  In the big markets near the Ninoy Aquino 
Airport they get bargains on designer brands, if they do not mind that the quality is only 
on the surface.  But in Intramuros these visitors are looking for something of the old 
days, the old ways, objects that hold time and care.  It is the special work.  The pieces 
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made by hands, the hands of the women in the provinces.  They will pay a lot for the old 
pieces. 
 That is why I was in the old city that day.  I was there to offer my family’s 
weavings.  Blankets woven for weddings and births, pieces made with time and care, 
with love and hope.  Was it a special sign that Ma’am arrived at the same time that I 
was trying to sell?  I realised later – when I saw the photographs in her house – that she 
preferred to travel direct to the sources, the villages all over Asia.  She reached them 
after long drives on narrow and pot-holed mountain roads.  But on this heat-filled day – 
maybe just retreating from the heat – she walked into the shop and watched and heard 
my sad words.  She understood my uncertain, broken words, trying to get the right price 
for the work of my family’s hands and hearts, even though I was not speaking the 
Language.  Ma’am moved towards me, placing her hand on a large wedding owës that I 
had spread across the counter, and said in a loud voice, “But that’s not fair!” 
Justice, you see, was what I hoped for.  Justice is a slippery word in the 
Language.  
Ma’am brought me to her home because she wanted me to talk about the 
weavings she just bought from me.  She thought I did the weaving myself but how 
could a girl bring such special pieces into the world?  At home, with school and the 
nuns, there was little time for me to learn more than the most basic work.  So what 
could I say about the weaving, really? 
Ma’am’s fingers brush and test the cloth in many countries.  Cloth passes 
through her hands like money, like the words she pecks out onto a white page.  But her 
hands, her whole body, do not know the discipline of it.  How the back aches where the 
weaver takes the tension of the loom.  How the fingers work the thread in dreams, even 
while the rest of the body sleeps. 
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And Ma’am does not feel the family bonds, how the aunts and the mothers 
prepare what the grandmothers need.  Fibers becoming threads, colors coming into the 
strands.  And later, the granddaughters unknot the grandmothers’ muscles, the hands, 
the shoulders, the feet.  My sisters and I stroke the tension away, leaving my 
grandmother’s muscles warm and stretched and strong again for the next day.  Fely, the 
youngest, with the smallest hands, is the best at this.  Ma’am is not part of the work, the 
care, the bonds, even though she is framed in the center of all her weaving photographs.  
She is only part of the money.  
 So I was vague in my answers to Ma’am’s questions about the patterns and the 
colors and the techniques.  I was not much help to her.  There was domestic work to do, 
though.  Ma’am put me to work in the house.  So now I work as her domestic help and I 
wait.  I wait until I can be a real help.  
What I wait for is made only of light.  I wait for a message of light to arrive on 
the little screen of my cellphone all the way from Singapore.  Not a real voice – that 
would be too expensive – just a text.  A date, a time, a flight number, the letter “G” for 
my sister Gloria.  A voice without breath. 
 Ma’am is connected all the time.  She has email, voicemail, ringtones, 
photographs, music on her latest model cellphone.  She says she needs to stay in touch 
with shipping agents, officials, galleries, clients.  Her clients send word about the sizes 
and colors they want her to find.  On her laptop she makes up little histories for her 
weaving catalogue.  She likes the stories about the weavings to have a certain 
“mystery.”  She says it helps to attract the clients.  But she knows the clients are most 
interested in color and size.  They want a weaving that is the right size for their wall.  
They want a weaving that tones in with their furniture. 
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Here is what Ma’am means by “mystery.”  On her laptop she has a picture she 
calls her “screen savior” but there is no picture of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.  There is a 
mild, clear sky.  A long valley. Mountains in the distance are covered in gray-green 
trees.  At the front of the picture three great weathered fingers of sandy rock stand.  
They look like giant stumps of wood in the middle of being carved.  Ma’am says it is 
the Three Sisters but as I lean in behind her, I see nothing like girls or women.  When I 
ask, “Why sisters – why not just Three Tall Rocks?” she frowns at me.  She expects me 
to see beyond the surface because I am from a weaving family.  I must be familiar with 
colors and forms that mean more than what is on the surface.  I do see.  But I do not say. 
“It’s a story,” Ma’am says finally, “someone made it up, maybe the original 
tribe, or maybe it’s a yarn the local tourist center spread around, a story about a fight 
long ago between men who wanted to marry these three beautiful young girls, so to 
keep them safe the girls were turned into stone.  And there they stand today and people 
come from all over the world to look at them and walk around them in the bush.  It’s 
quite an attraction, quite a money spinner!”   
What can I say about this?  Did the three beautiful girls agree?  Was their father, 
their mother happy about this safety in stone?   For the girls can do nothing but wait.  
When the rain and the wind have done their work and no one remembers who they once 
were, the Three Sisters will turn to dust. 
Ma’am speaks to me slowly and loud, but I am not deaf and not slow in my 
mind. Not slow in the Language either, even though the Language is full of double-
words.  Sometimes I am slow to answer, though.  I am trying to figure out what it is she 
wants from me and whether I will give it.  I say, “What are their names?”  She does not 
know. 
 Later, I look up the word “yarn” in my dictionary.  I see it is a double-word.   
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Laundry day.  Ma’am has a lot of clothes and she wants them washed by hand.  They 
smell of jasmine perfume and deodorant sweat.  Ma’am leans on the frame of the 
laundry door, watching me doing the work. 
 “Dios ko!  The Asian heat.  How do you bear it?”  Ma’am likes to use these 
words, my country’s words but it is not swearing, really.  She still does not know how 
to swear in any of my country’s languages.  I am going to say, I was not born on this 
heat-filled plain but in the Cordillera, among the cool forests, but she is already 
dismissing me.  “I guess you’re all used to it, like the traffic jams and the smog and the 
people living on the street.”  She goes back to the living room.  I hear, over the sound of 
water running into the laundry tub, that she has turned on the air conditioner.  It is 
supposed to bring the cool of the mountains into the house but the mountain air never 
sounded like this.  The air never had this grinding-wheezing-struggling sound. 
 There is one kind of living on the street and another in the living room.  And I 
am not used to it.  I am not used to any of it.  I want the cool too.  I want to live without 
the noise and fumes, to live free of dust.  Everyone wants this. 
The hot Manila nights bring dreams.  The first thing I see is the long fibers.  
They float like the tails of kites, like streaks of cloud.  But I am not outside.  This is the 
mall.  The walls of the mall seem solid.  I touch them to make sure.  Inside, it is all 
mystery.  The glowing light, the echoes, the textures are all part of a double-world with 
meanings that run between the surfaces.  If I can recognise the patterns, trace the paths 
of warp and weft, I will see how things are, really. 
The stream of fibers is just above the reach of my hands.  It passes by me in 
waves and swirls around the fountain in the mall.  Who is running away with them?  I 
cannot tell but I can see the colors now. 
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Thread dyed red for the blood 
white for the clouds chased by the wind 
  indigo for words sailing through the night sea. 
A color for each of us  
together in the whirl of the wind  
we three. 
 
 In the center of the fountain my grandmother rides the loom like a boat.  The 
waves part in strands before her.  She commands them, weaves them.  She holds the 
power of the loom and the power of the threads, the power of the waves.  The pattern 
she is weaving is the kosikos, the whirlwind sail, the square made spherical.  Such 
beauty and strength, such movement in stillness.  When my grandmother has finished 
three panels of the kosikos, she stitches them together with golden threads, one panel for 
each of us, in the same order as our birth.  Gloria’s panel is on one side, Felicidad’s is 
on the other and mine is in the middle.  “See, Luz, you are the one in the center, you 
hold the three of you as one.  The kosikos, once it is woven, is not the chaos and danger 
of a typhoon.  The weaving makes it strong, it harnesses the force within the sail, calls 
up fair winds.”  And makes the eyes, the brain feel the impossible movement-in-
stillness, the swirl, the square made spherical, from the long flat threads.  But when I 
wake, it is night.  I am outside of the inside.  The swirl has gone, the colors are gone, the 
waves have left traces of salt on my cheeks.  The sound of the air conditioner wheezes 
above me, in Ma’am’s room.  No sign of the whirlwind now.   
 Is a dream a lie or a truth?  Is a lie always a sin? 
 Here is something about lies and sins:  Bless me Father for I have sinned.  It has 
been one week since my last confession.  But we girls were confused about the mystery 
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of sins.  In the confessional, kneeling in the dark one by one, we had to make up sins.  
We did not have enough real ones to tell.  So:  “I threw a stone at Felicidad when she 
poked her tongue at me.”  Or:  “I hid in the trees when Gloria and Luz were calling me.”  
Or even:  “I pretended I had a stomach ache so I did not have to go to Mass.  Luz 
scolded me but I didn’t care.”  That was big sister Gloria.  She was bold, so bold but it 
meant I could add another sin of my own:  “I swore at Gloria when I saw she was just 
pretending to be sick.”  These sorts of sins needed to be worked out between the three 
of us.  We each contributed a thread of the tale, worked it into our pattern and drew it 
out from the center again. 
So I saw that inside-is-different-from-outside.  As each of us stepped out of the 
dark confessional box, the other two read the penitent’s face.  Did she tell something 
really fanciful this time?  But these made up sins were lies, so they were real sins after 
all.  They were the ones we did not confess, of course.  Say three Hail Marys and make 
an act of contrition.  Is that enough to make a sin disappear?   
 
 “Your mother has dyed,” Sister Ignatius said and we waited for what else she might 
wish to say because we already knew that.  We saw Mama dyeing the threads all the 
time.  Red for the blood, indigo for the dark sea, some strands left white for the clouds.  
But then Sister John came out of the clinic, wiping away tears with the backs of her 
hands.  She put her arms around me, saying, “God has taken her.”  The inside-out 
double-word Language fooled me again. 
 Papa was not there.  He was serving on a container ship somewhere on one of 
the oceans of the world.  It was the first time anyone from home had this title:  OFW – 
Overseas Filipino Worker – a title in the Language, of course.  It was the Language that 
made such overseas work possible.  It was difficult to know what was more painful for 
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Mama.  She had to endure the illness that needed so much money to treat.  And she had 
to endure the absence of Papa earning the money to treat it.  And now she was gone. 
And we could not reach Papa.  All we could do was wait for his next letter to us, 
sending us more of the dull green and white foreign money with his indigo words.  His 
letters were his word map, so we knew where to send our next words.  The indigo words 
joined him to us, no matter which sea he sailed.  That was the first time we wanted to 
spare him our words. 
Papa, so far from home.  I keep all your indigo words with me but where are 
mine that sailed to you? 
 
Ma’am finds the dictionary in my room.  She approves of it.  It shows I am trying to 
better myself.  She flicks through pages of the Tagalog section and sighs.  “I suppose I 
should take a course or something, get a few more of these words, but when would I 
find the time?  And your language has so many ‘g’s’ and ‘k’s’, it’s hard to get used to 
it.”  But the Language has plenty of those letters too.  “Of course, you all speak English 
anyway, lucky for me.” 
 We do not speak it by luck.  We do not speak it by choice.  We learned the 
Language because it was the language of the priests and nuns.  We kept learning it 
because it was the language most in demand for OFWs, the Language of hard currency.  
But to tell the truth, sometimes I liked to live in the world of double-words.  Father 
Lucas in the liturgy said “I am the Light of the World” but Sister John saw light all 
around – and in my name.  Luz: meaning “a brightness.”  Sister Ignatius never called us 
by our names.  Sister Ambrose said it was a shame our parents had not seen fit to name 
us in honour of the saints. 
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Sister John gave me the dictionary when I finally said no to the novitiate.  Sister 
Ambrose sighed and said “I will pray for you.”  Sister Ignatius said nothing.  The 
message in her hard stare needed no words.    Sister John, too, was silent.  She withdrew 
with all her words.  Later, she found me in the weaving house and handed me the heavy 
book that I thought was a Bible.  “You’ll need this more on the outside – and to light the 
way for your own children one day.”  She looked serious but then she smiled.  I think 
she knew that much of my heart.  It was her own dictionary.  One of the few private 
possessions she was allowed under the vow of poverty.  
 Poverty, chastity, obedience.  These conditions did not weigh on Sister John.  
Her kind eyes, patient voice – the eyes, the voice of a good mother.  Was it enough for 
her to be only a servant, a handmaid of the Church?  As for Sister Ignatius and Sister 
Ambrose – older, one with hard looks, one always disappointed – it was our chastity 
and obedience they demanded.  We already had the poverty. 
It was only in the Mass, and only in the parts with singing, that I felt we were all 
almost joined.  But the nuns would tell Gloria to sing silently.  “God will hear the 
singing in your heart,” Sister John whispered.  “She must be the only tone deaf girl in 
the Philippines,” Sister Ambrose complained in a voice just loud enough for all of us to 
hear. “They are such a musical people, usually.”  
My singing was sweet.  I was well behaved in class.  I paid attention.  I learned 
the Language.  Where Sister Ambrose said smart with a sneer, Sister John said bright.   
She called me a good girl – and did I want to join them?  Though I heard Sister 
Ambrose say “not good enough.”  But my attention was moving away.  I spent less time 
following the waves of the hymns and more time looking at the back of Gani’s head, 
when his family sat in front of mine.  He had a musical voice, whether he was singing 
or not.  Through the Mass, he looked as restless as I felt.  This was often how he was 
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outside Church too, in the school room, in the fields.  In the evenings, the crickets and 
frogs clicked and croaked.  Gani spoke of the sea, new lands and the money he was 
going to send home.  He worked hard at the Language.  For an OFW, the Language was 
more important than Gani’s strength and his good nature.  It was almost as important as 
the money for the agent.  He was going to try the same agent as the one who organised 
the job for Papa. 
So I needed to wait for him and his messages of indigo or cellphone light.  He 
was exactly on the other side of the world.  What a smooth word is Persian.  What an 
ugly word is Gulf! 
 
I am bringing in Ma’am’s washed clothes from the laundry line.  I hear Ma’am calling:  
“Listen, Rita, get some raspberries.” This is in Ma’am’s sharp voice that means I know I 
don’t own you but I own you.  “You’ll need to go to the mall for them – and don’t get 
squashy ones.”  Squashy is a word that means what it sounds.  But Rita gives me a look.  
I give her a tiny smile.  We both know what Rita will do.  She returns with papaya and 
star fruit and mango bought from the market.  The market is much closer than the mall, 
so she can take some time for herself.  “No raspberries,” she shrugs at Ma’am.  This is 
the thing she can hold back.  It is the little bit of herself she will not give. 
 In the early evening, now it is not so hot, I am vacuuming in Ma’am’s room.  
Ma’am wanders in, tells me to do it tomorrow.  “It’s too distracting while I’m putting 
my face on.”   She does not want to be half-faced when her dinner guests arrive.   
Above Ma’am’s bed, where the crucifix should be, or a picture of the Holy 
Family, is a drawing in one of the dark frames.  Three young women.  Why is it always 
three, why is it always young women?  They stand in a fixed moment at their work.  
The first spins the thread.  The second measures it out.  The third cuts it off.  They all 
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look away from the work of their hands.  Do they want to be somewhere else?  Is it a 
burden for them?  Ma’am is looking at herself in her dressing table mirror.  She sees me 
in reflection looking at the drawing.  “Here life begins, is paid out and is severed,” says 
Ma’am in a pulpit voice.  “The Fates control it all and we poor mortals must follow 
whatever thread we are given, follow it to the end.”  Does she really believe what she 
says?  Does she think these drawings, these stories console more than the sacrifice on 
the cross?  I ask, “Where are their husbands?” 
 Ma’am smiles.  Her voice shifts to school teacher:  “No husbands for them.    
They’re not really women, even the gods must submit to their power, no one escapes the 
Fates.  See what control they have, what assurance.  If they were real women, they’d get 
tangled up by all sorts of threads, like Ariadnee, Penelopee.  Araknee, too.”   Did she 
ever speak that many words to me at once before?  She wants me to ask about these 
strange names.  She wants to explain who these women are, to pass on her wisdom.  I 
pick up the vacuum cleaner and leave Ma’am’s room.  Later, I write down the names of 
these women on the back of an old shopping list.  In the early morning, while Ma’am is 
sleeping, I will Google them on her laptop.  I do not want Ma’am to tell me.  I do not 
want her to instruct me.  I am not at school anymore.  Ma’am seems to like lecturing, 
though, and I do not know how long I will have to stay here.  Still, I like searching for 
names and stories in the computer.  On the inside, I call the computer the book of light.  
If I search in the book of light, I will be late getting Ma’am’s bread tomorrow.  I can 
always blame a traffic jam. 
Something more than husbands is missing from the drawing of the Fates.  The 
one who spins, the one who measures, the one who cuts.  But where is the woman doing 
the weaving?  Out of sight.  Out of mind.  In one of the villages, way to the north.  
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Woven by women.  Replace the “v” in the center with an “m” and there you are.  The 
words are always linked. 
 
Our Gloria’s birth was a glory to God.  Then me, Luz in the middle, then Felicidad.  
Three fine names for three daughters, three sisters, the joy and brightness and hope of 
our family.  Our family wove fine blankets in celebration.  But I brought them to the 
city with me and sold them to Ma’am.  May God, my grandmother, my mother, aunts 
and sisters forgive me.   Now Gloria recovers in a Singapore hospital bed.  Luz sells 
family weavings to get enough money to bring Gloria home.  But the money is not 
enough, so Luz works for Ma’am.  And Felicidad waits with the nuns to see if she will 
be called by God.  And no one is learning the weaving ways. 
Gloria does not speak the Language as well as I do.  She had the nuns as well.  
She spent as much time learning with them as I did.  But she was impatient with all 
words.  So it took a while for her to be accepted as an OFW, as a domestic help.  The 
money she borrowed to pay the agent came out of her salary every month.  Later, she 
sent some money home, with pictures cut from ads in the Singapore newspapers.  These 
pictures were of shiny appliances, of graceful women with hands resting on pieces of 
furniture. 
But I do not think this is what Gloria really wanted for herself or us.  She made 
me promise I would not follow her course.  Then the newspaper pictures stopped.  The 
money stopped.  My letters to her at the address of the family she worked for were 
returned.  Opened, resealed, marked:  This person is unknown.  Finally, a letter came 
from the hospital in Singapore, with a list of the costs we had to pay for her emergency 
confinement and treatment of her broken cheekbone.  In the time it took me to walk 
from the road to the weaving house, I learned about my sister’s suffering and her baby.  
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I learned what can happen when the domestic help has no help, no way to defend the 
inside from the outside.  But a new life must not begin with sorrow.  Now I have almost 
enough money to bring them both home. 
 
Ma’am likes to lie on the plastic fold-out sunbed in the garden.  She heaves over onto 
her stomach.  The back of her legs have pink stripes, as if she has been hit with a strap.  
Sister Ignatius strapped the boys.  She had two ways.  Slowly on outstretched palms that 
the boys held steady for their punishment.  Or quick and angry around their legs when 
they did not know what they were doing wrong. 
Ma’am complains of the heat, then says to me, “well at least I should get a good 
tan here.  You're lucky you've got one naturally.”  But Ma’am’s skin only changes from 
creamy pink to ember red, then peels.  Rita and I watch Ma’am from the window.  Rita 
will not have to cook tonight. Our barbecue pork is cooking itself! 
The next morning, after I bring home Ma’am’s bread from the mall, she gives 
me the rest of the day off. Poor Rita will have to bring her drinks and cold cloths for her 
sunburn all day.  I am outside in Manila, but what shall I do?  Wander down by Manila 
Bay, to try to catch a breeze?  There is always a mall.  At least the air is cool there.  But 
I want to make it a different mall this time.  I want many things to be different from 
now on.  I take the LRT to Pedro Gil.  I make my way along gritty, noisy Taft Avenue.  
This mall is older, smaller but the pattern is still the same. There is the French bread 
shop.  It is as if they seed themselves all around the city.  Each mall is filled with 
objects waiting to be possessed.  I wander, I watch, I do not buy. 
Soon I am outside again, on Padre Faura.  Out here, in the real city, what am I 
supposed to do?  On a large shopfront window opposite me, I see a sparkle of tiny 
lights.  It is the sun, scattering white light from water droplets.  A man cleans the glass.  
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It takes his full attention.  Here, on the street, he has a battle with dust even greater than 
mine.  Something in the tilt of his head, the line of his shoulders recalls Gani to me.  But 
Gani is still far away.  The man moves on to clean the glass door of the shop and I walk 
over to the window he has just finished.  At first I see only my reflection.  Then I see 
the colors, then the patterns.  Weavings?  No, rows and rows from ceiling to floor.  All 
the books on the walls make weavings of words.  The window cleaner steps aside for 
me.  He holds open the door as if he welcomes me, as if I am here by right. 
It feels calm in here but swirling with life-in-words at the same time.  And here, 
on a wide table are slim books with no language in them yet.  They are full only of 
white, waiting.  I was paid yesterday.  I have enough to bring one of these slim books 
home. 
Home – and not home.  Now it is night.  It is late, work is done.  Ma’am sleeps 
above my ceiling in an air conditioned wheeze.  I slide between the white sheets that I 
and the sun have laundered.  The night is humid but I draw the kosikos around me, the 
last of my family’s weavings, the one that I refuse to sell.    I pick up the notebook.  Its 
cover is plain, glowing green.  How to begin?  Perhaps I begin with a dream. 
A square made spherical. 
A loom made spherical. 
Streams of thread:  blue-white-red. 
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 When I wake, I see that in those last drowsy moments before sleep I made a very 
bad sketch of the kosikos in the notebook.  Lucky that no one at home will see this 
clumsiness.  I can already hear them laugh at me!  I also wrote one word.  But I spelled 
it wrong.  By mistake, or by design, I made a new word in the Language, a fine new 
double-word.  Whirlwing.    A word created on the edge of dream.  One tiny stitch in 
the weave.  A world can be of words, if the words are made with love and time, with 
care and heart. 
 Daylight again.  Day or night, everything is double in my country.  Mall and 
wall.  Word and world.  Mama and Ma’am, textile and text, thread and yarn.  Voices 
without breath.  Gloria's baby who came too soon, making her womb almost a tomb.  
Even the kosikos, movement in stillness, the square made spherical.  And maybe I am 
double too?  For who else am I talking to? 
Every night, so humid.  The air has weight.  There is no coolness in it.  But I 
spread the kosikos over me again.  I try to call up the fine, whirling wind.  We wanted to 
give the kosikos to Papa for his next voyage, something from home.  But he handed it 
back to Felicidad and me.  “We are always part of the same pattern, the same blood, the 
same heart,” he said with a smile as big as the world.  The last echo of his voice that I 
heard.  
 But I do not dream the kosikos.  I can only dream up a storm in the oceans that 
circle the world.  A storm not harnessed, a container ship containing all my family, even 
the newest, Gloria's tiny baby. The ship turns over and over in the storm.  Then burial at 
sea and not even a shroud.  The kosikos is too far from them, too far to be of any use at 
all. 
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Red for the blood poured into the indigo sea 
Indigo for the ink words that flow no more 
White for the bones, stirring on the sea floor. 
 
In the morning, from the outside, all is stillness.  No sign of the typhoon that has 
battered my heart.  I must do what I always do.  I begin to fold the kosikos away.  My 
hands trace its pattern, its spheres made of squares.  Ma’am appears in the doorway, 
watching me.  No, not me.  Watching only what is in my hands.  Her skin is so red but 
she makes her move quickly. 
“Oh, this is the best one of all!” 
(my grandmother’s weaving her memory and heart) 
“This is extraordinary …” 
(when my aunts have turned the fiber to thread) 
“I’ve only seen photographs ...” 
   (voices without breath) 
“Such exquisite geometry.” 
   (voices of my family) 
“The square made spherical.” 
(the kosikos, the whirlwind) 
“All the little squares spinning.” 
   (movement in stillness) 
“An optical illusion.” 
   (the lines of my family) 
“The colors so fine…” 
(red for the blood that joins our hearts) 
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“And such a large piece!” 
(indigo for the ink and the nightfall tears) 
“Splendid as it is … 
   (white for the clouds and the stirring bones) 
… it’s worth more if we split it down the seams … 
(we do not sever, my sisters) 
sell the three pieces separately …” 
   (we do not sell) 
“Frame each piece, so they’ll look like proper works of art.” 
(of time, of hands, of heart ... ) 
Ma’am takes the kosikos out into the garden, into the sunlight, swirls it around in 
a kind of dance.  She hangs it over the laundry line, moves up close to it, steps further 
back.  I already know that any fault she finds in the weave is just another selling point.  
Proof to a buyer that it is truly handmade. 
 She wants to halt this whirlwind and sever me.  Catalog us and put us under 
glass in a photograph frame.  She wants a photograph in front of a village hut but this 
garden in the city will have to do.  She wants to arrange us in the photograph, with one 
hand on my shoulder, the kosikos spread along her arm.  See the great beauty of the 
weaving, see the weaver.  Not really the weaver but no one else knows that.  See 
Ma’am, possessing yet another piece.  But it is my hand, hard on her burning shoulder 
now.  I turn her to face the person not the piece.  My hand draws the kosikos away from 
her.  Will she see?  Will she finally see? 
My grandmother sings the loom like a song.  I face the sunlight, the whirlwind. 
Whirlwinged it comes to find me.  My fingers tingle.  They want the threads and the 
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pattern that begins to form around me.  No one sees the real threads anymore.  But they 
are still there, on the inside.  I weave my way, weave my way. 
Here is the shape of my loom:  made spherical, the kosikos.  I am in every part 
of it, moving and still.  At the center, as it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall 
be, world without end.  Amen.  My weaving connects us all:  Ilocos-home, Manila, 
Singapore, the Persian Gulf, the whole world. So here is my yarn, my grandmother, 
father-and-mother, my sisters and my new nephew.  Over and under. Outside and 
inside.  Movement in stillness, both. 
I take it, I take us back, all of us, from Ma’am’s hands. 
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The Nightfiller’s Handbook 
 
I 
Nine months is a long time to remain in one place but Leona agrees to stay in their 
house because she feels that Home on the Hill might be a place where, finally, sleep will 
return to her nights.  House sitting, then, is to be her task, like a hen on a slow-growing 
egg, and if night sleeping comes back to her – what might hatch? 
 There are no hens in the long, unkempt backyard but the owners keep small 
tropical fish in an extravagant tank that divides the living and dining rooms.  Leona has 
never looked after fish but assures the distracted couple that she bred them as a child.  
She gazes calmly at the colourful, pulsing creatures.  She knows that they will soon die 
under her care and that she will replace them about a week before the owners return.  
Fish are ideal, really.  Birds are harder to substitute, not only due to little differences 
between the individuals of a species but because the owner might have taught them 
special tricks.  She managed to bluff it out last month with the owner of a peach-faced 
parrot, blandly offering her conclusion to the suspicious old bat that: “Mr Lucky just 
gradually lost his knack of squawking a greeting while she had been away visiting and 
would surely pick up his former endearing ways now that his beloved mistress had 
returned.”  Beloved mistress was a bit much but no matter, for Leona will not be seen in 
that town again. 
 If the owners of Home on the Hill – Sherri and Geoff – were a little less 
distracted and pressed for time, they might have demurred at this candidate who 
presented herself to become the caretaker of their home.  There is nothing wrong with 
Leona’s story:  she is saving money to buy a place of her own and house sitting is a 
good way, not only to save, but to try out different neighbourhoods.  In fact, Leona 
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knows this is a common enough story because, at the beginning, she researched house 
sitting on the internet at a library.  Her age is not a source of doubt about her house 
sitting story.  Sherri and Geoff would probably assume there had been an acrimonious 
divorce and they would be almost right.   
 Besides, people always regard a middle-aged woman as more reliable than a 
student or a backpacker.  So Leona’s story is quite respectable, but she has to watch 
herself.  She knows – better than anyone – that something in her demeanour is a little 
unusual, as if she is not seeing quite the same things that everyone else sees, as if her 
body is slightly out of phase with her surroundings and the normal passage of the day 
and night. 
 But Sherri and Geoff do not notice anything amiss or otherworldly about Leona.  
Sherri admitted freely on the phone that their arrangement with a friend who was going 
to stay in the house fell through.  (Leona, fidgeting with the receiver cord in a phone 
booth during this conversation, imagined this faceless friend-of-Sherri-and-Geoff 
literally falling away through an alarming crack in the earth.)  When Leona arrived at 
Home on the Hill for her interview, her hair still damp from the shower at the caravan 
park, their half-packed bags were already spread on the sofas.  Sherri and Geoff were 
due to leave for New York in two days so the deal was quickly done. 
 It is the sunlight that attracts her to this particular house, rather than, say, the 
security of a solid core door.  Because it is built on the scarp, the house is surrounded by 
light and Leona basks in it.  The little world of Home on the Hill takes its course around 
the sun and, in turn, the living room, bedrooms, kitchen, even the bathroom receive a 
generous share of its bright warmth.  Leona hauls the mattress from the sofa bed in the 
spare room and drags it from window to window throughout the day, drinking in the 
sun’s rays. 
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 If only Leona could have brought Daphne here, raised her here, just the two of 
them, in full light, protected here on the hill.  At seven, the child began to complain 
about her name. 
 “It’s stupid,” Daphne accused. “But you’re named after a flower,” Leona 
explained.  “A beautiful little flower with such a fragrance.  It makes you stop in your 
tracks, you just want to breathe that sweetness in and hold it and never breathe it out.”   
 Steve, Daphne’s father, who was studying at night for his horticulture certificate 
throughout Leona’s pregnancy, considered he had named the little pink bundle well.  
“Not easy to grow but well worth the effort.”  No, Daphne was not easy to grow, 
especially after Steve was found pinned under a hefty branch of a lemon-scented gum 
on a trail in the Blue Mountains.  How he loved to go bushwalking through the gullies 
and along the ridges where so many native species still survived.  When the police 
arrived at the flat the next morning, after Leona sat in the kitchen all night waiting for 
Steve to return, they said he was caught by a summer storm sweeping in from the 
southwest. 
 She pictured that long, smooth-barked limb, overburdened with its own growth, 
dropping away from the tree trunk without warning onto his unsuspecting shoulder and 
spine.  A broken man.  As he waited through the night, waited to die (because the 
younger of the two policemen did not spare her his opinion that Steve remained 
conscious for hours), did Steve remember the sound of her voice, singing silly 80s pop 
songs as she pegged clothes on the line?  Did he remember the warmth of Daphne's 
cheek against his shoulder as he carried her to her bed on summer nights?  Or was he 
already overwhelmed by the sounds of the southerly thrashing through the tree tops?  
Could he already feel the earth taking his weight into itself?  Leona will never know, no 
matter how many times she returns to these questions, if he held on to the people and 
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the landscapes that he loved, if the thought of them gave him some comfort through his 
last long night. 
 At the burial, on a blazing January afternoon, Leona could feel the heat in the 
ground through the thin soles of her best shoes.  Daphne wilted beside her.  There was 
no alternative to bringing Daphne to the cemetery, no one Leona could ask to look after 
her for a couple of hours.  Still, Daphne was only four and Leona hoped that she was 
too young to keep the memory for long. 
 Daphne was certainly too young to cherish her name merely because her dead 
father bestowed it.  She was growing but not thriving, as if too much shade surrounded 
her.  Sullen Daphne, scuffing her shoes against the gutter, twisting her hand out of 
Leona’s grasp on the walk home from school when that man, Terry, who mowed the 
lawns around the church, stopped Leona for a chat.  “I hate that name.  I want to be 
someone else.”   This was just one of many evasions. 
  “He calls me Daffy, like the silly duck on the cartoon.”  “He’s Uncle Terry to 
you and you know he’s only teasing.  You need to grow a thicker skin, my girl.”  Leona 
groans and is fully awake on the mattress by the kitchen door.  Oh, idiotic wisdom of 
the mother. 
 This is only her third day at Home on the Hill and already Daphne has found her.  
Leona drags the mattress to the laundry where another slab of sunlight waits.  This is 
how she spends her days now that she has a house full of daylight.  Moving to the sunlit 
places, sleeping, dreaming.  Losing the sunlight, waking, waiting through the night.  If 
daylight brings dreams and Daphne, nights bring the slow hours of useless vigilance, 
where the dreams thicken and submerge in the sludge of memory. 
 Before, when she was still living in the third floor walk-up flat in the other city, 
Leona tried to ease the nervous evenings waiting for Daphne with a little alcohol.  She 
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never took much interest in drinking; she didn’t like the taste of beer or wine.  But Terry 
introduced her to vodka, always mixed with sweet fruits to make it palatable and she 
welcomed the slight buzz it gave after she had gotten a couple down.  The serious 
drinking began later, as Daphne’s absences made the nights longer and longer.  At least 
Terry was around more often, to respond with sympathetic noises to Leona's baffled, 
hurt disappointment. 
 “She’s fourteen for Christ’s sake and I don’t know where she goes, who she’s 
with.” “Well, she is a very cunning child.  She’s hard to handle.  You’re doing all you 
can with her, God knows.”   Terry pours another glass, adding strawberry pulp. 
   At that time, Leona could still fall asleep by the early hours, after the inevitable 
scenes with Daphne when the girl finally returned from her nights filled with secrets.  
Leona slept heavily and rose reluctantly, moving through the days at the dress shop as if 
she were standing slightly behind herself, imitating her own body.  She was making 
fewer sales, perhaps because it was too exhausting now to find the right cooing sounds 
as she stood behind customers who shifted angles before the mirror, absorbed in images 
of new possibilities. 
 Sleep left Leona completely after the arrest.  There were sleeping pills for a 
while but eventually they stopped working, even with the grog.  She tried to get her 
head to clear but it was all so confusing – the language of the pamphlets and the 
prosecutors, the sarcasm of the defence – and under all the language was Daphne, 
almost inert, dumb as a tree. 
 Later, when it was finished, when Daphne was all finished, Leona was so numb 
she even forgot to drink.  The doctor could only reassure her that she wouldn’t die of 
lack of sleep, but Leona wasn’t convinced.  There were so many stupid ways to die. 
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 Leona found herself more and more often standing slightly behind her physical 
form, observing everything in the flat as if through watery glass.  Everything was 
becoming insubstantial:  the kitchen table, the beds, curtains, walls, the photo frames, 
the photos.  The family photos, echoing, whispering, wavering.  Leona feared it might 
all melt on top of her. 
 It was a little better for her outside.  She took to walking and found that the 
simple act of placing one foot in front of the other sometimes brought the desired 
emptiness.  It was comforting too, this movement of her body along the paths that other 
people had made.  It gave an illusion, at least, of human purpose.  But in the evenings, 
as she passed by suburban houses, she was unsettled by whatever scenes and sounds 
presented themselves through the windows of other people’s lives, the blue flicker from 
TV screens, voices drifting towards her and receding, whether real voices or TV voices, 
she did not know.  And then – it wasn’t really surprising – she got that song stuck in her 
head, she had to carry it around: 
I’m walking a line – I’m thinking about empty motion 
I’m walking a line – just barely enough to be living… 
She used to like that song, and David Byrne's quirky, slightly out-of-phase delivery.  
But now, it was all too realistic.  
 After that, how quickly everything crumbled and fell away into ashes:  her job, 
the car, possessions, the flat.  She walked out of that city.  It was still winter but she 
turned south. 
 It was a strange world she moved through then, exposed but anonymous, hard on 
her body, a world reduced to the asphalt or dirt before her, the pain scourging her feet.  I 
would walk over hot coals for you.  That was Steve, cradling Daphne newborn. 
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 There were moments in the daylight when the roadside offered its beauty to 
Leona.  The word gossamer came back to her as she passed scores of webs hanging 
between bushes along the highway, beaded with dew in the early morning.  The 
perfume of the wattle, like the scent of bedsheets drying in the sun, surrounded her, 
brought her to a stop before she even saw their fine yellow powder puff blooms.  But 
sometimes there was only the choke of diesel fumes, the grinding of truck engines, the 
swish of car tyres, the horn blarings of hoons. 
 Sometimes, at a bend in the road or beside a power pole, Leona saw a crucifix, 
usually white, about half a metre high, with flowers tied with aching care at the cross 
point, sagging and faded, no longer as fresh as the grief that had placed them.  She 
always stopped.  Any notes pinned there on the white wood could no longer be 
deciphered, as the ink was melted into stains by dew or rain or bleached out by sunlight.  
She wondered if there was a shop where you could buy these white crosses or if the 
bereaved made them themselves.  Leona couldn’t remember anything about Daphne’s 
funeral except that she left the city before a decision was made on the headstone.  
Perhaps the grave was still unmarked. 
 One afternoon, Leona sat down in a circle of sunlight next to a highway crucifix 
and slept.  She did not wake again until the sun was setting.  Here at last was relief but it 
brought its own set of problems.  Sleeping in the open couldn’t be called safe.  There 
weren’t a lot of public places that had the luxury of the sun all day and were safe. 
 She got used to sleeping for an hour or so at a time, then moving to another area.  
She went through a fair amount of sunblock but that wasn't really a problem.  When she 
found a chemist shop that was big enough and busy enough, she lifted a couple of tubes 
at a time, tucking them up the sleeves of her jumper.  She did not take them from 
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supermarkets because they were always in the same aisle as shavers – and the shaver 
aisle always had a security camera. 
 She had some other rules.  If she was in the open when a storm came through, 
she just kept walking.  If she was near trees, she didn’t walk under them.  If she was 
near a shopping centre, she went in and sat on a bench, but this was not as safe as it first 
seemed, because people kept passing by and they stared at her wet hair and clothes.  She 
was so obviously out of place, not there to buy.  If she found a library, she cleaned 
herself up a bit in the washroom, selected a chair behind the shelves farthest from the 
circulation desk.  But libraries bothered her. 
You would think that a library would be some kind of refuge.  She always 
thought so when she was a child.  You would think that out of all those books she could 
find some that would ease the churning or the numbness.  Not novels though.  Nothing 
with people.  Nothing with maidens in distress.  Something harmless:  cooking books, 
(there were always stacks of them), but they soon reminded her of people sitting down 
to dinner in the cosy yellow light of suburban dining rooms.  Gardening books, then, 
botanical books – but they turned out to be the worst because she could imagine Steve 
still walking through those landscapes.  Soon enough, Leona found she could not 
concentrate on books at all.  No matter what the subject, it was just dark marks on white 
to her and she knew this was not how books should be.  Libraries weren't safe at all. 
 In the built up areas of the southern part of the city, the rooftops of squat office 
buildings were good spots for sleeping but she risked being discovered and chased away 
by office workers who came up for a smoke with a view.  In quiet suburban streets, 
backyard fences were often easy enough to scale and she might score some clean, warm 
clothes hanging on a line as well.  If she was near water, she could sometimes pinch a 
dinghy and get out onto a sailing boat for a few hours. 
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 On one of her long night walks she saw a caravan parked in a laneway.  
Someone had named it and painted the name on the side:  Lazy Daze.  The door was 
locked so she climbed up the ladder bolted onto its side and settled on its roof, gritty 
with dust and bird shit, knowing she would have the sun for most of the next day.  But 
that time – perhaps Leona was lulled by thinking of the caravan as her own little home – 
she dreamed that she was in her own bedroom again preparing for a simple night’s rest, 
plumping the pillow and easing into her own sheets fresh with sunlight.  She woke in 
the early afternoon, with her heart thumping, and almost fell off the roof. 
 Sleep brought her Daphne too, in many guises.  The sounds of a crying baby, a 
swing squeaking in a park, a lorikeet fussing in a bottlebrush shrub.  This would be the 
bargain then:  if Leona wanted to sleep at all, she was going to get Daphne. 
 
II 
 
One afternoon, pulling the mattress into the kitchen, Leona notices that the first of the 
tropical fish has died.  Its rigid, diminished body nudges against the glass in poor 
simulation of activity.  It's okay, though.  She has already taken pictures of all the fish 
(the camera was courtesy of a chemist shop, too), so that she will be able to find 
identical replacements when the time comes.  She lets the tiny corpse float there until 
evening, a little message to its companions, if they know enough to interpret it.  It is not 
that Leona is cruel or even careless.  She does not mean the fish harm.  She has simply 
lost the knack of keeping things alive. 
 She didn’t see it, just didn’t see it so how can she be held responsible? There 
was nothing, not a mark, not a sound. 
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 Evenings, nights, the midnight-to-dawn shift, the longest, longest times.  Leona 
has learned it is never entirely dark in a city house.  In the city, starlight amounts to 
little these days but sometimes the moon, in one of its brave or sinister phases, finds its 
way in to witness, if not illuminate. Then there’s the man-made light: not only 
streetlights but the distracting little points of red or green embedded in appliances.  
Numbers imitating time, a glow or pulse that says I’m still here, I’m waiting.  Her eye 
returns to them, rather than the deeper shade. 
 Leona has tried to train herself to remain with the shadows but she remembers 
how she once panicked in the dark.  Terry was treating them to a long weekend.  They 
went to stay in an old cottage on a farm.  It was late.  Daphne, apparently bored, had 
been in her room for hours and Terry had gone to bed too.  Leona watched TV with the 
sound off and the volume of her new Walkman set to the recommended level.  Terry got 
her the Walkman.  “You’re exhausted.  You need to relax.  Just immerse yourself in the 
music, block out the rest of the world.”  He wouldn't have lifted it; stealing was a sin. 
 So she sat there in the family room of the cottage, in front of the TV.  Its pulsing 
images were like flickering thoughts, like dreams or messages but they weren't for her, 
she felt nothing special.  The soundtrack from her Walkman was more affecting because 
she chose the music herself.  This one, she remembers, was Spartacus.  How Daphne 
always scoffed at her romantic-tragic preferences.  The final track accompanied the 
scene of the hero being crucified by the side of the road.  Crucifixion was a fitting 
punishment for a slave with the temerity to lead a rebellion.  And his wife – Jean 
Simmons, really beautiful – must ride by in a cart, so brave, controlling her anguish, 
holding their child, their hope, a free child born of slaves. Yes, perhaps the music was a 
bit sentimental but even so, it was powerful enough to put her in the scene, to bring her 
to tears even while an ad for a cheap furniture store played on the TV:  tables and chairs 
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as cheap as the ones in this holiday cottage.  So the final bars of the final track played 
out, music reflecting the suffering and honour and dignity of these people, more than 
just chattels of their masters.  Leona's heart was full of the grandeur of it.  A terrible 
sacrifice but how fine, something worth dying for...Then suddenly she was surrounded 
by the darkness of blackout, the TV gone, the clock on the microwave gone. 
 The worst thing was she couldn't place herself in the darkness.  She couldn't 
hold onto the room:  the cool tiles underfoot, the creaking cane sofas, the tea kettle on 
the kitchen counter that should be behind her.  True darkness, the edge of nothing was 
right there and she felt only one step away from it.  Maybe the music had confused her, 
maybe the booze.  She couldn't remember the way to the bedroom and Terry but the 
rough wall, not even plastered, led her to the screen door. 
 Why go outside?  It was just as dark, just as empty.  The stars and moon were 
obscured by clouds or perhaps they had withdrawn completely.  But the night was filled 
with sounds, like weeping, like rustling. What could be weeping here, if even she was 
not?  It must have been a night bird in a shrub.  Something else was moving out here, 
though, something bigger.  She stumbled against the bonnet of the car, found the door, 
not locked.  The interior light went on, of course, the moment she wrenched the door 
open.  To her right, kangaroos – of all things – moved away down the paddock.  What 
unlikely looking creatures they were:  the small heads, scrawny paws, huge haunches.  
Only their tails had some grace.  But they survived perfectly well, a family, solidly in 
possession of this territory. 
 Leona wanted to follow them or maybe just take off in the car, yes, that would 
be better, leave Daphne with Terry, serve her right.  She'd be sorry the next morning 
because Terry would drag her off to church.  Daphne baited him about it in the car on 
the drive to the cottage.  “What kind of religion makes its centrepiece an act of torture, 
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an instrument of torture, thorns, nails, blood draining from the outstretched arms?  What 
are you honouring?  The ability to endure cruelty, suffering, a slow suffocation as the 
body loses the strength to haul itself up, to get air into the lungs.”  Such melodrama was 
typical of Daphne by then; she indulged in exaggeration.  Terry was very controlled, 
though.  All he said was:  “I'm praying for you every day.” 
 Leona didn’t leave the cottage that night.  She went back into the darkness 
inside.  And here she is at Home on the Hill, waiting still, waiting in the dark.  She 
knows more about the dark now: the darkness in the light.  And she doesn't listen to 
Spartacus anymore. 
 Sherri and Geoff are doing well.  You can see that from all the artwork on the 
walls.   They are not just prints:  the surfaces are lumpy.  If people have enough money 
for big paintings, then they have enough money.  On the rushed tour of Home on the 
Hill Sherri was not embarrassed by the overgrown garden, as Leona herself would have 
been.  Sherri confided that with the money Geoff would earn from his stint in New York 
– Sherri called it a stint – they would get a landscape architect in and get it all under 
control.  The old, towering trees would have to go.  Sherri confided that they could 
arrange things with a tree surgeon they knew who would certify that the trees were 
unstable, that they would have to come down as a safety measure.  Then they would 
redo the yard in a Tuscan theme, with a lap pool.  Leona imagined sitting cross legged, 
with a bowl of water in her lap, trying not to move so the water remained still.  Then she 
imagined that scene from Bambi when all the animals came down to the clearing to 
drink.  Daphne used to say “aminals”. 
 Leona can help them out, clear it all out for Sherri and Geoff.  Not just the 
garden, the house as well.  Everything burns, eventually. Except the fish tank.  Would 
the fish tank melt or shatter?  But she decides – for now – to leave the house and the 
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garden alone after all.  She goes to the pantry, picking out the last tins and packets, 
concocting a last three-course meal of breakfast cereal, noodles, tinned tomatoes.  She 
has become a serial eater.  She has consumed almost everything edible at Home on the 
Hill.  It is time to get some money again.   
 
III 
 
Templeman’s Price Rite sprawls along the beach road, a long, single-storey building, a 
jumble of add-ons really, the colour of bleached bones, strung together like a spine.  A 
couple of stunted gum trees provide a little shade for the small car park at the front of 
the building.  The unshaded, large car park is out the back.  A lazy awning from 
Templeman's early days as a general store sags over the entrance, giving a tilt to the 
faded gilt sign with its logo of a cornucopia resting against a giant T.  The whole effect 
is a bit low energy but Leona figures there will be some sort of nourishment inside.  
Some sort of ordered nourishment. 
 It is not difficult for Leona to get a job at Templeman’s stacking shelves.  The 
work is physical, routine, it’s nightshift, the pay is low.  She had to fill in the application 
form back at the house, though.  She didn't want the supervisor to watch her struggle 
with the dark marks that were now so difficult for her to make.  Her new address on the 
hill proclaims respectability from the page.  She produces a reference from the dress 
shop in the other city.  She has put her most recent occupation as “looking after young 
daughter (full time).”  The supervisor turns away from her to a filing cabinet and 
extracts more papers, stapled and folded like a booklet, and slides the bundle across the 
desk to her. 
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 “Take it home and study every word.  It's your bible, the tried and true 
Templeman family way.  It will tell you everything you need to know.  You can start on 
Wednesday night.”  On the photocopied cover page Leona recognises the company’s 
cornucopia logo.  She doesn’t realise immediately that she can decipher the title too, so 
she accepts the instruction booklet without reaction:  The Nightfiller’s Handbook.  From 
now on, Leona’s nights will be filled with…what?  Order, she hopes, harmless objects, 
she hopes. 
 On Wednesday, Leona arrives for her first night.  Nine until three, the graveyard 
shift.  It is not so different in a supermarket at night.  The light is almost the same, so 
bright.  You aren’t allowed to shop in shadow.  There are no children, though and no 
soundtrack of popular tunes to get customers in a buying mood.  At the end of each 
aisle, a pallet is stacked with boxes.  The men in the storeroom have been here since 
seven to load the pallets, matching the boxes to the categories in each aisle. 
Nightfilling is like shopping in reverse.  You figure out which box needs to be 
unloaded at which shelf, you fill the shelves and they give you money to do this.  Of 
course, during the daylight hours, you can come back to take items off the shelves and 
pay for them with the money they gave you before for filling the shelves.  It’s an 
orderly system.  It has a certain symmetry. 
 Stock rotation.  This is one of the most important functions of a Nightfiller.  
Don’t think the job is just about shifting a product from a box to the shelf.  Nightfilling 
requires so much more!  It is comforting, Leona thinks, to have a little label, quite 
discreet, letting you know how long things will last.  Barcodes, too, like the very 
precise, controlled doodles certain schoolchildren might make in class after a night of 
bad dreams.  Some customers will hunt around at the back of the shelves for the latest 
use-by date.  You cannot control such customer behaviour.  But remember, your job is 
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to fill according to stock rotation principles and this includes ensuring that any stock on 
the shelves that has been rearranged by customers is returned to its proper place. 
The very thought of a proper place, a place for every item in every category that 
Templeman's contains, gives Leona an idea.  She wonders if she can memorise it all, 
turn all the aisles and shelves and products into a memory game until she can locate any 
part of it without thinking, without looking.  She had such a good memory, once.  She 
wants to try this out, not because she expects to be left in here in the dark or because she 
wants to work faster without needing to concentrate on the products.  In all the nights to 
come, she wants to fill the spaces on the shelves with objects, and the objects will fill 
the spaces in her head.   
 Damaged stock.  If you notice a problem, fill in Form 5 and place the Form and 
the damaged item in the supervisor’s tray.  If the damage appears to be an inherent 
fault in the product, (not damage from crushing, dropping or knocking the item), fill in 
form 5A and place the Form and a damaged example of the product in the supervisor’s 
tray.  Ah, how true, how wise to distinguish between different sources of damage.  But 
what happens if no one sees it – if the damage is all on the inside?  Then the customer 
will be the first to see it, Leona supposes, and there will be a complaint.  The 
complainers and the supplicants appear only during trading hours.  Complainers and 
supplicants will not have to be dealt with by a Nightfiller, it won’t be her responsibility.  
The worst that can happen is that she will have to remove faulty items from the shelves.  
They will disappear and no one will mourn them. 
 Special displays.  If Management has decided to make a special display of a 
seasonal product, you will be given an instruction sheet at the beginning of your shift on 
how and where the special display stock is to be arranged.  Make sure you leave 
yourself enough time to set up the special display, paying equal attention to the overall 
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effect and its structural integrity.  There must be no risk that a customer can bring down 
the whole display when selecting an item from it.  So even here, under the lights and 
amongst the carefully rotated stock, there are stupid ways to die:  pounded by cans of 
soup, perhaps, drowned in motor oil, smothered by beach towels. 
 Death has appeared already, Daphne’s special subject, special gift.  Because 
sometimes, objects are more than just objects and order is just a disguise. 
 Health and Safety.  As a Nightfiller, your safety is your responsibility.  The 
Handbook has little stick figure drawings to illustrate safety techniques.  Care when 
using stock ladders.  Care when lifting heavy objects.  But Leona is already beginning 
to suspect that the Handbook does not contain everything she needs to know.  For 
example, where are the instructions and illustrations for knowing who to care for, who 
to trust, who to love?  And here is another example: the Handbook contains a map of 
the aisles and a list of products that belong in each aisle but it does not give the true 
name to each aisle.  Are the names meant to be secret?  She already knows them so 
well. 
 Shop stealing will not be tolerated.  Yes, there’s the security camera in the Aisle 
of Disguises and Lies.  The aisle with hair colouring products, makeup, hair removal 
devices, deodorants.  Disguises and lies are high value items, highly prized.  But there 
should be more products in this aisle because there are so many more disguises and lies 
out there.  Those white crosses planted at roadsides.  Terry’s lawnmower.  Why aren't 
they here? 
The refrigerated shelves along the back wall are like open coffins.  It’s not quite 
like the old days with the chest fridges, when you might be digging through the frost for 
a pack of peas one minute and be knocked almost unconscious by the heavy lid the next.  
But everything on the shelves is so obviously perishable.  The chill, rather than warding 
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off the inevitable, has the feel of death to her.  Why should this surprise her?  
Everything has the feel of death. 
 Leona moves to the Aisle of Shrouds.  She notices that they are never clear 
plastic.  Once the garbage is inside, it is hidden from the world, just a shapeless bundle 
enclosed in green or black or orange.  Leona cannot bear to use the shrouds.  This is not 
for environmental reasons.  She cannot bear the thought of this clinging substance 
surrounding the body, the face.  Everything she has to throw away she wraps carefully 
in sheets of newspaper and places gently into a bin, like putting a sleeping child in a 
crib. 
 The Aisle of Hard Evidence – photo frames, note pads, pens and pencils, 
computer discs, USB drives.  Ways of naming everything, recording everything, 
proving everything, but this is an aisle that Leona avoids.  It’s too late for hard evidence 
now. 
 Leona has mixed feelings about working in the Aisle of Destruction.  She feels 
contaminated there, her nostrils swelling with caustic vapours from brightly coloured 
containers that promise purification but deliver baneful powders and potions.  She 
remembers her shopping trips, when she wasn't a Nightfiller, when she was still in the 
other city, just a customer, wheeling her squeaky red cart down the aisle to choose her 
poison – literally!  But it cannot be denied that the Aisle of Destruction has power, the 
surface power to wipe away stains and germs, the underlying power of life and death.  
And there are so many flammable liquids here, if she needs them.  She could start a 
cleansing fire. 
 Leona's favourite place is the Aisle of Yielding.  She likes to pass her hand over 
the soft loaves.  She likes to think she could liberate all that softness from their plastic 
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shrouds, spread them all before her, then lie on her bed of crumpets and loaves and, 
finally, truly, sleep.  But she cannot try it, not with other Nightfillers around. 
 Many of the fillers wear headphones, plugged into their own soundtrack while 
they stack the shelves.  They move to a rhythm that is part drumbeat, part time-and-
motion study and sometimes more or less tuneful sounds leak out of their mouths and 
travel across the aisles.  Leona no longer has the Walkman Terry gave her.  She left it, 
with everything else that could not be carried in her head, in her former home.  Some of 
the music stayed in her head, of course, but she tries not to remember.  Templeman’s 
doesn’t have a music section, although there is certainly room for it in the Aisle of 
Disguises and Lies.  
 Tonight Leona is in the Aisle of Anointing for the first time.  She does not know 
what the oils and spices and marinades will do to her or require of her.  What Leona 
wants most is an Aisle of Oblivion.  She knows what would be stocked there:  bottles of 
vodka, strawberry pulp, razor blades, many kinds of pills. 
 In the midst of her unpacking and stacking, she hears what must be singing in 
the next aisle, slightly erratic, but with undoubted enthusiasm for a tune that is not 
familiar to Leona.  It’s a girl’s voice and Leona wonders if Daphne has come after all to 
join her as a Nightfiller. But the sounds are like a country and western waltz, not 
Daphne’s pre-mortem death metal style.  Leona concentrates on the voice, trying to 
decipher the words: 
Ladybird, ladybird 
Fly away home 
Your house is on fire 
Your children are go-o-one. 
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 Leona watches from above as two bottles of tomato sauce slip away from her 
fingers, awareness lagging fractionally behind action.  “Shit.”  It is the girl’s voice in 
the next aisle and she soon appears.  “I hope none of that’s blood.”  She approaches 
Leona, who looks as if she has waded through carnage.  “Are you okay?” 
Leona hears:  “Blud.  R U O K?”  That song.  How did she know? 
The girl abandons Leona but soon returns with a container of baby wipes and a 
box of tissues.  She kneels, heedless of sauce and glass and begins to wipe the mess 
from Leona’s feet.  “You’re going to need some new shoes.”  How quickly, Leona 
thinks, I forgot the pure, perfect glow of a girl’s skin, how smooth the face is, the face 
that is not concentrating on disguising fear.  Meanwhile, the girl is gone again, then 
back again, with baby blue terry towelling scuffs.  The girl surveys the mess all over the 
floor, wads of tissues everywhere, smeared with red sauce, substitute blood.  “Happy 
the tissues that serve their purpose,” the girl says.  “Don’t you feel sorry for the ones 
that just get shoved in the bottom of a bag or in a pocket and forgotten, until they’re 
found again all crumpled and covered with bits of fluff and are just thrown out, 
unused?” 
Feel sorry – for a tissue? 
“Oh, I can see you’re thinking:  who is this loony?  Don’t worry, I just do it to 
make the time less boring.  I like to think about the lives they’re waiting to have, all 
these products on the shelves, slowly making their way forward as the stock is rotated.” 
Is it possible she understands the objects too? 
 “Or I wonder:  Why do all these packs of toilet rolls have pictures of puppies or 
chickens?  Images of softness are all very well, but take it to its logical conclusion and it 
doesn’t bear thinking about.  Why can’t they have pictures of evil people printed on 
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them?  Hitler, maybe.  John Howard.   There would be such satisfaction in using them.  
What pictures would you put on them?” 
 There is at least one Leona could name. 
 “Or breakfast cereal.  It's funny how some of the packs are labelled wholesome.  
This is probably a lie, don't you think?” 
 Then they should be in the Aisle of Disguises and Lies.    
 “Think of a little plastic toy in the cereal pack, struggling to stay close to the top, 
battling through the wholesome flakes or sugary little puffs to avoid suffocating under 
all that wholesome or sugary goodness.  If you are very quiet you can hear them rustling 
in there…but no, they don’t put little plastic toys in cereal packs anymore, do they?  
They might get sued if a child accidentally gobbled one along with the sugary 
wholesomeness.  It’s amazing what children are protected from now.”  
 What is she doing?  How can I make her stop? 
But Leona begins to suspect that this girl is like a force of nature.  The important 
question is whether this force is a malevolent one.  On their shared Nightfilling nights, 
Sandie – for this is the girl’s name – has stories for every aisle.  “I once found a dirty 
nappy, wedged in among items on a shelf.  At least the culprit hid the nappy in the dog 
food section rather than, say, the dairy shelf.” Leona has stopped stacking.  
Nappies…the nursery…the little pink trusting face, little hands and feet…  But Sandie is 
chattering on.  “Of course, all these shelves of plenty hold future garbage too.  My Mum 
used to harp on about all the washing and drying of nappies in the old days.  So it’s 
kinder on mothers' hands now but not so great for landfill.  If you stacked up all the 
disposable nappies in the world, perhaps you could climb them all the way to the 
moon.”   
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Nursery, nursery rhymes, the cow jumped over the moon.  That out of phase 
shudder, that dizziness passes through Leona.  “We're all disposable, though.”  That’s 
Sandie again.  Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater!  Hah.  What kind of mother 
would do that? 
Sunset.  Sunrise.  Untrustworthy words, misleading.  The sun doesn't set or rise, 
neither does the earth, neither does the moon.  But these are the words everyone says.  
Is everyone but Leona in on the deception?   
 
IV 
 
Sandie and Leona are stacking a special order for the approach of summer:  
beach towels imprinted with the Australian flag.  Sandie says that the flag has a curious 
combination of symbols (that Union Jack of northern empire, that Southern Cross of 
celestial wonder), not to mention its increasing use as a cape of bogan pride (a new 
concept for Leona).  Leona considers all this for a minute, finds herself agreeing.  It is 
something they find they can share, secret messages about the products, deeper than 
utility, deeper than sales pitches.  Leona also thinks this special display would be an 
excellent seat for a fire, but she won’t share this idea just yet. 
 Because this Sandie is not a serious person.  She asks questions and does not 
wait for answers.  She can talk on and on.  She puts seashells and jasmine flowers on 
the shelves for customers to find, though not right at the front where a supervisor might 
see them.  She wants to record country and western versions of nursery rhymes (so 
Leona wonders if Sandie's ladybird song wasn’t a secret message, after all).  But Sandie 
can display a serious look and she's displaying it now.  “You're on the scarp, aren't you?  
Is it just you up there?”  
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 What does this mean?  On the scarp – on the precipice, about to tip over – or 
simply living on the hill?  It's so difficult, so difficult to know if this girl is setting a trap 
for her, luring her.  Sandie seems...so open...and so much herself and this time she is 
waiting for an answer.  How long, Leona thinks, can I wait, can I wait without giving a 
response?  “I'm up there...yes, I am.”  “I thought so.  I thought I saw you once when I 
was on a jasmine hunt.” 
 Was I howling?  Was I eating soil? 
 “Listen, Leona, I wonder if you can do me a favour?” 
 Now it will come, some trick, some lie. 
 “Look, I need somewhere quiet for a few days.  I've got a piece of work to do – 
or to redo, an assignment.”  “You're...still at school?”  Because Sandie looks older than 
that.  Or do all girls look older now?  “Well, not exactly.  I'm doing some training at 
TAFE.  School didn’t work out so well.  I missed some.  But it's a bit chaotic where I'm 
living and I just need some space, just for a week, maybe, to finish this stuff for my 
course.  I'll be busy, I'll be quiet.  It would be a big help.” 
What chaos could be greater than Leona's own?  So she knows it is impossible to 
have this girl in the house.  Home on the Hill is beginning to look more like Home on 
the Anthill.  Empty tins are stacked in the bathtub.  The kitchen counter is scattered with 
black specks.  (The ones that move are ants; the ones that don't are burnt toast crumbs.) 
 Besides, Daphne can arrive at any time.  The slow dripping into the laundry tub 
announces her like a tolling bell.  She never speaks.  She doesn't have to; Leona 
supplies all the dialogue.  So here is Daphne, very young now, tucked into bed, waiting 
while Leona chooses one of the story books that she has brought back from the local 
library.  Leona always tries to get a variety.  She remembers discovering so many 
surprising worlds, so many larger than life characters when she read story books as a 
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child.  Even the adventure books for boys were open to her, even the really violent ones.  
She acted them out in the backyard, playing heroes and monsters and gods with her 
brother.  But Daphne is stubborn about stories:  “A fairy-telling” is what Daphne always 
asks for, her own made up words.  A fairy-telling, a tale fairly told, to fill the night with 
princesses and gold.  The silly word games they had, words they used to bat back and 
forth like balloons, giving them plenty of air, such a very long time ago.  They weren't 
playing for keeps then. 
 But here, standing by the display of Aussie beach towels, Sandie is still waiting 
for Leona to answer, still waiting for an invitation to Home on the Hill.  “We'll see,” she 
says, as if to her own daughter, that time-honoured mother's non-answer.  “I'm pretty 
busy up there.”  Busy with her half-sleeping, her dreams, her fairy-telling.  Taking care 
of Daphne. 
V 
 
Leona is in a house built right on a beach, a house she has never seen before.  From the 
picture window in the living room she can see only sand and waves.  At high tide the 
waves break above the roof and wash down the window glass.  It is as if she is in a car 
wash.  She moves into a bedroom and it is Daphne’s room but the foot of the bed rests 
against the low windowsill.  Leona is delighted at first:  “Oh! The beach is right in front 
of you!” but when she turns back towards the room, Daphne is gone and the bed is 
almost covered with a mound of wet sand.  A white crucifix is fixed into the sand, right 
there where Daphne was sleeping only a moment ago. 
 Sleep is all that she wants.  Sleep without dreams, without Daphne.  
 How Leona was consumed with rage when Daphne came back in that time, five 
in the morning and smelling of smoke and booze.  A crucifix in black ink was tattooed 
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between her collarbones, the skin swollen and red as if a swarm of insects had landed on 
her and stung that pattern into her.  Defiant eyes.  “To ward off vampires.  They’re real, 
you know.”  Daphne’s fingers hovered over the marking, sliding her eyes away.  Leona 
turned away in disgust, heard Daphne’s door slamming.  Later, Terry did the only 
practical thing:  he took the locks off the bathroom door and Daphne’s bedroom door.  
“Privacy is not a right.”  Terry's voice was stern, a pronouncement.  “It must be earned.” 
 But this girl, this Sandie, is persistent as weeds, almost as persistent as Daphne.  
One morning, she just turns up with a backpack and a duffel bag.  How long has it been 
since someone asked Leona for help?  How long has it been since she was able to give 
any?  “Let's just call it a visit,” Sandie says. 
 Sandie doesn’t say anything about the domestic disarray.  She is looking at 
everything, though, touching the paintings on the lounge room walls.  She stops before a 
particular frame, dark wood surrounding not a painting but a piece of weaving, the same 
colours as the flag but the pattern is so beautiful, the weave so dense, so complex.  
“Why hang it up, why press it under glass?  This was made to be worn, to be felt against 
the skin.”  Leona joins Sandie to look at it, she hasn’t really noticed it before.  It has a 
little label:  Source – Philippines.  Collected by:  D Morris.  “Wow, I didn’t even know 
they did weaving in the Philippines.  You really do learn something new every day.”  
Oh Christ, Leona thinks, who cares?  But Sandie is tracing the pattern of the weave 
through the glass. “I wonder who made it?  You can just tell, it’s something special, it 
must have meant so much to the weaver.  But now it’s owned by somebody else.”  She 
is so curious, so tactile, so...present.  Sandie looks around some more.  “They don’t 
have many books, do they?”  Leona hadn't noticed that either.  It's the sort of thing she 
would have picked up on, once.  Sherri and Geoff's books are of no interest to her 
anyway.  Self-improvement, or, more accurately, financial improvement.  Of course, 
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Leona lost all her own books, in the fire.  (The fairy-telling books disappeared long 
before.)  
 So here they are, unexpectedly domestic.  They watch TV and Sandie laughs at 
the shows, even the ones without laugh tracks.  Sandie takes over the cooking, so there 
are regular meals.  Leona reminds her, but gently, to finish her assignment.  She does 
not ask Sandie when she might be leaving and Sandie does not ask Leona why she only 
sleeps in sunlight.  Sandie does not press for an exchange of confidences but she seems 
quite happy to discuss her own situation, her parents’ divorce, her boyfriend trouble, her 
father making more and angrier demands on her time as his health begins to fail.  Leona 
is hit by a shift in phase.  Is she looking at a version of herself, is she hearing herself, an 
other-self who never lost Steve, who never got stopped by the friendly lawnmower 
man?  But here is the dizzying dark, opening up, opening up, wanting to force its weight 
in.  It is important, the Handbook says, not to try to lift too much weight.  The back must 
always be kept straight. 
  
Frangipani spatter the footpath, fresh pineapple and cherries appear in the supermarket.  
December, and Sandie is still here.  Leona finds that Sandie is clearing things away, 
restoring not order, something else, something more.  One night, a night when neither 
of them has a shift at Templeman's, Sandie wants to watch that movie Troy on TV but 
Leona isn't keen.  She knows this story well enough, though she hasn't thought about it 
in years.  “But it's got a good cast!” Sandie persists.  “Eric Bana – he's good in 
everything...well maybe not The Hulk, bad script!  Sean Bean as Oddy-ssee-us...” she 
stumbles over the name. 
 The man of twists and turns...teller of tales, disguised, deceiver… 
“...remember his amazing death scene in Lord of the Rings?” 
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 Everyone gets a death scene, not usually an amazing one, though. 
“And what's-her-name as Helen, she's really pretty and Brad Pitt, of course, 
handsome as a god.” 
 Oh, so that's why Sandie wants to watch it, the usual reason. Not to feel the 
grand sweep of the story, the life and death moments. “Well, any old god can fool you 
into attraction, into thinking he's got everything you could ever want.  He doesn't have 
to look like Brad Pitt.  Anyway, Achilles is only half god – the other half is human.”  
Leona feels a little jolt of surprise at herself, stringing what seems so many words 
together.  But Sandie just smiles and waves the remote at the TV.  There is so much 
more Leona could say, so much more she could tell this girl about the old stories, the 
old fears and dangers, disguises and lies.  But Leona realises she is too tired to argue or 
to explain the story and anyway, she doesn't have to pay attention to the movie, she can 
just sit there and let it all flow by. 
 And it does flow, for a while.  Leona recognises Peter O'Toole – still alive – as 
snowy-haired Priam, King of Troy, father of 50 sons and numerous daughters and father 
to his people.  But she sees that the movie studio hasn't been content to let the story 
unfold the old way:  they've got Hector killing Menelaus on the battlefield after Paris, 
lover of Helen, turns tail on the fight.  So much for the big section in the Odyssey when 
Menelaus, victorious at Troy, his pride avenged – but at what appalling cost – has 
restored Helen to the Spartan throne.  Didn't they trust that Homer knew what he was 
doing, didn't they think part of the power of the story lay in the words being passed 
along down the centuries, from reader to reader? 
 The way Homer told it, Priam had the gods' protection as he travelled to the 
Achaean lines, to the very centre, to Achilles, that man of rage, who had just 
slaughtered Priam's most beloved son and heir.  The gods' protection, what a marvellous 
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gift and you can understand why he was counting on it, so he could beg Achilles to 
release the body and then he could take it home and Priam and all his family and all his 
people would give Hector proper funeral rites.  But what if the gods turned their 
attention somewhere else during Priam’s journey?  They weren't known to be that 
reliable.  Then everything becomes a risk, he knows that Achilles is pure danger, so it's 
quite an act of faith for Priam to kiss the hands of the man who killed my son – that line, 
straight from Homer's mouth – to seek to unlock compassion in the most violent man in 
the world. 
 But most often that's just wishful thinking, that sort of transformation really 
doesn't happen at all. 
 
“If only he had taken photos of her, or – even better – posted photos on the net, we 
would have got him for sure.”  This was the police prosecutor, when the committal 
hearing was over, the words dismissed for insufficient evidence hanging in the air.  
Daphne’s words against Terry’s.  The lawnmowing man, the church man, the 
sympathetic man, the righteous man.  And look at them, he in a grey suit and a tie in the 
colours of the flag (Leona has never seen these clothes before), Daphne with her panda 
eyes and spiked hair and a stud in her cheek, a permanent sore.  Leona wanted to dress 
her for court that day, she laid out some choices but Daphne would not permit it, would 
not allow Leona to touch her at all. 
 The woman from the Victims' Support Unit took Leona's cold hands outside the 
courtroom, turning Leona gently so she wouldn't have to see righteous, smirking Terry 
leaving, a free man.  The woman said:  “you mustn't blame yourself.  They plan it all, 
you know.  They're not mad but definitely bad, arch manipulators.  You were a widow 
with a young girl, he pursued you, he targeted you both.  I know it feels impossible 
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now, but have some compassion for yourself, don't keep thinking what you could have 
done to stop him, think what you can do now for Daphne and for you.” 
 But Daphne never came home.  She fled, out into the perilous city, taking a 
chance that it would be safer out there, maybe telling herself she had only herself to rely 
on, there was really nobody else.  Nobody. 
Leona touched Daphne only one more time, when her daughter could no longer 
object.  On the cool flesh lying on a table in the hospital morgue, she found another 
tattooed crucifix below Daphne’s navel.  Navel is all Leona can bear to name.  The 
source of connection between the mother and child, broken at birth but leaving its 
lifelong trace.  A marker that was insufficient protection, so Daphne arranged another. 
 Standing in the desolate hospital corridor after the formal identification, not 
really being able to listen to the doctor, she thought it was all so futile, such a terribly 
stupid way to die. 
 “An overdose,” the doctor was saying, “but probably accidental.”  The police 
report said that Daphne was slumped against the toilet door, so nobody realised for a 
while and then it made it hard for the paramedics to get to her.  They had to chop the 
door down.  In some squalid toilet stall in some grungy nightclub, far from love and 
home and help, Daphne's life stopped dead.  She was fifteen. 
So then came the sleeplessness, then turning up later and later for work, doctors' 
prescriptions, the rooms that threatened to melt, the long night walks.  Lighting candles 
is an act of devotion and supplication, but Leona took a last look around the flat and 
saw that everything had to burn. 
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VI 
 
The movie's over, the music's over, the absurd, modern Hollywood ending has played 
out:  Agamemnon, that sneering evil caricature, stabbed in the neck by the temple maid 
(where would she have got the dagger?) when everyone knows – don't they? – that the 
wife organised to do him in when he returned home. 
So now, how can it all end?  How can it all continue?   And how can she bear 
this story going on?  She could burn things again, but that didn't really help last time.  
She needs to be out of this house, though, she is afraid her rage cannot be contained 
within it.  It is incendiary. 
Outside, the night is suddenly still...remember?  Like a door closed on 
commotion.  The black trees loom up, inevitable, drawing her up, she should have done 
this a long time ago.  To yield, just to yield to the dark…The old song is calling: 
Ladybird, ladybird, fly away home...She would fly away home, if there was a home to 
fly to. 
And more…she remembers more words from long ago.  
In my heart of hearts I always cringed with fear 
Some fraud might come, beguile me with his talk… 
“Leona!” Sandie is at the back door, looking up at her, a middle-aged woman, 
dishevelled, perched in a tree.  The girl is actually…giggling.  “What are you doing up 
there?” 
* 
 If this were a story “Americanized”, Leona would have assembled quite an 
arsenal by now.  She would have got her guns from a supermarket, taken them up into 
the wasteland back over the scarp, shot at soft drink cans – no, beer cans would be 
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better – each shot a shot through Terry's face:  the man of rage and the man of twists 
and turns, who conducted a secret raging war, but not compelled by some god.  With 
full choice, in full light.  So Leona would steal a pick-up truck, drive north on the hunt.  
She might take a flame-thrower too.  She would find him, he'd be mowing a churchyard 
lawn or tending a graveyard.  That would have a certain symmetry.  And after she 
wiped him out, as his body smouldered under the shadow of a white cross, she would 
head south again, back to Home on the Hill, back to Sandie – whom Leona might or 
might not call “Daphne” or “Cassandra” or even “Leona” in her secret heart.  She would 
take Sandie under her wing or Sandie would take Leona under hers and they would 
exchange words, exchange stories, trust would grow, they would become some kind of 
family and Leona would finally sleep whenever she wanted, day or night. 
But that is not what is going to happen.  That would be sheer fairy-telling. 
 Daphne named him “vampire” and she almost had the right mythology but 
Leona was paying the wrong kind of attention, told Daphne all the wrong stories.  She 
should have put god stories into the mix, not just the stories where the princess was 
saved by her father or brothers or a handsome young prince.  Because what do you do if 
the god descends, walks straight off the page and into your home?  A god with the face 
of a hero, playing with human lives because he can.  But Daphne always knew he was 
playing for keeps.  Daphne was never beguiled. She was brave, she fought with 
everything she had but so young, cut off, outflanked, not a friend in the world, how 
could she have been the hero of her own life?  Daphne, fleeing Apollo, another old, old 
story, calls out to her father, a river god, who changes her into a tree, something solid, 
invulnerable, motionless.  She doesn't call to her mother.  From the story that has come 
down to us we know nothing of the mother.  
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 One day soon, Sherri and Geoff will return, cashed up, ready with the bobcat to 
gouge a trench for the lap pool, tiles chosen and ordered, then laid to perfection.  But 
tonight, Leona has the garden, just a little wild.  She has the breeze and the song of the 
night insects and a screen of leaves over her head and just over there, the house.  And 
then there's Sandie.  Leona can leave this house, leave it standing for Sandie to occupy.  
She'll turn north.  
And the headstone will have to be made.  She'll find some words.  She’ll carve 
them herself, into the cold, hard stone.  Nothing more can be written on Daphne. 
 They stayed in the garden all evening.  Towards dawn, Leona watched Sandie 
fall asleep and understood that it was time to wake up. 
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EXEGESIS  
Taking on the Gods 
 
1. Introduction 
Look at the night sky and imagine the gods.  This is an old pursuit; humans have looked 
and imagined throughout history. We know now, though, that the light we see is also a 
recording of time.  Some of this light has taken more than 13 billion years to reach us.  
Does the conjunction of imagination and time express the essence of human capacities 
and limits?  Each of us is ultimately as insignificant as a mote of stardust and – at the 
same time – each of us is at the centre of a personal, human universe.  Mortality is our 
common fate but we are drawn to imagine the eternal, a realm that we hope, against all 
evidence, will somehow always contain us.   
The tension between human capacities and limits plays itself out in literature 
from the ancient Greeks to the new millennium. Works of fiction speak their part in the 
history of exchanges between writers and readers about the human condition: the 
anguish, grief, malice, fear, absurdity, ingenuity, beauty, hope and transcendence 
measured out, to a greater or lesser degree, to us all.  But who or what does the 
measuring out?   
My collection The Nightfiller’s Handbook and this accompanying exegesis 
discuss the extent to which we can discover and test our capacities and limits through 
connections created in the metaphoric realms of myth and art.  This collection is a cycle 
of eight stories that draws on the rich metaphoric literature of human relationships with 
the gods to consider how our identities, aspirations and actions are shaped in the face of 
our mortality. 
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A traditional concept of the gods uses myths to explore and explain what is 
outside of human control, powers that exert control over humanity, such as elemental 
natural forces, deep fears and desires, and mortality itself.  The gods are regarded as 
external, part of the natural world but mysterious, and intervening directly in human 
affairs. 
A modern concept of the gods sees a rejection of the traditional myths.  The 
“new gods” of progress, industry, money, materialism, career, and evolving social and 
political orders have displaced the older gods. We attempt to take control of our 
individual and collective destinies and stave off thoughts of mortality through rational 
and scientific processes and inventions, and social, economic and political development. 
At the same time, belief in a real god, or in competing versions of a real god, is 
back on centre stage in the new millenium.  That desire for life beyond death remains 
strong; some people, some countries are still willing to kill or die for it. 
 
2. Taking on the Gods in Fiction 
In The Power of Myth Joseph Campbell, who spent much of his life tracking down, 
comparing and teaching hundreds, perhaps thousands, of stories about humans’ 
relationships with the gods, takes on the notion of belief: 
Is there one god?  Are there many gods?  Those are merely 
categories of thought.  What you are talking and trying to think 
about transcends all that...Yahweh...forgot he was a metaphor. 
(1991, p. 76) 
 
He further emphasises the importance of metaphor as a way to approach the divine: 
[A metaphor] suggests the actuality that hides behind the visible 
aspect.  The metaphor is the mask of God through which 
eternity is experienced. (1991, p. 73) 
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In The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony, Robert Calasso conjures up the four 
great story-cycles of the relationships between the humans and gods of Greek 
mythology:  the Cretan cycle, the Argonauts cycle, the Theban cycle and the Trojan 
cycle.  Calasso calls the notion of belief “a fatal word when it comes to mythology” 
(1994, p. 278).  He contends: 
Socrates himself cleared up this point shortly before his death:  
we enter the mythical when we enter the realm of risk, and myth 
is the enchantment we generate in ourselves at such moments.  
More than a belief, it is a magical bond that tightens around us.  
It is a spell the soul casts on itself.  (1994, p. 278) 
 
The gods of Greek mythology are the original supernatural superstars of 
Western consciousness. We don’t believe in these gods as literal truth – no one battles 
with them or over them or for them anymore – but they continue to visit the modern 
world, not only in literature but in other narrative forms such as film, television shows 
and video games.  Their appearance in modern forms brings more than spectacle and 
entertainment.  They remain part of a coded, symbolic truth that we create. They 
represent that tantalising possibility of illumination, heightened experience and 
revelation about ways to shape our lives. 
  In her book Negotiating with the Dead:  A Writer on Writing, Margaret Atwood 
– poet, novelist, short story writer, essayist – asks us to consider whether:  “...not just 
some, but all writing of the narrative kind, and perhaps all writing is motivated, deep 
down, by a fear of and a fascination with mortality – by a desire to make the risky trip 
to the Underworld, and to bring something or someone back from the dead” (2002, p. 
156). She discusses many references to the Underworld in the content of nineteenth and 
twentieth century fiction writing but also applies the notion of the Underworld to the 
process of writing: 
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Obstruction, obscurity, emptiness, disorientation, twilight, 
blackout, often combined with a struggle or path or journey – an 
inability to see one’s way forward, but a feeling that there was a 
way forward, and that the act of going forward would eventually 
bring about the conditions for vision – these were the common 
elements in many descriptions of the process of writing… 
Possibly, then, writing has to do with darkness, and a desire or 
perhaps a compulsion to enter it, and, with luck, to illuminate it, 
and to bring something back out to the light. (2002, pp. xxiii-
xxiv) 
 
 In The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Campbell’s exhaustive chronicle of the 
hero’s journey theme in myths throughout the world, he states:  “The adventure is 
always and everywhere a passage beyond the veil of the known into the unknown…” 
(1993, p. 82).  But the journey is not over merely with the return of the hero: 
How render back into light-world language the speech-defying 
pronouncements of the dark?  How represent on a two-
dimensional surface a three-dimensional form, or in a three-
dimensional image a multi-dimensional meaning?  How 
translate into terms of “yes” and “no” revelations that shatter 
into meaninglessness every attempt to define the pairs of 
opposites?…[For the returned hero] the work of representing 
eternity in time, and perceiving in time eternity, cannot be 
avoided. (1993, p. 218) 
 
These writers’ words entice the reader with rich and mysterious ideas, imagery 
and metaphors.1
                                                          
1 The words chosen by a writer are, of course, crucial to the tone and effect of the writer’s work.  
Compare Campbell’s evocation of the mysterious and arduous nature of the hero’s journey quoted above 
with his much more prosaic summary of the terrain of mythology: “the maturation of the individual, from 
dependency through adulthood, through maturity, and then to the exit; and then how to relate to this 
society and how to relate this society to the world of nature and the cosmos” (1991, p. 41). 
 They underpin my approach to exploring the relationships between my 
characters and the gods in The Nightfiller's Handbook.  In the story-cycle, my 
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protagonists find themselves dealing with death, loss, violence and the struggle between 
insignificance and heightened experience, between human capacities and limits. My 
protagonists are metaphorically in Calasso's realm of risk, in Atwood’s and Campbell’s 
Underworlds, compelled to explore possibilities of heightened experience and meaning 
as well as the possibility that there is no meaning beyond what we are able to create. 
I am in these metaphoric realms too, immersed in the literature of the gods and 
in the short story form, not only as I write but even as I go about in my daily, habitual 
world, in order to inspire the work of creating the stories. I read hundreds of short 
stories and myths. I carry around in my head fragments of their imagery, tone, plots and 
characters and my emotional and intellectual responses to the worlds these stories create 
and the insights they offer.  My senses seem more acute. I pay more attention to the 
world beyond habit. I suspend disbelief, find and follow associations and connections in 
order to attempt to create moments of illumination and maybe even transcendence. 
Through such immersion in metaphoric worlds, I hope to bring my characters and their 
aspirations and struggles to life in ways that will appeal to readers. 
 
3. Two Approaches to the Short Story Form 
For a topic of such broad scope, why choose a short story-cycle rather than a novel?  
Milan Kundera – poet, novelist, short story writer, essayist – argues that it is the novel's 
role to:  “...examine the ambiguity of this epoch, which is decline and progress at the 
same time” (1999, p. 4), and that “the novel's spirit is the spirit of complexity” (1999, p. 
18).  But there are some particularly interesting challenges in writing and reading short 
stories, as Richard Ford – novelist and short story writer – explains: 
 ...short stories want to give us something big but want to do it 
in precious little time and space...they succeed by willfully 
falsifying many of the observable qualities of the lived life they 
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draw upon.  They also leave out a lot of life and try to make us 
not worry about it.  They often do funny things with time – 
things we know can't be done, really – but then make us go 
along with that.  They persuade us that the human-being-like 
characters they show us can be significantly known on the 
strength of rather slight exposure; and they make us believe that 
entire lives can change (turn on a dime) on account of one little 
manufactured moment of clear-sightedness. (2007, p. vii) 
  
The Nightfiller’s Handbook considers the particular strengths and attributes 
identified above by Ford in a story-cycle that provides multiple points of entry to and 
passages through Calasso's realm of risk and enchantment, Atwood's and Campbell’s 
Underworlds.  In particular, rather than attempting to be a detailed “re-creation” of god-
myths clothed in new millennium fashion,2
While Ford’s comment that short stories want to “give us something big” is 
understandable, given the grand scope of mythologising in much of American fiction 
writing, another approach to reading and creating short stories has also had an influence 
on my story-cycle. 
 the associations that surround these myths in 
their long history – from when they were first spoken, then written down to their present 
day incarnations – are used to investigate whether my characters can be “significantly 
known on the strength of rather slight exposure.” The stories ask whether the aspirations 
and struggles of these characters can create for the writer and the reader those moments 
of recognition, reflection, illumination and connection that unite us, that express the 
human condition.   
                                                          
2 Margaret Atwood's The Penelopiad, (2005) a sly, insightful and entertaining re-telling of Homer's 
Odyssey from the points of view of Odysseus' wife Penelope (and her 12 maids, who are hanged as part of 
the carnage after Odysseus' return home) is a consummate example of a “re-creation” – even a re-
appropriation – of the myth.  
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As part of my course at Wollongong, I undertake a study exchange for three 
months at the University of Santo Tomas (UST) in the Philippines, to extend and 
deepen my craft and imaginative range, and immerse myself in a literary community.  I 
live on campus in Manila and take a course in Contemporary Philippine Fiction, taught 
by Dr Ophelia Dimalanta, my mentor at UST.  The short stories are masterful:  with 
evocative and beautiful language, small moments of joy and often great melancholy.  
For each story we trace the forward movement leading to a turning point, a moment of 
illumination, the key to unlocking the writer’s intention. The key moment can involve 
realising a truth about oneself, or changing an attitude, but it might consist of no more 
than a heightening of previous awareness, a moment of transition.  These stories do not 
necessarily “give us something big” in their plots or show entire lives changing “on 
account of one little manufactured moment of clear-sightedness.” Their power to move 
the reader comes from their ability to work within three levels of human experience at 
once, described by Dr Dimalanta as:  the personal, socio-historical and cosmic 
(universal issues not limited to a particular time or place). 
I bring home a bookcase-worth of Filipino stories.  I begin to consider how to 
create small changes in awareness, moments of transition and connection in my stories.  
I begin to think about how to layer the personal, socio-historical and cosmic levels of 
human experience. 
 
4. The Nightfiller’s Handbook 
The arrangement of the stories in the collection reflects movement from the influence of 
the traditional gods to modern gods. The cycle begins in the world of “old gods” – with 
elemental forces that surround us, like family (living and dead) and nature, amid 
domestic objects and routines – in which identity begins to take form, begins to test the 
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boundaries of being a part of and being apart.  The first two stories – Playing by the 
Rules and Shooting Stars – come from this world. 
The next four stories – The King Upstairs, Edenholme Gardens, E Pluribus 
Unum and Dragonfly – consider the world of “modern gods” – like fame, material 
possessions, political power and scientific and economic progress (gods that we think 
we can wield like tools or weapons). 
The final two stories – Three Sisters and The Nightfiller's Handbook – ask if a 
realm exists that holds the promise of an experience that is beyond the rule of such 
gods.  Could this realm incorporate the tensions and ambiguities between the threat of 
being overwhelmed and the illusion of control, between trying to avoid the 
consequences of mortality and facing them?  Can the characters create their own place 
in the fabric of society? 
So how do I take on the gods as I write each story?  How do I enter the 
metaphorical realms that I am about to create?  The blank page, the moment before 
creation begins, before the first dark marks on white appear, is not really blank.  Many 
writerly techniques are available:  the use of memory and imagination, tone and rhythm, 
motif and allusion, contrast, choice of detail, point of view, shifts in time, voice, 
metaphor.  For my story-cycle I approach the metaphoric realms of the gods and art, not 
just with such techniques, but also through my immersion in the fictional works of other 
writers, including short stories. The works of fiction writers create maps to lead me in, 
help me find who or what I need to bring back and lead me out again. 
Poet and essayist Octavio Paz describes imagination as: “the ability to place 
contrary or divergent realities in relationship” (1991, p. 158). He adds: “poetic 
forms...seek, and often find, hidden resemblances” (1991, p. 158).  In my story-cycle, 
the realm of the gods, the realms of myth and art are navigated by associations.  The 
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characters constantly feel the pull of associations, whether by being consciously 
reminded of god-stories or through mysterious echoes, shadows, reflections of such 
stories. Sometimes the characters feel the undertow of the Underworld and sometimes 
they feel a force that promises to loosen their mortal bonds so they can soar.  They 
dwell not only in their daily, habitual worlds but also in metaphorical worlds: they read 
books, watch stories on television and in cinemas,3
The role of art in creating experience and seeking to transcend limits features 
prominently in the story-cycle. The stories layer associations, particularly by invoking 
works of literary fiction, narratives in popular culture, and myth-making “art objects,” 
such as artefacts in art museums and religious and cultural monuments. Sometimes just 
one sentence in a work of literature provides the basis of a story. Through such 
narratives and artistic artefacts, my characters and I and, hopefully, the reader, can 
experience a moment of inspiration and creativity – or an intimation of or confrontation 
with mortality. The protagonists’ evolving relationships to narratives or artefacts of the 
gods might create a moment of clarity, might show that art can help to distil a truth or 
distract us from facing a truth.  In this way, the references to works of fiction, other art 
forms and artefacts that I use provide the foundations for each story and give each story 
its place in the collection. 
 make up stories. They navigate 
popular culture references (including references to the gods) in their own imaginations, 
in ways that make my characters part of the larger narrative of the human condition. 
At the beginning of the stories, each protagonist’s sense of identity is bound up 
with objects and associations.  Perhaps each protagonist is more connected to objects 
and their associations than to other people.  The extent to which the protagonists’ 
experiences in the stories can lead to stronger human connections and relationships and 
                                                          
3 Joseph Campbell notes: “There is something magical about films.  The person you are looking at is also 
somewhere else at the same time.  That is a condition of a god” (1991, p. 20). 
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a stronger sense of identity is explored in part by tracing the protagonists’ changing (or 
unchanging) associations to such objects.  The layering of associations in the stories 
also invite the reader to consider whether the personal, socio-historical and universal 
levels of human experience are at work together in the protagonists’ manufactured lives-
on-the-page. 
I consciously choose a literary work as the basis from which the associations in 
the story unfold only in Dragonfly (Goethe’s Faust4) and consciously choose an artistic 
artefact  only in Shooting Stars (the earrings) and Three Sisters (the kosikos weaving5).  
In the other five stories, the links to literary works and artistic artefacts emerge slowly 
and sometimes mysteriously from my immersion in (or obsession with) the realms of 
god-stories and metaphor.  I highlight below and in the Appendix some of the layers of 
association at work in each story in the collection.6
During my course in the Philippines we workshop a piece of each student's 
work, including an early version of my story Playing by the Rules.  The students do not 
understand the concept of girls serving in the canteen at half time while their brothers 
play football or that such a situation might symbolise something more, something about 
differences between the world of boys and the world of girls.  The students think the 
canteen is just a store where the girls work for a living.  This is an interesting and 
unexpected cultural difference:  all those tiny but – I assumed – evocative details, like 
serving lollies in the canteen and the sights and sounds on the football field, are not 
universal.  The story needs another dimension, a greater resonance without losing the 
story’s low-key, domestic tone – and, for my protagonist’s journey, why not choose one 
of the oldest and most imaginative works about a journey in Western consciousness?  
 
                                                          
4 Goethe, (1980). 
5 A picture of a kosikos weaving is reproduced in the notes to Three Sisters in the Appendix. 
6 The notes to the stories in the Appendix also identify resonances  between three of the stories – Shooting 
Stars, Dragonfly and Three Sisters – and particular Filipino short stories.  
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So the protagonist in Playing by the Rules gets her own Odyssey, a small, domestic one 
but with resonances from Homer’s tale (1996) about the perils, confusion and betrayals 
we face, both in the external world and at home.   
In Shooting Stars, the protagonist Laura has a whole city in which to explore the 
dimensions of her grief – not just any city but one that has symbolised the tension 
between human capacities and limits for over two millenia.  Byzantium-Constantinople-
Istanbul7
                                                          
7 It is said that a Greek, Byzas, chose the site for the settlement in the seventh century BC, after 
consulting the oracle of Apollo at Delphi. Taylor, J (1998  p. 5). 
 is a city fought over by humans and their gods.  The history, geography and 
precious artefacts of the city are used to express a mysterious and constant layering of 
emotion, memory, identity, time.  Two millennia are insignificant in the cosmic time 
scale but the 441 days since her sister Josie’s death is almost a greater expanse of time 
than Laura can bear.  Through multiple associations and her most precious possessions, 
the shooting star earrings, Laura moves in time and space between the great city and her 
home before Josie’s death.  The earrings link Laura to her talented sister and their past 
together and also raise the prospect of a diminished future.  Two motifs – the beautiful 
objects and architecture created by humans as enduring homage to their divine rulers 
and the ineffable realm of the stars – build a tone in Shooting Stars that layers the 
familiar and the foreign, grief and alienation, joy and connection, wonder and 
transcendence.  The jewellery and other artefacts, the buildings and the world of the 
stars beyond our physical and perhaps imaginative reach embody time, on scales that 
are at once personal, historical and literally universal.  However, the universal level of 
human experience at the end of Shooting Stars needs only the lightest touch to be 
revealed, the briefest and most fleeting moment of illumination and connection.   
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In The King Upstairs three house museums stand in the story’s landscape, 
allowing my odd, kleptomaniac protagonist (and is this person a man or a woman?) to 
play out some rather unusual relationships with objects and identity. Visiting Graceland, 
home of Elvis, I expected a theme park of the American dream, apotheosis included.  I 
found – not exactly reality – but a world full of allusion, offering a flawed but powerful 
kind of communion.  In the story we see that the protagonist’s appropriations are not 
about materialism but have an almost ritual function in the protagonist’s attempts to 
shore up and expand identity.  The house museum that was once home to the “god-like” 
Elvis, the music, voice and disembodied presence of the singer become motifs to 
consider several of the mysterious questions at the intersection of art and identity that 
are part of taking on the gods: what endures from a life lived in heightened experience?  
To what extent can we know, let alone “commune with” another person through art?  To 
what extent is art just a seductive distraction that allows us to avoid seeking connection 
with the people around us? 
 The King Upstairs also invites the reader to ask whether the protagonist, or 
anyone, can be “significantly known on the strength of rather slight exposure.” The 
protagonist’s visits to Graceland and Rowan Oak, former home of William Faulkner, 
and planned visit to the Lorraine Motel, where Martin Luther King Jr was assassinated, 
provide only slight exposure to the lives of these remarkable men. Perhaps, in these 
visits, the protagonist can come to a moment of clarity but the ending is intentionally 
ambiguous. Perhaps the protagonist, the reader and the writer have only come to another 
level in a labyrinth. 
The King Upstairs is the first of three consecutive stories where I use an object 
or a story within which the protagonist is enmeshed to play with the ideas of forward 
movement in short stories and “progress” in our own lives. In Edenholme Gardens 
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Coral’s bible is not a source of wonder, mystery, solace, solemnity, but a tool she has 
chosen to efface words.  Coral knows that words are powerful – in the beginning was 
the Word – and is surrounded by words which she thinks she can control and use to 
control other people.  Sometimes words that exist in mundane places, like newspaper 
advertisements, have a power over Coral that she does not suspect.  In E Pluribus Unum 
the protagonist dwells in a world of words, metaphor and literary associations.  The 
protagonist approaches the “divine” through words composed in a letter, a standard 
form of communication but which, in the story contains multiple literary and popular 
culture references. It holds out the enticing promise of connection, even intimacy, but 
the tone of the words begins to change, the popular cultural asides diminish as the 
protagonist begins to confront events that even the most powerful man in the world 
cannot control.  
But can a connection really be made between a mere mortal and a god-like 
entity? Of all the short stories in which I immerse myself in this project, none are more 
memorable or quotable than those written by Saul Bellow. To read Bellow, it helps if 
you know your way around many realms of human knowledge and aspiration: literary 
fiction, history, philosophy, sociology, political manifestos.  They all form part of his 
labyrinths, and his guiding threads are family and memory, mortality and money. The 
protagonist in E Pluribus Unum knows the work of Bellow well and even wants to show 
off the knowledge that Obama and Bellow share a common geography in Chicago. The 
protagonist knows that fiction can embed profound ideas and forces even in a playful 
narrative.  The protagonist quotes a character in a short story by Bellow who quotes 
William James: “to know everything that happened in one city on a single day would 
crush the toughest mind.” (1998, p. 176)  To my mind, that single sentence, placed by 
Bellow in his entertaining account of a friendship between two young men with a 
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shared history and geography (the life of European migrants in Chicago), is a powerful 
rendering of our very human predicament, of our capacities and limits. Bellow’s 
obvious joy and mastery in using language to create his cast of eccentric characters, his 
outlandish situations is an inspiration to me and to the protagonist in E Pluribus Unum, 
but is ultimately not powerful enough to shore up my protagonist’s eccentric identity. 
Dragonfly is the “turning point” story in the cycle for me, where I “go for 
broke,” layering association after association, god-story after god-story to deal with 
Kundera’s great theme of modernity, which is “decline and progress at the same time.”  
I draw on two of the gods of modernity in literature, Goethe and Marx, as they appear in 
Marshall Berman’s All that is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity (1983). 
The reader in me delights in Berman’s use of works of fiction as primary 
sources, as he analyses the dynamic and destructive forces of modernism.  His 
discussion of Goethe’s Faust as the first “tragedy of development” (1983, pp. 37-86) 
traces the profound tensions between human capacities and limits, between the joy and 
misery that spur Faust to create and destroy.  But the writer in me is transfixed by just 
one line from Marx and Engels’ Communist Manifesto, the one that Berman 
appropriates for the title of his own work. 
It feels almost like ideological blasphemy to concentrate on just one figurative 
line from an entire socio-economic and political analysis but what fascinates me is the 
progression of the language and the imagery in just that one line, from something 
beautiful but terrifying (“All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned,”) 
(1983, p. 89) to the monumental (“and men at last are forced to face with sober senses”) 
and finally to the unexpectedly flat, almost prosaic (“the real conditions of their lives 
and their relations with their fellow men”).  And it is fitting that it is at the prosaic end 
of this sentence that humanity reaches its limit, as it fails to achieve the state envisaged 
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by Marx, to face the true conditions of life.  Monica, the protagonist in Dragonfly, 
knows that her domestic world is also a powerful metaphorical realm but is she also 
caught in the cycle of decline and progress, creation and destruction at the same time? 
In Three Sisters I use multiple references to the relationships between humanity 
and the divine, including the most familiar representation of life as a thread in Greek 
mythology:  the story of the Three Fates – one who spins the thread of a human life, 
another who measures it out and the third who cuts it.  Three women from mythology 
are also synonymous with weaving and threads:  Arachne, Ariadne and Penelope.  Their 
appearance in this story, even with names misspelled by Luz, seeks to provide another 
rich layer of associations for the reader.  
Three Sisters and two other stories in my story-cycle, Edenholme Gardens and E 
Pluribus Unum, have their beginning in dreams.  For my process in creating the stories, 
dreams are manifestations of immersion, where associations are less controlled and even 
more surprising than those I discover in my waking world.  As Campbell observes: 
Myths and dreams come from the same place.  They come from 
realizations of some kind that have then to find expression in 
symbolic form. (1991, p. 41) 
 
For the story that becomes Three Sisters, as soon as I see a kosikos weaving in 
an exhibition at the Cultural Center of the Philippines in Manila, I know it will be a 
central motif for a story in my cycle, a symbol of a unique weaving and cultural 
tradition and the protagonist’s domestic world, tangled up with the forces of 
colonialism, materialism and globalisation.  Beyond that, I have no real idea of the story 
until I dream of three girls running along an avenue inside a shopping mall trailing 
threads in the red, blue and white of the kosikos.  The shopping mall, as the location of 
the dream and the place where the protagonist Luz has to go in the service of Ma’am, is 
a most ambiguous space, full of metaphor and association. This shopping mall is the 
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coloniser’s space and, like the coloniser’s language8
For Edenholme Gardens, the dream that is the starting point for the story is more 
obscure:  a woman standing in a trench, seeing a glittering mineral quality in the ground 
beyond the trench, feeling the discomfort of sandals cutting into her feet and knowing 
only that she will “survive if she does not breathe.”  The glittering mineral surface and 
survival without breathing are transformed by association into the coral reef and the 
story becomes, among other things, an investigation of how memory and associations 
work on the page. 
 and faith and the coloniser’s house, 
Luz must navigate within it – as much as she must navigate (and survive) the neo-
colonial reality of globalisation. In the case of Luz and her family, third world products, 
labour, stories, and bodies become commodities that must service the first world in 
local-global commerce. The consequence of this transnational commerce manifests 
itself in her dream in the story, where she is faced with her greatest fear: the separation 
from and death of all her family.  It is only the metaphoric realm of the kosikos and her 
subversive “weaving made of words” that strengthen her identity, that give her 
movement in stillness. 
The protagonist’s dream as related in E Pluribus Unum is a long and well-
formed dream that I have on the night before the election of President Obama.  It 
anticipates both the short-lived apotheosis of Obama in the real world and the limits and 
perils of apotheosis played out in fictional representation and political and social reality. 
The final story, The Nightfiller’s Handbook, brings the cycle not exactly back to 
the beginning but back to a question inherent in the protagonist’s story in Playing by the 
                                                          
8 I use American spelling in Three Sisters. Although Ma’am Morris in the story is Australian, her 
colonisation is relatively recent.  The coloniser with the greatest impact on the Philippines throughout the 
twentieth century is the United States of America.  In an irony that Luz acknowledges in the story, it is 
the widespread teaching of (American) English that makes OFWs sought after labour.  The money earned 
by OFWs and sent back home is essential to the economy of the Philippines, but also contributes to the 
separation of families. 
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Rules:  how can a girl become the hero of her own life?  Campbell writes “Myths are so 
intimately bound to the culture, time, and place that unless the symbols, the metaphors, 
are kept alive by constant recreation through the arts, the life just slips away from them” 
(1991, p. 72).  It is easy to agree by pointing to the repeated appearances of the gods and 
superheroes in film, television shows, video games, even advertising.  
Yet something is missing.  In all his examples of the hero’s journey, through 
different cultures and eras, Campbell seems not to place any significance on the fact that 
women or girls do not appear as main characters.  They thwart or betray, resist or guide 
the hero but they are not the ones who get to play out the adventures.  In Campbell’s 
telling of the myth of the Cretan minotaur, Ariadne gives Theseus the thread which will 
lead him back out in safety.  But Campbell’s analysis of the myth has no further use for 
Ariadne.  She is a “benign, protecting power of destiny” (1993, p. 71) for Theseus, but 
not a protagonist in her own right.  Whereas Calasso, in his seamless retelling of and 
modern commentary on the Greek myths, does not fail to acknowledge the rest of 
Ariadne’s story and, indeed, that the myth records multiple versions of her story.9
                                                          
9 Clever Ariadne also dances the pattern of the labyrinth for Theseus, is betrayed when Theseus breaks his 
promise to marry her, suffers various deaths (is killed by Artemis, hangs herself, is turned to stone or dies 
in childbirth) and is ultimately “restored” as a constellation of stars in the heavens (1994, p. 11; pp. 22-
23).  Calasso observes, deadpan: “no other woman…had so many deaths as Ariadne.” 
 To 
emphasise the common predicament of women characters in Campbell’s interpretation 
of the myths – their supporting rather than starring roles – I give the protagonist in 
Playing by the Rules a creatively narrow and ultimately useless sewing set.  She gets the 
Penelope story from her parents, while her brother gets the Odyssey from them.  
However, in the story, it is the young protagonist who goes through the journey of self-
discovery.  
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In another example of the “non-heroic” role of women, Campbell describes the 
virgin Daphne’s flight from the relentless and harrowing pursuit by Apollo, but 
interprets this, without compassion, as Daphne “refusing the call” to adventure: 
This is indeed a dull and unrewarding finish…The girl had 
retreated to the image of her parent and there found 
protection…One is bound in by the walls of childhood…and the 
timorous soul…fails to make the passage through the door and 
come to birth in the world without. (1993 p. 62) 
 
On reading this interpretation by Campbell, I knew my instinct had been right, at the 
very beginning of the project, to name Leona’s daughter Daphne in The Nightfiller’s 
Handbook.  Like Daphne in the myth, Daphne in Nightfiller’s is given no chance to 
develop her own identity, to make her own rules, despite her many heroic attempts to 
evade her pursuer.  It is only, finally, with words to be carved in stone by the mother 
Leona that Daphne’s story can be acknowledged.  This acknowledgment is facilitated 
by an alternative character to Daphne, Sandie, who controls her own fate and, like a 
daughter, “ferries” Leona back to the world of the living.  So the final story in my cycle 
receives echoes from the first story, Playing by the Rules. In these echoes, including the 
gravestones and the words of Penelope, full of dread, from the Odyssey, the reader can 
recognise that the young protagonist in Playing by the Rules is now the woman, Leona.  
So the cycle closes with Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, the greatest story-cycles of mortal 
heroes and deathless gods, played out and subverted in the domestic, commonplace 
settings of house, supermarket, and garden. And the woman, Leona, begins to pass from 
her dissociated state – where the commonplace holds ambiguities, temptations and 
dangers – to a realm that, despite its anguish, offers the possibility of connection, if not 
redemption. 
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Thus the dominant male gods are challenged by the protagonists. The gods, both 
traditional and modern, are disoriented by the protagonists’ attempts to take them on, 
with varying results, in their domestic and mortal spaces, in their own heroic journeys. 
 
5. Conclusion 
We are the creatures who create and navigate a world of ambiguity, symbols, metaphors 
and associations.  And given that dealing in metaphor is one of the chief occupations of 
a fiction writer, what power can fiction writing have back in the real, temporal world?  
Can a character be “significantly known on the strength of rather slight exposure?” Can 
“one little manufactured moment of clear-sightedness” be created for my characters and 
for the reader? 
My story-cycle explores large and small moments of revelation and connection 
that happen when we take on the gods.  It asks whether we can discover and test our 
capacities and defy our limits most successfully through connection with other people 
and through the metaphoric realms of myth and art.  
Calasso seems to want the final word – although he will not quite have it: 
To invite the gods ruins our relationship with them but sets 
history in motion.  A life in which the gods are not invited isn’t 
worth living.  It will be quieter but there won’t be any stories.  
And you could suppose that these dangerous invitations were in 
fact contrived by the gods themselves, because the gods get 
bored with men who have no stories. (1994, p. 387) 
 
And with women. In this story-cycle, it is mostly women who take on the gods, 
displacing them with their own will and desires, imagination and words – their own 
stories – to create their own places in the world. 
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APPENDIX  
 
 
Notes on references in the story-cycle to narrative works and images 
 
In The Nightfiller’s Handbook, the protagonists navigate the realms of myth and art 
through multiple, layered associations, particularly those invoking works of literary 
fiction, other fictional narratives in popular culture and myth-making “artefacts.” This 
appendix provides notes on: 
• quotations (specified in pages) from specific narrative works in the stories; 
• resonances in three of the stories – Shooting Stars, Dragonfly and Three Sisters – 
from particular Filipino short stories that influenced me as I was writing the stories; 
and 
• the ‘kosikos’ weaving mentioned in the story Three Sisters. 
 
Playing by the Rules 
1. Page 7: In Book 9 of The Odyssey, Odysseus relates the tale that he, having 
finally escaped the Cyclops, Polyphemus, with some of his men, 
taunts and confounds the giant by naming himself “Nobody.”  
Homer, 1996, pp. 222-223, lines 408-418. 
2. Page 10: “Daniel Boone was a man…” theme song from the television series 
Daniel Boone 1964-1970.  
3. Page 11: “fluttered through his fingers...” Homer, (1996, p. 256, lines 
236-237). 
4. Page 16: “In my heart of hearts...” Homer, 1996, p. 462, lines 242-245. 
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5. Page 17: See Odysseus’ account of his “fighting spirit” (or maybe hubris) 
when he reveals his true name to Polyphemus and the Cyclops calls 
down the wrath of Poseidon:  “…let him come home late, and 
come a broken man – all shipmates lost, alone in a stranger’s ship – 
and let him find a world of pain at home!” Homer, (1996, pp. 227-
228 lines 558-597). 
6. Page 17: “the man of twists and turns” Homer, (1996 p. 77, line 1). 
 
Shooting Stars 
1. Page 18: “Never take with you...” From the film The Accidental Tourist, 
1998. 
2. Page 21: “The upper air burst into life!” Coleridge, (n.d.). 
 
In my course on Contemporary Philippine Fiction at the University of Santo Tomas in 
Manila, reading and studying The Distance to Andromeda, a short story by Filipino 
writer Gregorio Brillantes, helped me to imagine a story with a sense of the profound 
scale, loneliness and mystery of space, and the sense of belonging and security in a 
family home where love abounds.   
Brillantes’ story explores family, imagination and religious faith as sources of 
strength and consolation. The plot of the story is simple: a boy makes his way home, 
with mysterious feelings he cannot name, unsettled, lonely, after seeing a film in which 
a spaceship crew hopes to find a planet that can sustain human life after the Earth has 
suffered a catastrophic war and environmental collapse.  Once home, surrounded by his 
family again: “With confident imagination, he sees a vision of Earth, whole and 
entire…”  He feels a “…hum like the echo of an eternal name…” and in the future 
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“…he may come to understand a portion of the mystery at last, although humanly 
unutterable:  revealing, in time, not the terror of the universe, but its purpose and glory” 
(Brillantes, 2000, p.103). 
Dr Bobis pointed out a connection to another story, Guardia de Honor by 
Filipino writer Nick Joaquin, in which earrings are given from mother to daughter, and 
in which one earring is lost in a fatal accident (Joaquin, 2003). 
 
Edenholme Gardens 
1. Page 40: The “No Surprises” advertisement uses words from a real 
newspaper advertisement by the Baldwin Care Group in the 
Northside Courier, ‘Stability!’ (2008, p.7). 
2. Page 48: Genesis 2: 19-20; 3: 3 and 3: 4-5 in The Holy Bible, King James 
Version, (n.d). 
3. Page 49: John 1: 1 The Holy Bible, King James Version, (n.d.). 
4. Page 52: “The garden is not a garden of earthly delight.”  Coral is 
remembering a postcard of an Indian painting sent to her by 
Margaret but she has confused the name of the painting with a 
nightmarish altar triptych by Hieronymus Bosch c. 1504.  It is a 
little joke on Coral, if readers are familiar with the triptych.  
5. Page 60: Attributes of the word “coral”, written on a slip of paper enclosed 
with the gift.  These words are taken from The Language of Gifts: 
The Essential Guide to Meaningful Gift Giving, Washington, 
(2000, page 116). 
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E Pluribus Unum 
1. Page 66: “who certainly looked like…” Bellow, S (2003, p. 437). 
2. Page 66: “a worthwhile fate” Bellow, S (2003, p. 470). 
3. Page 69: “They shoot the white girl first.” Morrison, T (1998, p. 3). 
 
Dragonfly 
1. Page 80: “If eet bleeds ve can kill eet.”  From the film Predator 1987. 
2. Page 84: “Help me! Help me!”  From the film The Fly 1958. 
3. Page 91: “All that is solid melts into air...” Marx, K and Engels, F quoted in 
translation by Berman, M (1983, p.89).  
4. Page 92: “Verweile doch, du bist so schőn.” Goethe, (1980, p. 50, line 
1,700). 
 
Indecision, distraction and incompetence in the domestic world (but with a more 
humorous tone) are also found in Filipina writer Gilda Cordero-Fernando's story The 
Level of Each Day's Need, in Dimalanta and Mata, (2004). 
 
Three Sisters 
The kosikos weaving is a fine example of Philippine textile work, a tradition that seems 
almost unknown outside the country.  The sketch of a kosikos on page 119 is courtesy of 
Barbara Vickery.  A photograph of a kosikos is reproduced below, from Pastor Roces 
(1991, pp.74-75).  
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As discussed in the exegesis, weaving has many associations in Three Sisters.  
Traditional weavings in the Philippines, such as those from northern Luzon, have 
cultural, imaginative and spiritual force and link families and communities. To Ma'am, 
traditional weavings are certainly beautiful and desirable, but primarily as commodities, 
money earners, because they are exotic objects not made in the West and they are 
crafted by hand. 
This recalls the situation in Filipino writer F. Sionil Jose's story The God Stealer, 
where a friendship has been established between an American, Sam Christie, working in 
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Manila and his Filipino assistant, Philip Latak.  It all goes wrong on a visit to Philip's 
village because Sam covets a traditional wooden idol, which he wants to take “...home 
to America, to take its place among his souvenirs of benighted and faraway places” 
(2001, p. 152).  In a small tribute to F. Sionil Jose, who showed me great hospitality in 
Manila, I put his bookshop in Three Sisters. 
 
The Nightfiller’s Handbook 
1. Page 129: Lyrics from the song Houses in Motion by Talking Heads (1980).   
2. Page 137: The Nightfiller's Handbook is a staff training publication of 
Woolworths Ltd.  The contents of the publication quoted in the 
story are imaginary. I found a copy of the handbook on a shelf at a 
Woolworth’s store where I was shopping late one evening.  I began 
to think about the life of nightfillers, where day and night are 
reversed.  This was the beginning of the story. 
3. Page 141: “Ladybird, ladybird…” traditional English nursery rhyme, 18th 
century. 
4. Page 147: Perhaps this is a kosikos weaving. 
5. Page 148: “The man of twists and turns” Homer, (1996 p. 77, line 1).  
6. Page 150: “...the hands of the man who killed my son” Homer, (1990, p. 605, 
line 590), as spoken by Priam in the film Troy (2004). 
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